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Introduction# Assumptions# Decision Algorithm 1 

Assumptions ana Goaisi la 

This file was created as Part of an attempt to develop a 
methodology for collecting# storing# retrieving# analyzing# and 
making decisions concerning user feedback, This methodology 
has not been finalized but is described in its present form 
below, U1 

It has generally been observed that a "suggestion box" 
capability is needed to take advantage of user feedback that 
win allow the user to oe easily informed of the status of his 
suggestion and to provide some scales of measurement for 
analysis and development decisions, The algorithm below is a 
way of augmenting this process with the specific intent of 
avoiding any extra burden on the already overburdened people 
Involved, la2 

There are several steps in the following algorithm, These have 
bee n c ustomized for tn« internal ARC feedback process 
concerning software development and documentation, However, 
they could be generalised for any development group that wishes 
to augment their feedback process, la3 

Each Development groyp could have it's own feedback ident# 
sndmessage directory# decision file# and person responsible for 
coordinating the file, FQf e xamplei ia4 

GROUP COORDINATOR IDENT(S) F ILE 5NDMSG DIRECTORY 

NLS DEVELOPMENT JOAN FDBK <F£ED8ACK#FDBK#> FEEDBACKRSRI*ARC 
USER DEVELOPMENT JHB FEED <FEEDIACK#FEED#> 
FEEDBACK@0FFICE«I 
NIC DEVELOPMENT JAKE NIC ? us 

If one group is sent an item which does not belong to that 
group# the feedback coordinator wouid be responsible for 
forwarding the item to the proper group, la6 

A central Query Database eeuid provide places from which any 
user could access the decision file to determine the status of 
his suggestion or to automatically express his opinion (via the 
insert opinion command described below) concerning a 
development thrust as depicted by a decision file, la7 

An ANALYSIS team uses the decision flies to analyze the 
feedback apd make recommendations, U8 
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It is assumed that the process of organizing# analyzing# and 
keeping track of user feedback# bugs# needs# possibilities# and 
tninkpieces is important enough to the decision process in a 
living system to warrant the allocation of the necessary 
initial setup and continuing maintenance time, la9 

Algorithm for the NLS Software Development And Utility User 
Development Feedback Mechanism? lb 

USERS s Ibi 

send comments through 5NDMSG to FEEDBACK§SRI*ARC or send 
them through the journal to the ident? FDBK, ibia 

Utility members send comments to their architect# who wili 
forward them# or send them directly to ident FEED or through 
SNDMSG to FEEDBACK80FFICE-1, An architect can send things 
to be shared by other architects to KwAC, iblb 

Review the newly uPdated Future Needs & Possibilities branch 
when sent (see last step), They send their opinions to 
FDBK# use the "insert Dink" command o r u se the insert 
Opinion Command (see SOFTWARE below), Iblc 

FEEDBACK COORDINATOR p eriodically (weekly)j ib2 

Forwards items that belong to other groups to the 
appropriate ident, lb2a 

Reviews the Unclassified Items branch in <FE£DBACK>FDBK and 
makes an attempt to mov© feUgs# trivia# Needs ana 
possibilities# and implemented items to the appropriate 
places and consolidates duplications, ib2b 

Prints out (Or otnerwise gives to DEVELOPMENT) the BUGS and 
ACCEPTED TASKS branches, lb2c 

NLS SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT! Ib3 

Once a week# or as provided by the Feedback Coordinator# 
reviews each item in the BUGS and ACCEPTED TASKS branches# 
and marks it as ib3a 

Future NP 
Don© 
Rejects it or 
Assigns it to an impiementer, IbJal 

• Moves marked items to their assigned branches in FDBK, ib3b 
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Bug reports which are not clear enough should be rejected 
and the sender informed, lb3bl 

EAn optional step depending on the available time 
allocated for Feedback purposes would be to forward this 
current status information to the user(s) who made the 
suggestion,) ib3b2 

t* items to be completed by the Feedback coordinator,) Ib3b3 

Updates the Accepted tasks branch in the Feedback file to 
contain the current NLS implementation categories with the 
ident of the implemented responsible for each category, ib3c 

To items moved into the DONE branch, adds any changes made 
that are different from or not included m user feedback 
with descriptions sufficiently accurate for the documenter 
to document them, Note? if an impiementer makes a change in 
the system and does not somehow get it represented in the 
DONE branch, IT WILL NOT BE DOCUMENTED, ib3d 

Notifies the Feedback Coordinator when bringing UP a new 
system, • lb3e 

After bringing UP a new version of NLS, reviews each item in 
it's Future Needs & Possibilities branch ang either lb3f 

confirms its current position, 
moves it to a more appropriate place, 
rejects it # or 
assigns it to an impiementer, lb3fi 

ANALYSIS I Xb4 

Analyzes information in FDBK and integrates it with other 
data for the purpose of making suggestions to operations, 
NIC# user-development# help-development, 
software-development, and analysis and for determining 
problem areas to be followed up with further studies. 
Analyzes feedback mechanism for possible improvements, lb4a 

DOCUMENTATION! IbS 

Checks the Help system branch under Accepted Tasks and 
implements or rejects suggested changes, lb5a 

periodically checks for new items in Done Branch, moves each 
item out of the bra nch into the Documented branch, and 
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updates the documentation if necessary, <See *• 
documentation, manual#*, i* 3 5*3 

FEEDBACK COORDINATOR for each new version of Niss lb6 

Places items in each development area in the Future Needs & 
possibilities branch in a suggested order of execution as 
directed by ANALYSIS supported by analysis* data and 
suggestions if any, lfe&a 

Whenever a new version of NLS comes up, the feedback 
coordinator journalizes the entire feedback file at this 
time for posterity and to save space by sendmailing a link 
to the updated Future Needs & possibilities branch to 
interested users filling out the proper NLS version number 
in the following form* l&6b 

TITLE! User Feedback Decisions leading to NLS-8,1 
AUTHOR(3)f FDBK 
DISTRIBUTE FOR INFO-ONLY TO* SRI-ARC KWAC 
FILE! <feedback#fdbk,> 

CO.MMGNTS! This document contains the status of user 
feedback decisions for NLS-8,1, It is over 100 pages 
long# we advise you NOT to print it, Read it online* 
For the new features and bug fixes, see the Documented 
branch, For those suggestions that have been rejected, 
see the Rejected branch, The items scheduled to be done 
in the next version are in KNLS#MQDS>, Those items 
which remain as Needs & Possibilities are in 
<feedback,£dbk,future>, 

lbfcbl 

After journalization, items for that NLS version in the 
Executed and Rejected branches are deleted and the link in 
the branch statement for these branches is updated to point 
to the newly journalized version, 1&6C 

Very eld Future NP items should be verified with their 
suporters to determine if they are stin desired, ib6d 

SOFTWARE to augment this Algorithm! ic 

insert Opinion B/A! (in favor?) Y/Ni OKs 
This command would be in the readmall subsystem and would allow 
anyone to insert their initials in front of an item classified 
in FDBK independent of whether they have write access, A minus 
sign would preeeed the idents of those that said Mno", lei 
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The Insert Link command in sendmail subsystem should be 
implemented to allow anyone to use it on an item classified in 
FDBK independent of whether they have write access, 

Complete Feature B/A (exactly as stated?) Y/N? OK! 
This command would move an item specified by an implementer 
from the implementer#s "to do" branch to the appropriate 
category in the implemented branch in FDBK to be documented. 

Author? announcements of ©id versions of feedback 

First journalized fdbk file <24048,> 

Unclassified Items 

Jou rnal (Sendmail and Message items) 

KIBK 24*SEp«74 15:30 24043 
Bug With move file in NL$ 
Message? w hen using the move message command! i get the message 
File Not online ,,, Copy message works fine, NDM says the 
problem is a bug in the Move file command in nis that occurs 
with TXT files, is this true? if so, will you (Ken) be fixing 
it? 
#####Notei C INFCwONLy 3 ###•# 

JHB Notes from Laura Gould Visit 24 June 1974 (Visitl°g) 
1»JUL*74 18:25 (GJPUPNAL# 23503* L|W) 
•##*#Notei ( ACTION 3 ##### 

comments? These notes are colored by my interests? rough but 
readable? and hopefully contain those suggestions that will be 
useful in the development of NLS, 

Notes from Laura Gould Meeting, 24 June 1974 

Seminar included discussion of three areas concerning the 
CAj NLS Project * "Mixed Intivie Tutorial Sysytem to Aid 
Users of the On*Line System", Contracted by The Deputy for 
Command and Management Systems, ESD# USAF (DP, Mayer), 

Overview of the Primer (»«,see hardcopy)? 

3 units (chapters) or "lessons" which are roughly 
estimated to take about 1,5 hours each? 

,13 demo tasks run by the simulator? 

2a i 

2b 

2bl 

2b 2 

2b2a 

2b2b 

2b2hl 

2b2b2 
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An Agenda program drives scholar (not sure why that's 
significant,,,) ? 

It has the question mark facility. 

Student tasksi 

Student performed tasks are evaluated »* task 
evaiuator which references to a preferred command 
sequence! 

Has hierarchy of tasks? 

references to kinds of questions the student asks# 
noting the knowledge necessary to answer? 

Guestion*answering system! 

Natural language • comfortable subset of English# 
uses dynamic parsing? 

Data Base which includes the structured facts 
encompassing 90% of the Primer (see listing of Data 
Base)? 

Instantiation win do natural language command that 
Is discussed or introduced by the student, In 
general# the simulator# written in LISP# can perform 
90% of the NLS commands, 

Primer deals with NLS divided into subsystems# eg, file 
handling. 

Does not provide for different groups of students# no 
facility for skipping ahead over material that is known a 
priori, 

Also "secretive"# that is about not introducing 
commands# many of which represent short cuts# until a 
later session could conceivably cause bad 
feelings"why didn't it show that before,. 

Recognition issue? 

LEG advocates DEMAND# not fixed anticipatory as we do# 

because of the nmumonlc value of typing UP to a certain 
(comfortable) point# maybe even the whole command word# 

2b2b3 

2b2b4 

2b2b5 

2b2b5a 

2fc2b5o 

2b2b5c 

2 b 2 b 6 

2b2b6a 

2b2b6fc 

2b2b6c 

2b 2b"? 

2b2nv 

2b2b8<» 

2b 2c 

2b2cl 
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and the CONTROL of recognition (system doesn't take off 
and do something until the student is ready,##) 2b2c2 

Recommendations (in addition to the recognition mode)j 2b2d 

Explicitly terminate the Li prompt field with CA, whether 
Null or not? 2b2dl 

Print file command instead of Print only, This would not 
move the CM but would Print File from origin with basic 
default viewspecs (all, all, m,,,)t 2b2d2 

Print Rest command was cited (CHI) as improvement over 
the current Print only, which doesn't have a noun field, 2b2d3 

LEC's comment in the context of training and introducing 
NLS to new users* "Need subset of NLS," 2b2d4 

NO Ct prompt for the first 2 fields: "wpat else can you 
type after the the herald?'1 Also, Fj for filename rather 
thn Ti, 2b2d5 

"Noise words more helpful than prompts"« 2b2d6 

HELP data base not comprehendable# gave example of 
response to question about address, (Show Address,«,) 2b2d7 

dHa Questions 2b2e 

Suggestions for explaining Plex, 2b2el 

Reference book,,.necessary?? Tea, of course, 2b2e2 

Ideas about test o £ N LS skill level,,,user assessment, 2b2«3 

Graduated levels of NLS with restricted command set 
availabllty,. .first cut of this was given to her, Her 
response was favorable, she recommended the addition of 
markers and intoducing SlDs a little earlier in the 
progression, 2b2e4 

Citations w/o suggestions 2c 

MDK A suggestion on NLS File structure, with Application to 
Back-Links and output Processor Directives 
27-NOV-73 1Q*36 (IJOURNAL, 20374, isw) 

KIPK Proposed system using two viewspecs to view warps (text 

2C i 
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specified by a link instead of link syntax), 
13-JUL*73 20146 (LJQURNAL# 17811, l?w) 

JEW Helping the User Keep Track of NLS Changes %NLS release 
date * date of last NLs load * file of changes loaded 
automatically! 
11 •»MAY*73 13|52 (IJOURNAL# 16376, liw) 

KlHK TWO s uggestions for handling statement names in NLS 
superdocuments that must live in TFNEX file structure, 
%informaton preceding directory name in ORIGIN statement should 
be saved - forget 2nd part! 
14-DFC-73 12103 (MjQURNAL# 20903# l!W) 

RLL rei new text string - remarks %remarks that wouldn't 
appear when file is printed » alternate to 19557)% 
15-NOV73 08 f 27 (JJQURNAIM 2 0258# liw) 

RLL margin note addition to nls %non»printing remarks! 
8-OCT-73 18109 (KJOURNAL# 19557# liw) 

JcN Response to Ji Proposed NLS Features; Meta nls and output 
Nls (20028#) and (20027#) %sUpports% 
3*NOV»73 09101 (LJQURNAL# 20031# liw) 

2c2 

2c3 

JAKE Column manipulation 
13»SEp»7 3 11i29 19059 2c4 

JEW proposal for a New Family of NLS Editing commands 
23»oCT«73 12 s 49 (LJQURNAL# 19830# Uw) justifying text String 
lengths! (19869,) (JBN) (17867#) (RLL) 

2C5 

2c6 

2c7 

2C8 

2C9 

Jl G(oteJ M(eta] NCIs1 %repetitive tasks! 
3*»NOV»73 Q3I57 (LJQURNAL# 20028# liw) 

2c 1 o 

JI O(utput) N (Is 3 %to get rid of OP directives! 
2.NOV-73 23541 (LJQURNAL# 20027# liw) 

2cl 1 

Bygsi see <nls#mods#bqgs> 3 
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Questions to Answer 4 

Praise 5 

Things that work impresssively well! show also, CI think this is 
the ideal structure tor ©saeaping treeism), show <words> makes 
remarkably intelligent guesses# out it can also send you off into 
left field. The *o function is implemented beautifully, the ~Q 
in the 
middle of a n e ditor Command getting you hexp is quite impressive, 
CEspeclaslly when it gets you some help that you want), 
The HELPS themselves are rather well written in most places that 
they are "finished", (RlCART) 5a 

KIRK 13«MAY»7 4 i7 £ 27 22983 
Praise for the Feedback system 
Messagei I think the way Susan has been handling the NLS feedback 
is excellent, This is something we should have had long ago and I 
hop® it becomes an established procedure for the future, It Is 
all too easy to take for granted necessities that aren't apparant 
because they are working as they should, Let's not let this one 
go by the wayside after the newness of the new NLs wears off, 
####*Note! * action # ##### 

5b 

i-APR"74 1828*PDT BECK? praise to Allah the HELP programmers 
Distribution* FEEDBACK 
Received at? 1«APR«74 I8i28?2i 5c 

When I am busily constructing networks in the HELP Database Cin 
New NLS) and want to check how my links work, I can immediately 
do a <ccntroi»q>, one show command to get to the branch I was 
working en and then step through the menues I have just created 
just as a HELP user would, do a Quit, and pRESTOi I'm back 
where i was in Editor, editing the file again, Very Nice, 5ci 

t7«FEB«74 i700*»PDT KELLEYi praize for the way level indenting 
works in xnis 

cci irby 
Received 17»FE8«74 i7|00|U 5d 

I just used 21 levels with viewspecs 1 and B in ccontinuum,srl> 
and they worked fine, when I turned off B, it worked fine 
also, Things like this which seem primarily database oriented 
and not document production or software production oriented are 
rare so I really appreciate one when it comes along, it makes 
me very happy, Thanks, 
m m K irk 5di 

9 
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UM8 17 »DEC*7 3 11 1 31 20929 
new TNL5 
Messadei I like what Delete File doesi le# prints.,* 
"Deleted Files are; 

( been# dodad,nls;i, ) and its partial copy" 
Good W©t)cJ 

5e 

KIRK From«To feature in the Move and Copy commands, 5F 

KIRK Ability to bug with the insert command, 59 

KIRK All of the directory commands from NLS, 5H 

Rejected Suggestions 
For rejected suggestions prior to May 1# 1974# see (MJOURNAL#22906#) 6 

KIRK 21«SEP*74 16s 11 24021 This will not be done as it Is a 
Problem peculiar to tasKers 
bug with displaying spaces in the seventy«sec©nd character 
position when invisibles are turned on, 
Messagel no space is displayed, 
*#*##Notei i ACTION 3 ***** 

6a 

KXRK 21-SEP-74 16114 24022 
foliowup on space display bug 
Message; The problem is when bugging that space# the bugmarK 
does net appear# 
##*##Note; [ ACTION 3 ***** 

6al 

DHC go away# directive# you bother me, 
24-APR-73 10*52 16101 Message; 
As nice as signature information is, on statements# it would be 

even nicer to have a viewspec/directive to show only the date from 
that Information, The date, of the date# time and ident-of-creator 
is easily themost useful. 

6b 

ADO Suggestions 
4-JAN«74 23*41 21295 Message; 
I thinK Nic/QUFRY should implement *w and <esc> and *R (at least 

the last) when typing the object of show, i also thinK NLs should 
implement *G as and *S ana *R when entering text' wore or less as 
In SNDMSG# although some sort of accomodation for the fact that 
<cr>'s are not normally put Into statements would be necessary, 6c 

DHC 

10 
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24-APFU73 10*55 16102 Message? 
The insert date command saves the user from remembering and 

typing any specific date, out requires execution of a separate 
command, it would be much better to be able to enter the date 
naturally, while entering text. Perhaps a control character could 
be reserved for that, and put under the same user control as *D, 
"X, etc (echoing, selection of character, etc,) 

DIA Suggestion? I'd like to be able to save views 
3-JAN-73 10*58 13664 Message? 
When romping through a large and unfamiliar file, I often have 

the urge to get a handle for a view i,e, i want to do a jump 
return to a particular oiace I once was, but which is no longer in 
the jump stack, This happens when I'm reading a file, and don't 
what to do any kind of a write, How aooyt letting a user give a 
name to a jurrp stack type entry and save it away, it would be 
associated with the file, but would be local to the user and not 
Part of the file, They would go away when the file was closed, 

append string 
break « » 
copy M If 

delete It ft 

insert ft ft 

6d 

6e 

CONFIRM in the Goto and in the Execute commands should be 
conlstent (none necessary*), C 22060 # 3 (KIRK) 6f 

3, The Editor subystem contains far too many commands# resulting 
in unecessarY alphabetic conflicts, (23116#) (MDK) fig 

In reality the presently implemented Editor subsystem seems to 
me to encompass AT LEAST three subsystems! an EDITOR, a 
FXLE*handi«r, a TERMINAL*handler? and possibly also (depending 
on your viewpoint) a TELECONFERENCING handler# and a 
HARDCOPX.CUTPUT handler / &gi 

I suggest the present editor subsystem be subdivided as shown 
below (i hope i haven't missed any commands? if so, I hope it 
will be obvious where they would go in this scheme), 6g2 

Note that a few commands are common to more than one of the 
subdivisions, for ease of use, CI feel no esthetic or 
philosophical conflict in that approach,) 6g2a 

Editor? 6g3 

6g3a 

U 
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wove string / structure 
replace " " 
substitute « « 
transpose « « 6g3b 

freeze statement / branch / group / piex 
release statement / branch / group / pie x / all 6g3c 

jump (as presently implemented) 
load f i'ie 
renumber sid#s 
update 6g3d 

set case / filter / name-delimiters / viewspecs 
reset " 11 

show » " 6g3e 

sort 
merge 6g3f 

print 
output guickprint 6g3g 

execute 
Qoto 
help 
quit 6g3h 

File Handler* *>94 

archive file 
copy file / directory / sequential / archive 
create file 
delete file / modifications 
expunge directory / archive 6g4a 

load file 
move file 
protect file 
retrieve file 
trim directory 6g4b 

connect directory 6g4c 

set archive / link*defauit / name»deiimiters / temporary 
reset H " 
show » « / directory / file«status / disk*spaee 6g4d 

set private / public 6g4e 
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sort 
merge 6g4£ 

undelete file / modifications 
verify fiie 6g4g 

freeze statement / branch / group f plex 
release statement / branch / group / plex / all 
renumber sid's 6g4h 

jump 
execute 
goto 
help 
quit 6g4i 

Terminal Handlers 6gs 

clear window 
split window 
simulate terminal 
move boundary 6g5a 

set tty-window / char-size 
reset " " 6g5b 

execute 
goto 
help 
quit 6g5e 

Hardcopy output Handier Cor* possibly a part of the 
File»Hantfl et)i ^g6 

output assembler / COM / journal / printer / 
quicxprint / remote / sequential / terminal 

print 6g6a 

set viewspecs / name*delimiters 
reset n " 
show H H 6g6b 

jump 
execute 
goto 
help 
quit 636C 

Teleconference Handler! 6g7 

13 
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start recording session 
stop recording session 
playback recording session 6g7a 

accept connection 
connect terminals 
disconnect terminals 6g7b 

link terminals (not presently implemented in NLS) 
break links " « 697c 

universal commands 6g8 

help c getting you to a relevant place in the HELP data 
base ) 6g8a 

set ( with operands appropriate to the subsystem ) 
show » " 
reset » " 6g8b 

execute 
logout 
quit 6g8c 

a t some of the "current alternatives" are not implemented, 6h 

That is# o* course, most frustrating when you*r« trying to 
learn a language that's not do cumented, I STRQNGLY RECOMMEND 
THAT NO ALTERNATIVE BE LISTED UNDER QUESTION MARK UNLESS IT HAS 
BEEN IMPLEMENTED, &hi 

A side effect (a nuisanee, really) is that some commands dike 
"append link") are not implemented, but the user doesn't find 
that out until he gives the terminating <cA> after typing the 
command's full syntax a gression, At the least, the user 
should immediately get a "command unrecognized" response ---
i,e,, a M?H just as if he had typed, say, «x" for a command 
word, 6h2 

RLL 11»5EP*74 09142 23940 
Comments on new insert/delete edge comma nds Cih work) an^ bugs, 
Location, CHJOURNAL, 23g40, i,w) 
#####Notei C ACTION 3 ##*## 

61 

The word perpendicular I think is not clear to many users, 
First to the class of people not famiiar to this geometric term 
and second to those who are but bug some random point in the 
window, Are we to assume that the window is divided into 
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sections in order for tne system to determine which margin edge 
is used for pegging the "perpendicularness"? What is the 
algorithm that determines which margin to use? I think is 
would be BEST to NOT use the term and second best Cat the very 
least) give feedback to user asking for him to point to a 
margin directly (do not accept bugs not at a margin,,) 611 

What ever happened to ndm's proposal on this, I think that a 
better (more consistent# clearer) idea, 612 

I suppose the following bugs are Known (being quite apparent)? 613 

Moving an edge off the window results in an empty screen 
(with the final bug (©*) in the window with an existing 
file, 6i3a 

If one has three windows (insert edge first vertically then 
horizontally 0n the right side)# and then delete the edae 
between the left right windows# keeping the bug on the right 
bottm window then one still has the right bottom window. 
The left bottom 'window** remains blank due to the funny 
delete of edge, 6i3b 

NDM 16-5EP-74 14 S 5Q 31058 
Split Screen commands 
Messages i think the new split screen control commands are very 
poor, When I go to split my screen# I know were i want the 
boundary, i don't want to have to stop and figure which 
boundaries it may fall perpendicular to, isn't much more 
straightforward to say "insert a norisonal Boundary (or Edge if 
you will) here"? As Robert said# even those of us familiar with 
trigonometry found the new command non*intuitive (a eyphamism), 
Let me once more ask you to consider the suggestions made in 
30932, 

63 

comments? Not too late to change# is it? 631 

"FILENAME,EXT? 123 cannot, be opened" is the wrong message for me to 
get when i try to load a file someone else has protected by 
marking it 770000, 770000 means the file should not appear to the 
outside world via the DIRECTORY or any other command, someone 
who's access has been restricted in this way should get the FILE 
NOT ONLINE message, (22059,) (KIRK) 6k 

Changing option character from <*U> to space, (22061,) (KIRK) 

RLL I8wJUN*74 19 I 41 23396 

51 
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stop printing control charactersjsuggestion 
Messagei is the control s functioning in the new NtS? also, may I 
suggest a control character to stop printing remainder of branch, 
that would be Ci think) more meaningful than stopping statement 
Printing snee most statements are short and by the time one types 
it the staement is done anyway, Robert, 
#*#*#Notet t ACTION 3 ##### 

I think that <SP> in front of a statement name should specify 
searching fcr "name in branch", No space specifies "jump to name 
any" twhieh would also search any external files], 6n 

1 donft think this will add any confusion in explaining the DAK to 
users for the following reasonst So 

A space preceeding a name as the first element in a DAE wiii 
work the same as no space except when specifying a second Group 
address parameter where the distinction will become important, &ei 

Currently if anyone uses a naked name Cno preceeding special 
character) following other addressing elements, all of the 
preceedinO eiements are evaluated and then ignoh ecJ# wasted, 6©2 

The most important reason i#m requesting the above DAE changes is 
that in my work and I'm predicting# in the work Of other database 
builders and document refereneersj "name in group" and "jump to 
name external" will be more valuable than the current defaults, hp 

Already# typing J in front ot ail of the sec°na names in the help 
database is an ugly pain, 6q 

3) if you type rapidlu enough while inputting a literal# then 
DNLs sucks up the <ca> and doesn't or at most subiiminany 
--- displays the full literal in the lit feedback window) it 
simply does the intended tasK, This is especially annoying on a 
jump to link# inserting strings# and similar tas*s, C23493#) CMDK) hr 

I think "Useroptions" is a misnomer, There Is confusion with the 
already confusing special NL5 concept of OPTIONS vs Alternatives 
and besides# every parameter of every command in nls is a user 
option, In other words# "Useroptions" is too general potentially 
very confusing, I think the word "Profile" is much more 
definitively descriptive, I like Charles* idea of renaming 
Programs to &e userprograms, Not only does it read better than 
"use roptions"# it can provide a home for all those user programs 
that currently cannot be used because they have no CMi interface, 
It currently requires more than twice as many steps as the old 
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system since you nave to load and attach to the CML interface for 
each one, (22175#) (KIRK) 6s 

JHB 31»MAY*74 12 1 10 23177 
New NLs bug 
Message? When dumping to file return it said "illegal statement in 
file return ring", Thank s I said, How about an error msg that 
tells me what to do? 
*****Notel C ACTION 3 ***** 

6t 

viewspec to indicate number of lines to display 6u 

This viewspec would be similar to level and truncation, It 
would control the number of lines to be used in the window in 
question, Currently, all lines are used, I would like to 
specify the number of lines used sometimes (e,g, when I do a 
jump) and I don't want to wait for the entire window to be 
painted. This viewspec makes little sense with TASKER 
displays, but would be a boon to Lineproeessor displays, 
especially those running at less than 4800 baud, 6ul 

Suggestions this viewspec could be controlled by digits, »i" 
for one line, "2" for two, ,,, "9" for nine and zero «©r ALL, 
These would be as inconvienent to type as upper case viewspecs, 
but I think acceptable, I don't think there is a need for the 
» + l" or "*1» features that the level and truncation have, Also, 
% don't think we have to worry about allowing the user to set 
it to more than nine lines, (16007,3 (DHc - for IMNLS too) 6u2 

KIRK 29"MAY-74 17 8 01 23157 
How to waste time, cpu and paper with indenting off 
Message! About 5 times a week, I have to reprint something because 
I had viewspecs B, and 1 or 9 indenting off and plex or branch 
only on, It looks indented in DNLS and TNLs, but is not indented 
when printed, This anomaly is impossible for me to get used to, 
There are three solutions that I know of, 1) make output 
guiekprint work like the current system, 2) change the current 
system by adding another viewspec for "left adjusted" independent 
of 1 and g, 3) Make l and g automatically mean "left adjusted" and 
capital B ALWAYS mean ALL indenting off, Number 2 seems like the 
way to go# but I don*t see any one doing it, I would prefer 3 to 
the way it currently works if it would be easier to do than 2, 
But somebody please do something, I find "left adjustment" vitai 
in working with highly structured files, 
*****Note| ( ACTION 3 ***** 

6v 

KIRK 26*FEB«74 16! 17 22062 
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A simple system to eliminate the cludgy left justify indenting 
system of plex only (1) and branch only (g) viewspecs with 
indenting off (B) without adding another viewspec, 
Location* (HJOURNAL# 22062# l*w) 

6W 

If the current left justification resulting from branch only 
and Piex only viewspecs with indenting off was instead the way 
1 and g worked for indenting on as the default, then when 
indenting was off, it would be OFF (independent of piex only or 
branch only'viewspecs), 6wi 

The disadvantange to this implementation is outweighed by the 
advantages in that if you were bothered by the resulting change 
in line length, you could split the screen or set your line 
length, However, under the current implementation, there is no 
way at all for the user to show Plex only or group only with 
indenting really off, This capability is valuable to me, 
However# the way branch only and plex only currently work with 
indenting on is next to useless, 6w2 

Also# I assume that output qulekprint could then snow t he same 
as view as the Teletype or Dismay, 6w3 

The alternative to this is to introduce a new viewspec* Left 
Justify, 6*4 

something should be done before a whole lot more links get 
cluttered with capital B#s, 1's# and gfs, (16700#) (KIRK) 6w5 

*(23116#) CNDK) "freeze" and "release" have long suffered (in my 
opinion) *rom not letting you set viewspecs "0" and »p« before 
completing the command, i wish that would be implemented, 6x 

Note also in my proposed categorization of current editor 
commands given a b0ve, that I've recommended expanding the 
freeze and release commands to include branch, group, and piex 
as legitimate objects, in addition, I would recommend that 
"release all" automatically result in viewspec "p" being set, 6x1 

would like to pug term ana backspace (for getting different 
versions of file & jumping to plurals) (KIRK) 6y 

The Illegal text entity message in xnls does not allo w b ackspacing 
for misPiaced bugs, (22009#) (KIRK), 6z 

If "directory" were an option at the source selection of the 
replace command X would not have to delete plex to get rid of the 
out*of*date version in my intial file which contians my directory 
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copied via copy directory, 0f course it would b« pest if the 
system automatciaiy wrote that branch anew evvery time I logged in 
or the like, Can the profile do that? (21425,) (DYN) teas 

How about putting all the directory and TENEX commands in a 
separate subsystem? (20925,5 (NDM) 

6aa 

RLE 18-JUN-74 20|40 23397 %TNLS% 
indicate last OK was accepted, 
Message! One should have a three dot response or <CR> after the 
final CA or <CR> in commands such as update file, I find myself 
unsure if ii relly did hit the last confirmation, ture i could do 
a control t but that is more difficult# I a lazy especially at the 
XI, 
*****Notei t ACXION 3 ***** 

6ab 

l*evadj should be either upper or lowercase, (22940#) CRWW) 6ac 

There should be fewer recognition modes with more intuitive names, 
Suggested * novice# expert and tenex-like, How many choices are 
too many? (JAKE) 6ad 

Expert-expert recognition confuses new users, CMEJ# JCR# JAKE) 6ae 

"Expert" recooniton mode is a misnomer, It should be called 
"Efficient" recognition mode, (22465,5 (KIRK) 6*f 

RLL 7*JUN-74 09 1 38 23302 
New recognition model a true expert»expert, 
Messages Please read (23294,) and (23298,3 for suggestion on an 
additional recognition mode, 1 would not replace the 
expert-expert mode but haye this new mode made in addition, 
#####Note1 I ACTION 3 ***** 

JHB 6*JUN-74 22 f 56 23298 
Response to (23294,) RILiNew recognition mode 
Message* I think secondary ana tertiary command level recognition 
by spaces instead Of unique spelling is worthy of serious 
experimentation, 
From a psychological viewpoint# the suggested operation is far 
more consistent in psychomotor operation, Further# experiments 
have shown that short term memory is more efficient utilizing 
character consistency rather than alternatives (as it would be 
using all numbers©? all characters rather than the combination), 
whether this win affect long term memory of keystrokes for 
command recognition can only tee projected from the work on STM, 

6ag 
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I recommend that this alternative be implemented as soon a 
possible and that it be integrated with MDK's proposed online 
command presentation scheme, It should be substituted for the 
present expert/expert mode, 
#####Note§ [ INFO-ONLY 3 *#### 

6ah 

15«FEB*74 1430*PDT KELLEYl Logut command, 
Received 15*FEB*74 14s30t5@ 6ai 

To make the logout command consistent with the rest o the 
command language and also to help avoid aceadentialiy logging 
yourself out* the logout command should bet 
Logout Job OK where Job is the command*noun, bail 

KIRK (NDM) N0UN*TYPE keywords could ALLOW adverbs and adjectives 
where it saves typing. Lets maintain the convention of having a 
verb-noun type command, but lets not create dummy nouns that 
require extra Command-word input just to keep from using an 
adjective or adverb as a noun-type, feaj 

If we must use only nouns for the noun-type keyword, we need to 
renamei 6aji 

Delete All (markers), Delete Last (program), Delete All 
(programs), jump (to) Up, jump (to) Successor, jump (to) 
predecessor, jumP Down# JUmP End, Jump Back, CoPy 
Sequential, output Sequential, output Assembler, output 
Remote, Record (session) On, Record (session) Stop, Release 
Frozen (Statement at), Release All (frozen statements), 
Reset Archive, set Archive, Show Archive, Expunge Archive, 
Delete Archive, Reset Temporary, 6ajia 

Not to mention the ev«n g reater number of commands with 
nouns used as adjectives such as set Tty (window), 6ajib 

Spilt Window Vertically / Horlzontally> OK 
could bei 
Split (window) Vertical / Horizontal OK 
or better yet 
Horizontally»(split) window ifirst level *h* is currently not 
being used! 
and 
Verticaliy-(spiit) Window Jmove verify File to second level! fcak 

JHB i9-WAY*74 19|34 23044 
New NLS bug in split screen 
Messagej Help (control Q) says Split (window),,, The command 
is actually Split Window,,, Hitting *Q after split doesnt 
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tell you to hit w, 
I think the w is superfluous, and the command should be split 
vertically or Horizontally * Its logivcal even it the noun 
field is net quite perfect,.,. Change the command not the 
documentation, 
***#*Nete? t ACTION J ***** 

fiakl 

KIRK 30*JAN*74 10« 29 21679 
Inconsistency in noun*type keywords 
Messages Charles, 
If "TO" is legal as a noun*type command»word in the "Quit" 
command# what is the reasoning for commands like "Split Window 
Vertically" when "Split (window) Vertically" would make the 
command easier to use? ¥ou told me the reason was because 
"Vertically" was not a noun, "To" is also not a noun, 

6ak2 

16*»MAY»74 1451*PDT FEINLER ? Update 
Distribution! FEEDBACK# feinier 
Received at! 16«MAY*74 HiSiiSO 6ai 

Since there is only one option for update * namely 
'file' * I would suggest that if a person writes 'u' the rest 
should follow without the user having t° also write *£', Or to 
state 
it another wayi uCPdate file) not u(Pdate) f(iie), 6ali 

KIRK 9*MAY*74 12828 22930 
Mor e u niversal commands %will a© for jump commanas% 
Message? The system would be more useable for me if many more 
commands in addition to Execute# Goto# Quit# etc, were universal 
commands available in all subsystems, in particular Jump would 
be most desireable, Also# show# set# Reset# and split, 
**#*#N0teI * info*only * ***** 

6am 

2*MA¥*74 Q954*PDT FEINLERI Jump commands » need to repeat each 
time 
%For some reason she didn't find out about repeat « problem with 
Help 7% 

Distribution? FEEDBACK# feinier 
Received at? 2*MAY*74 09f54?4O 6an 

I am finding that there is much more work (time and motion) 
involved in having to retype JUMP TO item eyerytime I want to 
use it than 
there was having it remain until I gave a command change 
signal, The 
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former method had some drawbacks If one forgot to release the 
lump command but the new one seems to be much more time 
consuming 
we might want to consider the tradeoff of 
time and see if it is prohibitive, 

JHB 27.MAY»74 UJ58 23130 
New MLS sugestion 
Messagej The system defaults to Item in the jump to command, I 
recommend that it default to statement in Break and Append, In 
that way experts would have one less keystroke, and users shifting 
from old NlS would not loose that convenience, 
####*Note? [ ACTION 1 ##*## 

"(23116*) (MDK) I would still like to see the sort and merge 
comm ands upgraded, as defined by m« last year ( See *• jjournai, 
17234, 1 1wy), 

Jump to Return syntax backwards (CA then Y/N) (JAKE) (should be 
Y/N "returnspot" OK?) (KIRK) 

Content searches woyld be easier to input if delimiters were a 
lowercase rather than uppercase character Ci»e, t rather than w) 
(22909#) (Rll) 

Jump to content searching from where you are only to end of file, 
She thinks this is not intuitive and that it should start 
searching at the beginning or at least from where you are and wrap 
around to where you started, (22940,) (RWW) 

Problems with the Insert statement Command 

1, hi is not the correct prompt, It should be li/Tl/Bi/CAIJ 

2, If yeu type <*u» at LJ, the prompt changes to AI and you 
get to the address fieidf if you type in text at is the prompt 
/changes to TI and the text goes ini however# if you BUG a 
statement# the prompt changes# ,,, but nothing happens. 

This used to he the case where ever i? appeared but it was 
fixed for Copy, Move, Replace, etc, Please fix this bug for 
insert as well, 

3, if you try to insert a space at Li the prompt changes but 
nothing happens, (22489#) (22942,) (KIRK) 

KIRK 26*MAR»74 18 » 37 22492 
Efficient command language proposal 

24051 

6ani 

6ao 

6ap 

eag 

ear 

6as 

6at 

6at 1 

6at2 

eat2a 

6«t 3 
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Locations (JUOURNAL, 22492, i|W) 
6au 

KIRK 2-JUL-74 18151 23514 
A look: at NtS commanding axioms or how to have your CA and repeat 
it tool 
location! (GJOUPNAL, 23514, ITW) 
#####Note| [ INFO»ONLY 3 ***** 

6av 

JMB 3«JUL*74 09!54 23519 
Re KirkfS (GJQURNAL,23514,ijw) 
Message! Based on some recent experience with n aive users 
trying learn NLS from Questionmark and Help, I believe that 
Kirk's eg journal,23514, 1 !W) suggests an improvement, The 
possibility that something like he describes can be implemented 
wthout much rewriting merits looking into, 
*##**Notei C INFO-ONLy 3 «*#*« 

6avl 

KIRK 18*MAP*74 19134 22424 
Problems with H<»lp systemt their causes ang solutions 
Location! (UUOURNAL, 22424# ljw) 
****#Notei * info-only * ***** 

6aw 

Help is not self teaching, bawl 

The help system can't teach the user how to use itself 
because the user ha® to know how to use command-words in his 
recognition mode before he can use the Show command in the 
Help subsystem, The Help database cannot tell the new user 
what to type for the show command because the Help database 
has no way of knowing what recognition mode he is using, 6awia 

Fixed view, baw2 

The syntax statements have words like CONTENT in them with 
an unsightly definition immediately following! 6aw2a 

TNlSi CONTENT a Af/ETl3 6aw2al 

DNtSg CONTENT = Tf/Bs/CAf 3 6aw2a2 

which doe» not say what is expected in the CONTENT for a 
command, It could be a FILELINK, LINK, IDENT(S), TEXT, an 
ADDRESS, NUMBER(33# etc, Ail of this information should be 
available but the syntax statements are separated from the 
statements that might contain this information, 6aw2b 
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Syntax statements are separated from the function 
statements and functions statements are divided into effects 
statements because earn node must be kept small, 6aw2c 

Even in the concepts section# the users must take many 
steps, showing many, small nodes in order t0 p iece together 
a coherent picture of a segment of NLS, 6aw2d 

Each node must be kePt small because in the only format that 
query (expensively) allows, the user is forced to see the 
information in the parent node before he can get at the 
statements classified by that node, 6aw2e 

On the other hand if he wants a coherent overview, the user 
cannot see all of the information classified under the 
parent node at one time, He must "return" and re*specify 
each rrenued node one at a time, 6aw2f 

The user does not hay® a ehoiee between a verbose or brief 
view, 6awag 

Solutions to the above problems* 6aw3 

Do away with all eommand»words in the help subsystem, 6aw|a 

Allow node specification with the mouse in DNUS CCA), or by 
merely typing a menu number or symbol in TNtS, bawlb 

Allow name specification with the mouse in ONUS (CD) or by 
merely typing a word, or string of words, in TNIS, 6aw3c 

Allow view specification depending on whether the 
conformation key was a carriage return (CA) or a 
questionmark (CD), 6aw3d 

Carriage Return (CA) would sno w a brief, one line view or 
obey the viewspees in a link if it finds one, 6aw3di 

Questionmark (CD) would show a verbose, all lines view« 6aw3d2 

Needless to say, each default view would be the addressed 
level plus one more, 6aw3d3 

I predict that this implementation of help would run faster 
using less CPU time and less special source code than the 
current implementation, 6a w4 

KIPK 20-MAY-74 16149 23054 
My feelings about 23006 'Help Additions and Fix es Currently Being 

_ 
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Implemented9 

Location! (MJOURNAL# 23054, 1 |W) 
#*###Note» [ INFO^ONLY 3 ##### 

6ax 

Commentsi Much thanks to Dirk# Mike and Jeanne Beck for their 
comments on this item, 6fxl 

KIFK 8*S£P»74 22128 23929 
two new (to me) bugs 
location! (HJOURNAL# 2 3929# 1 IW) 
####«Notei ( ACTION ] #*### 

6ay 

A couple of funny things happehd to me in xrUs that haye neyer 
happened to me before, suddenly it said X had "no write 
access" to a file in my directory croup to which I've always 
had write access, It said this again even after I connected to 
the directory, I had to reenter work to solve the problem, 6ayl 

The set Content (pattern) To command with a split screen 
caused the name o* the fiie ^aded in t he win<3©w NO* 
contain my cursor to appear in the tty window (there was no 
refresh), I think i then tried to do something and got "fst 
entry nonexistent" over and over until I did a *C, 6ay2 

Again# reentering w©rk solved the problem, b 0th files verified, 6ay3 

KIPK 20*FEB»74 17 1 57 22008 
The most immediate pugs from several 
Locationj (HJOURNAL, 2200r, i,w) 

intensive sessions in XNLS 

6az 

jump to Name doesn*t work across a split screen to an empty 
window, (CHIf apparently gets number of file for name search 
from final CA instead of CA which terminates name# thus cant 
find name since no file in the window??) bazi 

I am really wondering what gos with the (A3 part in Help (BICART), 6b§ 

RLL 16*MAY*74 08115 23015 
Positioning of CM after update command? bug? 
Message? After an Update file compact command# the CM seems to be 
repositioned in random Places, Occasionally it rYturns me to the 
origin (not so bad), other times it leaves me where I am currently 
(what I expect) , and stillother times placesm me somewhere else 
(no apparent significance to the address), 
#####Notej ( ACTION 1 ##### 

bba 
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KIRK 21wMAY«74 15 « 34 23072 
Line length differences between dnls and output duickprint. 
Message! A while back# Susan# you asked if I was still haying 
trouble with this, I just noticed output guickprint breaks some 
lines sooner than dnls, That is# the line length in quick print 
seems to be shorter than in dnls. 
#*###Notei I ACTION ] ##### 

bbb 

6bc 

JAKE 20*MAP»74 09149 22429 
Margins 
Messages The margins in TNLS# DNLS# and on the printer do not 
appear to be the same again, Can somebody check this out. Since 
this is a reoccuring problem would it be possible to assign 
someone the responsibility of checking this when a new system 
comes up, 

KIRK 28«MAR*74 22l40 22613 
Inconsistant line lengths 
Messagej As JAKE (22429#) I also find that line lengths are not 
the same across local media, in particular# tasker seems to 
allow one more character per line than TNLS, Furthermore# it 
is impossible in some cases no matter what you set line length 
for an OP to get them to come out the same as tasker, 
Presumably there is a different breaking algorithm used with OP 
throwing away following spaces, I'm sure the reason these 
inconsistencies do not get fixed right away is because no 
person capable of fixing the problem has to deal with text so 
finely formatted as to make a difference to them, 
###«#Note9 # infc»only # ##### 

4) aafter an update file or update file compact# the DNLS display 
is signiicaptiy different from what it was at the timme t he update 
was given, It seems that the tail of the plex displayed when the 
update was issued is dsplayed after the update, instead of 
displaying the same statements that were on the screen when the 
uppdate was given, (23493,) (MDK) &b<3 

Bugsi i) When in SENDMAILi ®be 

a) I found in interrogate that the only way to get by an item 
is NULL <0K>f NULL « <cnaracter> bS « that's extermeiy 
awkward,%Fixlng% 6bel 

b) I tried CD to go by an item and got bounced out of 
interrogate, That does not seem right, CD should have taken 
me to the next item, %NQ% 6be2 

6bcl 
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e) when In the middle of interrogate and trying to find out how 
to get by an item and then quitting, I did not return to where 
I was but instead ended up at the command level, very 
irritating in the middle of a message,%Help problem • £ixing% 6be3 

d) Next I tried to recover my work by inserting the status, 
then inserting a command form from the editor, editing my 
command form and quiting the editor, My labors were rewarded 
with an illegal instruction message,%Should work now% (22931,) 
(RWW) 6be4 

JMB 25.MAR«74 14*56 224$0 
ident subsystem in New NLS 
Message* The Show command in ident subsystem wouldn't accept a 
squarebracfceted ident search, 
I w as just playing around with the new commands available* i 
realize this may not be fully implemented yet, 

6bf 

26-AUG-74 01i8*PDT KELLEY* Set Content (Pattern) TO LSEL 
Distribution? MAYNARD, FEEDBACK 
Received at? 26»AUG-74 01118*36 6bg 

The l/SEL is for type CHARACTER instead of TEXT thereby making 
it useless, 
It ddn't used to be this way it seems it used to be for type 
TEXT, 6bgi 

19.JUN.74 1337-PDT FERGUSON? Slowness with Frozen Statements On 
Distribution? FEEDBACK 
Received at? 19.JUN.74 13137102 &bh 

sue, 
Does everyone experience that recreate Display takes about 
5 times as long with Frozen State, On than with them off, 
If this i general , is it possibbie to Speed it up. And if its 
only me with this problem, would you tell me what (maybe 
structure ot 
file) is making it soo.oo.oo SLOW.OW,., 6bhl 

K t RK 
30.JAN.74 09149 21674 Message? 
Regarding link syntax as echoed in reponse to commands using 

links? this constant feedback could have a definite molding effect 
on users, especially people learning the system, For this reason, 
I think we should encourage a certain form by not placing a space 
between the link's delimiters and its contents and by using angle 
brackets instead of parentheses, 
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C 2bl) (dsm) -068- Editor subsystem is too big resulting in 
unnecessary alphabetic conflicts, Suggested replacement! Editor, 
File-Handler, and Terminal Handler, See (kudlick,newsubs,1iwhy) 
for a preliminary description? a more up-to-date description is 
forthcoming. Development will study this proposal and make a 
recommendation, 6bj 

NOT CHANGED, 6bjl 

Recommendation by Development! NO new File Handler Subsystem 
will be created, A Terminal-Handler Subsystem will be created, 
The new Termnal-Handler Subsystem will contain the following 
commands! 6bj2 

Accept Connection 6b32a 

Clear window 6b32b 

OCOnnect (to) Tty (number) 6b32c 

Display (number) 6bj2d 

Disconnect Terminal (number) 6bj2e 

Playback Recording (of session number) 6bj2f 

Reset Character-size 6bj29 

Tty-simulation (window) 6bj2h 

set Character-size 6bj2i 

TtV*simulati° n C*°r window) 6b32j 

osimulate (terminal-type) 6b32K 

OSTAft Recording-session 6b321 

<>ST0p Recording-session 6b32m 

C2fcl) [dsm) -072- Expert-expert should not be the default 
recognition for new users, (feedback,£dbk,027i4) 6bk 

TNLS 9 Demand 
DNLS m Exp/Exp 6bkl 

This is up to Applications, Development needs a final decision 
before sept, 1st, 6bk2 
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(2bl) [dsm] -043- When someone tries to load a file which is 
Protected, he should not get the message that the file cannot be 
opened? he should get the mso "File protected from unauthorized 
access", NOT CHANGED> TENEX PRQBLEM> 6bl 

Future needs & possibilities or need discussion, evaluation, 7 

Small NLs changes requested (not bugs) 7a 

KIRK 26-FEB-74 16132 22065 
some comments concerning the new dynamic addressing elements 
from a database building and document referencing point of view 
Location I (HJQURNAL#22065, 1»W) 
###**N«tei (secondary Distribution Copy from XXX)**#** 

7ai 

The new AE (address expression) is a very powerful tool, I 
don't thin* there is a single special character that is not 
used for some special function, it is important that these 
functions be specified unambiguously with the minimum number 
of characters so that the maximum number of functions can be 
accomodated, 7ala 

in this framework, I feel the following suggestions should 
be considered, 7aib 

First# I strongly oppose using Ampersand fOr jump to Name 
Externals Ampersand is a special character that should be 
available for use within a name, Conjunction is a valuable 
ana necessary searching concept that is especially important 
for cutting down on duplicate names in large databases while 
retaining a mnemonic and easily typed identifier, The 
alternative to "&» is "-and-" which is so clumsy as to 
almost preclude it's use, 7alc 

I suggest instead of using that $ be used for "jump to 
name external", 7aid 

(As a side issue, I think that the external default is 
backword, The default should be "jump to name external" 
with the special character required if you don't want to 
search the external filers),) Taldl 

In the TNLS LINEFEED command, can we have NLS echo something 
(like <LF>) to show what you've typed before it goes on to 
print the statement? 
It would be useful for the TNLS user to be able to read his 
TNLS printout later and see what he did to get that result, 
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(21198#) (JMB) 

3«UUL*74 1357-PDT LEAVITTI buggish 
Distribution! FEEDBACK 
Received at) 3«JUL»74 13)57)38 

Not really a bug but a pain, I use the substitute text 
command a lot in tnls, It you try using it you will see 
that it feeds a great deal of paper in completing one 
substitue ( a command that has a number of steps, there is 
no need to have a blank line between every one of those 
steps, when i do a whole lot of substitues the amount of ti 
paper i use is horrendous, it insults my basic liberal 
bullshit ecological concerns, 

SRL 27*MAR«74 09 f 23 22504 
Output Quicfcprint Branch 
Message) is there some reason why the message Output Quickprint 
branch couldn't be displayed when viewsPec g is on? 

in Demand Recognition, CONFIRM should work for recognition, 
This way Aitmode or SP might not be required before a CONFIRM 
even after a complete command^word has been typed, (22175#) 
(KIrK) 

Instead of the current "Action or Information only" barrier in 
the send command# the default should be "Information" with an 
OPTIONAL Action commandwerd (recognized by a single <*U>» 
(22941,) (K IRK) 

Distribution command hard to find, 
send sounds like the choice to use when finished, 
Double verification not needed following Done, 
interrogate should be default with options available 
Action? Y/N • If no, automatically fyi, (JAKE) 

Allow "none of the above" when submitting via Sendmail 
instead 0f for info oh for action C22878#) (JMB), 

Make interrogate the default when entering sendmail unless 
there is an unfinished item, 

RWW 9«MAY«74 13) 01 22931 
Bugs ana Thoughts * Nev CML 
Location) (MJOURNAL# 22g31# 1)W) 
####«Notei * action « ##### 

24051 

i 

7a2 

i 

7a3 

7a3a 

7a4 

7a5 

7ab 

7a6a 

736b 

7a7 

7a7a 
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I tend to use Interrogate all the time, Do others? If so 
why net 3ust automatically enter interrogate when arriving 
in SENDMAIL, Should other fields be added like Keywords and 
obsolete, assuming one can pass them easier than at 
present,(22931,) (RWW) 7a7b 

The current situation of automatically initializing whenever 
entering Se ndmaii makes Execute Sendmaii practically 
useless. Yet 1 rarely want to send more than one item,,, 7a7c 

KIRK 16«MAY*74 1980s 23024 
interrogate opinion 
Messagej I think the order should be* (1) Title (2) Type of 
source (3) send (4) Show status (5) Done, First impression 
is I wouldn't want interrogate to be the default but I 
haven't thought about it, 
#**#*Nctei ( INfOONLY 3 ***** 

7a7d 

KIRK 17"*MAY*7 4 12H8 23032 
Trying out interrogate 
Message| After consideration, Interrogate as a default mode 
when entering SENDMAIL seems to be a good idea only if the 
user does not already have an unfinished item, This would 
also make a good signal that would help me avoid a problem 
I*ve had where I've quit out of SENDMAIL unfinished, then 
gone back in and started on a new item only to find 
sometimes embarrasing parameters attached to the new item 
that were left over from the old, 
#**##Note J [ INFOONLY 3 ***** 

7a7e 

SLJ 17-MAY-74 17 I 02 23039 
comment on your 23019 
Message j i think interrogate should yes yes be default in 
sendmmail, standard order would be faster for me, bye, 
ang you will will will get bike back back back, 
#***«Notet ( INFOONLY 3 ***** 

7a7f 

The sequence Replace From,•,To,,,By seems to be clearer than 
Replace At,,.Through,,,By, In general From*To seems clearer 
than Through (JAKE) 7a7g 

(type of sourcei) should come after (title?) and (send to?) 
so a message could be written in relation to the title and 
sendlist, (22761,) (KIRK) (JAKE) 

7a7h 
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institute Program CONTENT (as) Content/Sort/Seggenerator OK 
Could bei 
institute CQntent/sort/Seduence CONTENT OK 

Update File OK / <Qld/Compact/Rename OK> 
could bej 
Update File/OId/eompact/Rename OK 

KIRK 8-JUN-74 22 S 27 23368 
hatred for change in replace link implementation 
Message* A screen full of carefully thought out* irreproducable 
thought just vanished with the message! "ILLEGAL LINK" as I was 
using the Replace Link command, Total bummer* 
*****N©te! I ACTION 3 ***** 

KIRK 8»JUN*74 22 S 31 23369 
inconsistancy«in replace link command 
Message? when I say replace invisible, and type in a 
visible, my typein doesn't disappear with the message 
ILLEGAL INVISIBLE, 
#####Notei [ ACTION 3 ***** 

Load File BUGWCRD VSPEC CA is what I'd still like to see, with 
extraction of a valid file name from the bugged visinle, and 
with display of the deduced«flle name before VSPEC CA C A* least 
before the CA part), (23142,3 (DCE, KIRK) 

Jump File BuG VSPEC CA is oFK,, where assume you bug a link 
ana it extracts file name but if Load File worked right* 
would rarely really need this option, Also, should show the 
file it will take you to before you commit yourself with the 
final CA, (23142,) J DCE) 

Jump Link B!/A! VSPEC CA I'd also like# where the VSPEC would 
0ver*ride th0se provided in the lin*, C23142#) (DCE) 

In TNLS# 1 used to be able to say Print Branch (work, tdi 
geptzir) CA CA and hav© the VSPECS aPPlied to the printout, 
Doesn't seem to work that way now? How come? Generally, 
I'd like to see the VSPEC of the last link used in an 
address apply to the viw (print or Display), unless LIT 
vspecs added by user (Which would ove r-ride conflicting 
link.held vspecs), (23142,) (DCE) 

Break Statement! AS it was previously specified (Old NLS, and 
from OLD DCE) it is supposed to let you enter SPs that are 
inserted before the broken»off segment as it is made into a 

24051 

7a8 

7a9 

7ai0 

7aloa 

7ali 

7alla 

7ai2 

7al2a 
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statement, indeed# tne '1 menu shows that a sp is allowable 
after the bug? but a SP produces a " ?" response# and X can't 
put leading SPs in front of the new statements 7al3 

KIRK 26-DEC-73 09832 21187 
An ability missed with the break statement command in New 
NLS 
Message« A feature in the old system that is missed in Ne* 
NLS is the ability to insert text between broken statements, 
Use of something like the DF5L may return this ability to 
New NLS, 

7al3a 

It is hard enough (technically impossible) to Insert Te xt at 
the beginning of statements, but when i eading invisibles are 
deleted for you automatically,,, in XNLS I find I am no 
longer capable of inserting text at the front of a new 
statement created by breaking from another statement, is 
this a bug or a feature? (22059,3 (KIRK) 7ai3b 

I seem to find from the *Q HELP info that there isn't 
expected to be this provision# at i«&st by the documenters, 
I want that Provision back? in fact# T feel that one ought 
to b® a ble to insert ahy charcters after ah initial SP ** 
i«e, that all characters after the SP (that follows the BUG 
LEVADJ) and before the final CA should be inserted at the 
head of the breakoff statement, (23142#) (DCE) 7ai3c 

••(23116# 5 (MDK) "II" shouldn't be an alternative in the 
"simulate terminal" command if you're already in TI mode? 
similarly# "tasker" shouldn't be an alternative if you're 
already in tasker mode, Fixing those would remove an annoying 
letter conflict, 7al4 

In TNLS# feedback a space after a orompt (22907#) (RLL) 7ai5 

RLL 6-AUG-74 20«06 23740 sua on copy file command 
Location J (GJOURNAL# 2 3740# 1 1W) 
###»#Notei ( ACTION 3 ##**» 

7ai6 

when copyin file (copy file command) and one gives a new 
file name the statement zero in the new file is acopy of 
statement of the old file, Thus# the old file name and 
directory appears, this # of course , disappears when one 
does an update, The suggestion? perhaps it wuld be better 
to replace file nam© in staement zero with the new file 
immediately, One is not immediately sure which file you 
really have up, 7al6a 
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NDM 17»SEP»74 13 I 31 31067 
Load Remote file command 
Message? I don't see any pretense of a Load Remote command in 
new NLS, Some of us need that. It will be availablE in some 
form by cct 1# won't it????? 

7al7 

DVN 1 l*JUN-74 16105 23332 

Message? if you want to use both the leval adjustment andthe 
filter in a command such as copy# you haye to specify the 
filter first, The prompt woul be a little nicer if it said 
[*#}/L? rather than what it now says# L?/t##3i 
#####Note? C ACTION 3 *###* 

7818 

JMB 3*JUL*74 17853 23524 
suggestions for the Questienmark Facility 
Location? CGJOURNAL# 23524# l?w) 
#####Notel C ACTION 3 ###*# 

7al 9 

Comments? wouldn't this be clearer and easy to change? 7al9a 

RLL 13-SEP-74 11?07 23964 use same line for optional into in 
show directory command"! AuthorCs)? Robert N, Lieberman/RLt? 
Distribution? /FDBKC C ACTION 3 ) ? SUb^Coliectlons? SRI-ARC? 
Cierk? RLL? 

7a20 
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24051 

Please put size Info when using show directory with options 
on sam line as name o file, otherwise It dees to o fast on 
the screen, same for mere than one copy of same file, 7a20a 

Allow an «n d o f statement to end a se ndmail form as wen as 
<CR>, And allow <CR>s in Messages in a sendmail form, 7a21 

DCE 20*AUG*74 OR 15X 23825 
C*V) Before (CR) Doesn't Seem to Work in Comment Field 
Location! CGJOURNAL, 23825, lsw) 
***#*Note! l ACTION 1 ***** 

7a21a 

in tnls if one wishes to format a comment with a carriage 
return it win of course terminate the comment command, 
One expects that if he wishes a literal carriage return 
he can preceed the carriage return keystroke with a (~V), 
I tried this and it dee$n*t seem to wor* properly, The 
carriage return indeed does get added as a literal to the 
comment but the impact on nls seems to be also as though 
the carriage return terminates the command and readies 
you for a new command in the particular mode, 7a21al 

JMB 19»JUN»74 17 J 22 23463 
5endmail*s Process command doesn't work as advertised 
Message! I did Insert sendmail in Editor, As Help advises 
(under sendmailforms3 X deleted the "DONEt" and added 
"MESSAGES" in its place, i then used editing commands to 
type in my message and fill in the other fields. Then I 
used sendmail's process command to send the item, Show 
Status then revealed that it got everything but the Message^ 
indeed, DONE had "nothing to send!" Rumor is that the 
message needs a carriage return after it (though DONE! 
doesn't) for Process to work! that seems wierd and Help 
doesn't say anything about that. Could the command or the 
advertising b e cleared UP? 
*****Note J [ ACTION 3 ***** 

7a2 ib 

RLL suggestion on the show commands! always have a 'show* for 
a 'set' 
12»AUG*74 10848 (GJOURNAL, 23767, i!W) 
*****Note! C ACTION 3 ***** 

7a22 

I would strongly urged for consistency and simplicity to 
have for each 'set' command a corresondind 'show' command. 
For example! set buffer size/show buffer size, set 
private/show privacy setlink default/show link default, etc, 
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True we hae show status but that does not sail as nicely, 
Even a show character size would be nice, 7a22a 

DVN 23*MA*-74 14809 23104 
Driven Over Alloocation by Mystery Files 
location: (GJOURNAL# 23104, ijw) 
##*##NoteJ t ACTION 3 ##### 

7a23 

Some of you may recall that last Friday and Monday I tried 
to send a journal item which was never delivered because of 
a confusing accumulation in the distribution field following 
several attemps to distribute, 7&23a 

An sther problem seems to have arisen from that evil journal 
submission. Today the system began to tell me I was out of 
pages although show Disc asserted that I had 25 or so pages 
to spare, jeff discovered that the culpable pages were in 
the partial copy of my sendmail file, invisible to me, 
presumably they had accumulated during th Various submission 
attemps, 7a23b 

This seems only one #ay in which a user couxd accumulate 
pages which the monitor Counts against him but which neither 
show directory nor snow disc status will reveal, it's a 
pretty frustrating feeling, i suggest making those files 
visisble, 7a23e 

KIRK 22*SEP»74 00134 24026 
Default nam® delemiters NULL NULL? 
Message: Default name delimiters were to be changed to NULL 
NULL, Has this decision been changed unknown to me or was it 
just overlooked? 
###*#Notei t INF0*ONIy 3 #**## 

7a24 

RLL 12-JUL-74 08821 23610 
add an 'OK' to sort command 
Message: strongly urge the sort command have a *OK' confirming 
<CA>, At present, after address is given the sort takes off 
and does its thing, 
*####Notei t ACTION 3 #*##* 

7a25 

KIRK 22-SEP-74 18102 24032 
Typical oNLine Systems thinking 
Message: why aren't output journal and Print journal named 
Output Sendmail and Print Sendmail? 
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**###Notei C ACTION 3 ##*## 
7a26 

KIRK 5»SEP*74 20140 23922 
NP tor jump file return 
Message? Jump to file return choice message (currently a 
filelink) should be the complete link containing the statement 
number and viewspees, 
*#***Note s C ACTION 3 *#### 

7a27 

3**M AY«7 4 I b i6«»pDI LEEs Sendmail subsystem, Interrogate 
command 

Distribution? FEEDBACK 
Received att 3»MAY-74 16I16S55 7a28 

When it says »Send f0r action to" it seems you should be 
able to 
type ? ana get a message telling you to type *N to send 
something 
for information at least in DNLS. 7a28a 

Large changes requested 7b 

LPD 
23-JUN-73 12834 17430 Message! 
I think the following facility might be of considerable value 

in the increasing applications of MLS to retrieve data from 
resource filesi the possibility of jumP*n9 to a nam® that was 
not spelled quite right, i ,e, allowing a modest number of 
missing or doubled characters, transpositions, or wrong 
characters, Warren Teltelman's LISP system has this ability •* 
in fact, it invokes it automatically if it fails to find an 
exact match •« and it is an enormous help, 

7bi 

programming 7b2 

JEW 31 *JAN»74 17 101 21704 
LOCAL STRING watchamacailit Cldunkno3 
Locations (GJOURNAL, 21704, liw) 

7b2a 

wouldn't it be nice if one could declare a maximum string 
length with a declared symbol, in addition to with a 
self*defining term. Then such length dependencies * would 
be explicit# and changeable by simply redefining the 
symbol and recompiling the affected filesi 7b2ai 
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JEW A SEAS Idea, Offered with no Expectations %new NDDT% 
22»JAN«74 12858 (GJoURMAL, 21560, 18W) 

7b2b 

DHC 21-JUN-73 16 «26 17412 
AUto»updating as option in Load File or Logout 7b3 

JCn NP itemi Typescript File Command in NLS or EXEC 
24»SEP»73 08 I 39 19264 Message! 

Here is a request for consideration of a new features a 
command either at the exec level or in nis that makes the 
system record what the user types and what the system sends 
back to him in a file for future use by the user, I have found 
(as have others) tht use Of the telnet.typescript file for 
making scenarios and for capturing other data is very useful, 
It means going out via telnet and re-entering the ARC system 
(or some other) to set UP the typescript fiie, This seems 
wasteful of network facilities and addds unwanted steps in the 
process, I'm not sre what difficulties adding such a feature 
would entail, but offer this sggestion here to get some 
discussion started, 

%WAS THERE ANX% 
7b4 

output Processor 7b5 

MDk output Processings A suggestion for Ho* to Improve the 
Speed %output printfile - looks for directives only in 
origin statement% 
9«FEB*73 161 36 (IJOURNAL, 14367, liw) 

705a 

JBN Request for OP Directive Preventing Supstatement Page 
Breaks 
l-JUL*73 20i07 17590 Message! 
CHI • For the Directory, as well as for Production of 

formatted reports, there is urgent need for an Output 
Processor directive to produce page breaks at statements of 
a certain level only, This is not the directive to produce 
page breaks at specified levels at each occurrence, but one 
to insure that page breads are not made at substatements 
when this is not desired, and the whole branch should be 
carried to the next page, I have as*ed for this before, and 
perhaps there is some reason it cannot be done? Jeanne 
also (14342,) (JBN) 7b5b 

RLL output processor suggestion ret time Zones 
8*NOV»73 11 8 49 20109 Message; 
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the time zone would toe very nice to append to the commands 
'gdt' and *gt*, one letter would do, namely, e * eastern, 
c=central, m»mountaan, p= pacific, daylight vs standard 
time should not be a problem, clearly we have another set 
of commands now possible, 'gdte', 'gdtc'# 'gdtm', an<5 
'gdtp'# (also for 'gt,' ) 'gt* and 'gdt' would always append 
'p* unless the new commands are included in the system, 
robert (20799,) (NDM) 7b5c 

DHC 7"MAX*74 13129 30705 
sweeping Journal Directive %alternatiye to (16047#)% 
Directive will contain any directive to be executed at a 

given level,, 7b5d 

DHc output Processor suggestions 
27-AUG-73 ii?48 i8678 Message! 
In order to make processed output better fit the device it 

is being printed on cor formatted for) I suggest the 
following! 7b5e 

1, Have the output Processor (during output device 
Teletype) use the Terminal specs (li ne w idth, page size, 
form feed, etc) as limits, which embedded directives 
CANNOT exceed, 7b5ei 

2, Allow run»time specified directives, T^e author of a 
file has certain formatting ideas, The printer of the 
file may want soemthing different, The printer's 
directives should take precedence, This saves the printer 
from having to copy the file and change embedded 
directives, 7b5e2 

3, Allow the concatenation of files, at run time, This, 
too, saves having to do copying, 7b5e3 

KIRK ignore Plex directive, 
18*N0V*73 11 123 20356 Message! 
I need an Ignore Plex (IGP) directive CliKe IGB, IGS, 

etc,), 
7b5f 

RLL for output processor i new command 'Grabs' 
5*QCT*73 10!20 19525 Message! 
a suggestion for the output processor, the command 'Grab* 

serves a useful function for lines? why not have a similar 
command (Grabs') for statements, one often does nto Knwo how 
many lines will be in a statement but a header statement 
such as a chapter title will be followed by another 
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statement, r, lieberman of nsrdc 
7b5g 

TTY window OFF allowing 2 more lines of text if desired, 
(22061 f) (KIRK) 7b6 

command FEEDBACK OFF allowing 4 more lines of text if all you 
are doing is jumping and reading, (22061 ,) (KIRK.) 7b7 

These require CML re*write 7b8 

3*JUL *74 1355*PDT LEAVITT} bug 
Distribution} FEEDBACK 
Received at! 3-JUU*74 13155815 7b8a 

When I use the output quicKprint and output printer 
commands in tnls# there is echoed* or printed* an extre 
"OK!"* so one would sees 
Output c» QuicKprint OK/ci OKI 
If I give a command accept after the c and ignore the 
seeong OK* the process gets completed fine, But if I pay 
attention to the second OK and give another CA, the bell 
rings, I have learned to cgnore the second QK but other 
particularly new users may be confused by it, so why not 
get rid of it, 7b8al 

line entiti, 
If we eliminated LINK as a command word as proposed in 
(JJOURNAL, 22236, lsw) there would be no conflict, 7b9 

Filters should ©bey line cllPPing viewspecs, 7b9a 

7b9b 

DCE Re*implementina DNLS Line entity 
9*OCT*73 12117 (KJOURNAL* 19580* ifw) 

DVN For Lines and Arrays 
10*OCT«73 09100 19590 Message! 
I second Doug's motion (kjoural*19580*), see also my 

argument for Matrices (journal*16245*) 
7b9bl 

Transpose window command, ?h!0 

Journal 7hli 

CHI 20*JAN*73 20107 14006 
propose^ EXEC level capabilities} journal Submission and 
printing 
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Messages I recommend the addition of two more entry points 
into Nts# one for Journal submission and one for Print 
journal* I recommend that a new EXEC command be created* 
say JCURNAL# such that there is are two subcommands* one for 
submitting a message and one for orinting your Journal mail, 
The default for not specifying which submode should »e 
submission# I thin*, Also# the print Journal function 
should be slightly modified so that it mar*s the statements 
it has already typed so that repeated use of the command 
win result in only new material being typed, NOTEi If we 
can fit this into SNDMSG and MESSAGE* all the better, -* 
Charles 

7bl la 

DHC Statement Names for Journal Mail 
12»JUI*73 168 38 x7774 Messages 
It just occurred to me that it would be very nice to have 

online journal mail have the journal number as the Statement 
name, what are the arguments against such an action and how 
hard would it be to implement?? 

-•Dave 
7bl lb 

JBN Bequest for journal Feedback Line to Show lac* of Title 
Please consider having the Status block presented to the 

journal sender include the line 
3-AUG«73 08 8 32 18200 Messages Messages 
Cno title] 

to prompt the sender that one has not been supplied and that 
it is a normal part of the submission, •« Jeanne N 

7bl ic 

JEW 25-FEB*74 16109 22048 
secondary Distribution Bug? 
Messagei Dave.« Apparent bug in secondary Distribution, The 
following message accompanies the delivered citations 
'secondary Distribution Copy from XXX P, Note the incorrent 
ident Cl assume], Background's? **Jim 

70110 

DCE 7-MAH-74 17155 22352 
At least one Journal item is not indexed 

Location? CJJOUBNAL# 22352* i|W) 
7blle 

JBN Bequest for proper MFC journal format* 
G-JUW73 21 8 12 (KJQUBNAL# 17694# i|W) 

7bl 1 f 
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J8N Resubmitted Reply to WlB re Journal Headers 
20wAPP«*73 08128 (MJOURNAL#16031,1|W) 
#e###Notet (Secondary Distribution Copy)*##** 

7blig 

MCK Journal Complaint 
4*JUL*7 3 06 s 29 (KJQURNAL# 1763 3. # l jw) 
%default output directives should be by choice ©r better 
advertised! (15469#) (WLB * also speed up ident cnecfc) 

7biih 

CHI # BACKLINKS in the Journal 
15*N0V*72 21 137 (LJOUHNAL# 12866# llW} 

MDK * Annotating journal Files with Footnotes 
19-OCT-72 9133 (LJOURNAL# 12329# i*w) 

MDK MINOR SUGGESTIONS re the journal, 
6-MAP-73 9107 (IJOURNAL, 14915# liw) 
%citation format# default viewspecs# status command! %allow 
other viewspecs & statement nos, (19425#) CJMB)% 

MCK Comment on 'Distribute Document' 
4-DEC*73 10104 (IJOURNAL# 20702# 1JW) 
%DD for offline doc • message »Docume nt is not online" or 
notify NIC person to manually 00% 

JEW Identifying Exactly WHAT File is Not Qn*Line 
%change message to specify what directory a journal fixe Is 

ini ability to interrogate journal catalogs%2-OCT-73 I2jl9 
(JJOURNAL# 19414# liw) 

JEW H0W A bout 'RFC-524' Instead of '17140'? 
2 5 w J U L * 7 3  1 6 1 5 0  ( L J O U R N A L #  1 8 0 1 1 #  l l W )  

7biii 

7bl 1 j 

7b 1IX 

7b 111 

7bllm 

7bl in 

DCE On Journal*item citation Naming? cf« (18011#)# 
(18036#) and (18063#) 
31•JULw?3 09817 (LJOURNAL# 18132# ilw) %OPPOses% 7bllnl 

MDK On Changing Journal File Naming Convention 
27«JUL*73 08156 18036 %SUPP0rtS% 

7biln2 
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JEW Some Dialog Support ideas for the Next Couple Year 
20.FEB»74 15i50 (HJOURNAL, 22002, llW) 

s 

7blto 

Ideas (not fully developed) for Dialog Support 
development over a e©uple*year period# 7btlol 

JOURNAL AND IDENT SYSTEM RE-WHITE 7bll02 

Absolutely the most important item on the listU If 
this probject doesn't get top Priority# we will one 
day sooner or later see the world come crashing 
down upon usi 7bllo2a 

Should assume a multi*hest environment as we've 
discussed and partially designed# with well defined 
modules catalocer# archiver# recorder# publisher# 
registrar# etc# •* distributed and replicated 
throughout the Net, 7blio2b 

Flexible access controls are to be built in from the 
start, 7bUo2C 

This topic has been labeled *MUlti»Site journal 
System*# but it's important to realize that the Ident 
sytem (i,e, # its repiacment) is intimately involved • » 
it's probably the most important and complicated of 
all the modules# in my view of the world, 7bllo2d 

BACKGROUND NETWORK JOURNAL SUBMISSION AND NLS FILE 
RETRIEVAL 7bllo3 

It turns out that there's too m Uch overhead associated 
with submitting a journal article or formatting# 
converting# and retrieving an NLS file to require that 
it happen in-line with the Network request that 
initiates it# 7blio3a 

I therefore suggest that we create a background 
process running NLS to respond to such requests# 
interfaced to the outside world via the mail system, 
That is# permit a user to submit a journal article or 
request a copy of a specified NLS file# formatted in a 
particular way (e.g.# via the output processor) by 
sending an apropriate message via Network mail to 
JOURNALINIC, The message would specify a Network 
return addr to which the background process would make 
reply# and# for the case of file retrieval# the host 
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and filename (along with loqin parameters) where the 
file is to be sentf 7bl|03b 

Journal submission by this mechanism would provide 
full flexibility with regard to specification of 
comments* ©reassigned catalog numbers* RFC numbers* 
etc, 7bllo3bl 

JOURNAL!ZATON OF SEQUENTIAL FILES 7biio4 

we've long been aware that many journalized documents 
originate as sequential files, We've long been aware 
of the difficulty of converting sequential files to 
tree»structured ones in a reasonable way, Although i 
know that much more work can be done in the area of 
defining and implementing a variety of clever 
conversion routines, I believe that that's not the 
real answer to the problem, In general, you don't 
make a guy* who's spent time and effort formatting his 
file* happy by massaging it »•» by ANY program 
(programs don't come that clever), 7blio4a 

I suggest that we permit sequential files to be 
journalized (ana stored as such), just as there are 
handles for journalizing hardcopy documents, 7bilo4b 

PERSONAL NAXL*MANAGMENT SUBSYTEM I N NLS 7bll05 

No work has been done by us in this area, we need an 
equivalent of READMAIL# but presumably even more 
powerful, 7bl lo5a 

DRAFTS* COMMENTS, AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 7biio6 

Formalize the notion of drafts* comments* and 
acknowledgments* so the journal can make decisions 
(e,gf, about routing) on the basis of whether or not a 
document has been acknowledged by certain individuals, 
etc, 7bllo6a 

GENERALIZED ROUTING FOR JOURNAL DELIVERY 7bl 1©7 

we can* I think# give the user a great deal of 
flexibility about the routing of a document to the 
people in its distribution list (I would expect 
sequential, and, of course, the current parallel 
delivery to fall out of this), 7bilo7« 
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A distribution list would# in the general case# be 
more complicated than it currently is, For example! 7bllo7b 

Distribution! CCHI JDH DCW) then CRW'W or 25*F£B 
5PM) then ack JEW 7bllo7bi 

meaning! 7biio7c 

Distribute in parallel to CHi, JDH, and DCWj wnen 
and it positively acknowledged by all of them, send 
to RWW, Then send finally to JEW# either when RWW 
has acknowledged or by 5 pm# Feb 25, whichever 
comes sooner, 7bilo7cl 

Both the syntax and example are contrived# and more 
constructs could be defined, but the idea, j think, is 
clear, 7bllo7d 

DELIVER* OF NETWORK MAIL TO INITIAL FILES 7bll08 

MESSAGE.TXT files can be eliminated for those NLS 
users who desire it, All network mail sent to them 
would ee reformatted and placed in t heir initial file, 
like journal mail, 7bilo8a 

SNDMSG SUBSTITUTE IN NLS %DQNE% 7bUo9 

I've 90% completed an NLS command which replaces 
SNDMSG# in that it does exactly the same thing as 
SNDMSG (in terms of the mode of mail delivery)» but 
operates on NLS files and allows both *User9host' and 
ident forms for addressees# 7biio9a 

GENERALIZED JOURNAL ADDRESSES IN THE IDENTFILE 7bllOlO 

Instead of the current hardcopy# on«line, and network 
mailbox address# permit each user to maintain N such 
mailboxes, Each would be of one of those three types# 
and each would admit only mail which met certain 
criteria# e,g,! 7bllol0a 

Authored by one of a specified list of users, 7bliolQal 

Meeting certain specified size constraints, 7bilol0a2 

Containing specified keywords in t he title, 7biiol0a3 

Etc, 7bllo!0a4 
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PROMPTING MECHANISMS 7bllOll 

Allow the user to be modified Cat login# or if already 
logged in# by NOTIFY) when# e,g,i 7biiolla 

mmail arrived at a particular mailbox. 7bliollai 

On a pre-specifled date and time of day# with a 
specified message, 7blieiia2 

Etc, 7blletia3 

VIEWING WHAT'S BEEN CHANGED IN A FILE 7bil©12 

Provide the ability for a user to visibly distinguish 
on his screen between a file and the changes contained 
in its partial copy (With underlining, italics# or 
whatever# perhaps under user control). Allow a file 
to be viewed through any of several PCs, 7bliol2a 

This# to my mind# is the way to implement Cat least 
one form of) comments on a journal document, A user 
could then send a draft to N o ther users for review# 
each of whom would create his own partial copy for the 
file* and return it via the journal to the originating 
user, who could then view the N partial copies against 
the original file# and produce a final copy, 7blio!2b 

AUTOMATIC GARBAGE COLLECTING OF INITIAL FILES 7bilOi3 

Allow the user# via the identflie or his profile# to 
specify a garbage collecting algorithm for his initial 
file# involving parameters likei ?bllol3a 

Time it has sat in the file, 7biloi3ai 

Who it's authored by (e„g,# 'Discard after 30 days 
anything not authored by RWW ©r JCN*), 7biioUa2 

Etc, 7bllol3a3 

UNRECORDED MAIL %DQNE% 7blloi4 

No definition required, (17497#) (DHC) 7bliol4a 

JI Distribution Groups 
4-N0V73 11 s48 20038 The suggestion is for a capability 
comparable to the *B option in TENEX sndmsg where I would be 
able to insert a branch for the distribution in the journal 
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mail system, 
7 b 1 lp 

DHC 22*JUN-73 17»54 17426 
Author Control of Distribution Media for Journal Mail 7b11q 

AT DELIVERY TIME, I SHOULD BE ABLE TO SAY MEDIUM HARD# 
ONLINE AND IF THE PERSON HAS ONLY ONLINE TURNED ON, BUT 
HASN'T SAID 'NEVER* FOR HARDCOPY# HE WILL GET A HARDCOPY 
(TWO HE WOULDN'T, NORMALLY), 

LPD Don't like current Net journal distribution 
19*AUG»73 00|29 18495 Messagei 
I disapprove Of the current Net journal Distribution 

procedure, The TENEX READMAIL facility is a far less 
convenient form in which to maintain a permanent record of 
journal items addressed to me than my initials file at ARC# 
The overhead of transferring such notices to a permanent 
file is also odious, Until ana unless the NIC can make a 
subsystem (such as NLS) available to aid in this process# I 
would like my Journal items delivered BOTH to my "home" host 
and to my NIC Initials file, If it is impossible to do 
both# i would prefer the latter to the former# 

7bl ir 

JEW smaller separator in Print Journal 
26*APP-?3 13*50 162*0 Messagei 
To whoever is messing around with 'Print Journal' these 

days (is it Chuck?), Dave Crocker suggests in (15477,) that 
the separator be reduced from three to one line. Makes 
sense, 

7bl is 

DCE NP for SNDMSG# User Program INMES, and roundwtrip 
conversion between NLS and sequential flies 
17•OCT*?3 17135 (LJOURNAL# 1 9746, LLW) 

7bllt 

Commentsi Time for more dialogue re improved facilities 
for NLs support of composng, sending# and managing SNDMSG 
traffic? 7biit 1 

KIRK quit command 
3Q-JAN*74 10*09 21677 Message! 
in being consistent with the subsystems and novice user 

naivete# there should be a quit Tenex command in NLS that would 
take you out to your higher level, Your higher level would be 
telnet# a superior NLS, or Logout, There should also be a quit 
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job command which would equal the Logout command, 
7012 

DIA 8«APP-74 14|29 22662 
Viewspee suggestions for NLS 
Location! (LJOURNAL, 22662, iiw) 

7013 

Let viewspee questionmark display the viewspecs when you 
want to see them, (KIRK) 7bl3a 

limit display if viewspecs# 7bl3b 

This would be a user profile parameter that would control 
the display of viewspecs. The effect would be that 
viewspecs would not be displayed unless they were 
DIFFERENT than a specified set of viewspecs, The result 
would be that the viewspee area would be empty unless 
there was something unusual »« which the user would like 
to be aware of, 7bi3tol 

I find myself paying little attention to the viewspecs 
anyway, except wh«n I have some 'special' (Unusual for 
me) setting, 7bl3b2 

Print journal 7bi4 

DHC Fewer hard copies of jourrrnai messages 
19-JAN-73 12817 14012 Message! 
This suggestion is actually courtesy of jon Postal! 

A journal message receiver should have hard.copy as an 
optional, rather thanautomatleal occurrence. This would 
lessen the mail situation some, 

Probably the easiest thing t® do is have the print Journal 
command have a verbose mo<je which queried for a) deletion of 
the message, and b) hard copy of the message, 

7bi4a 

Now that filters delimited by semicolons jfilterj are defined 
as viewspecs in the definition of a link or an address, 
ifilter? should be a valid viewspee whenever the vi prompt 
appears, (22486,) (KlpK) 7biS 

Alternative views in frelp 7bi6 

24«3Ep«74 1818-PDT KEEnEY! help 
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Distribution! KELLEY 
Received at! 24-SEP-74 18118 f 37 7bi6a 

now can i get a printout of the whole help system 
i am really behind on nls development ana reading the 
latest help 
might help (so to speak,,,) 
marcia 7blfeal 

*(23116,) CMDK) the command feedback window and the literal 
feedback window sh 0uid be ^erSed# in practically an instances# 
so that the total expression that a user composes »*• command 
words, command noisewords# literal typeins, etc **•» is 
displayed in the appropriate order for the use? to reflect 
upon# 7 toi7 

The major difficulty in doing this would seem to be hew to 
handle bugs# 7bl7a 

I think this depends en the situation, 7bl7b 

If the user is bugging a word or character or filename then 
that string can just be displayed! If the user is bugging a 
structure# then the statement number(s) of that structure 
could be displayed# or'perhaps just the symbol "<bug> H c ould 
be displayed! other cases would have t° be thought out# of 
course# but the net effect would be an eminently more 
readable command feedback line# 7bi7c 

•(23116#) (MDK) I would like to see a modification to the 
"Output rile" command that allows the output to be "filtered" 
That is# the command should at least optionally obey viewspees 
"i« and "K"# This would make it MUCH easier to do a content 
search and save the results without having to split the screen# 
create a n«w f ile, cePV filtered# etc, 7bi8 

SRL 4-JAN-73 
The message at the top at times is poetic# but rather strange 
looking# tor example, Transpose text at through and through, 
Copy Group from through to follow, etc, it seems the words 
should go away when they are no longer applicable or slashes 
between or something cCHIi we could echo an 9 or BUG for each 
bug selection • *» we will want to do this in final tty*s|muiated 
CFL anyway) (JAKE) 7&i9 

DSM 24*MAY*74 15 s 07 23U7 
CML Backspace implementation 
Location! (GJQUFNAL# 23117, 1 iw) 
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#####N0tei I IMFC«0NLY 3 ##### 
7b20 

There is a inconsistency in the CML interpreter, 7b20a 

In expert/expert recognition mode when the user types the 
sequence <Space><Letter><Backspace> the backspace is 
executed as a double backspace and the interpreter 
Considers the next letter input as a LEVEL I Command, 
Example <spaee>s<backspaee>c recognizes copy command 7b20al 

It would seem more consistent to have one backspace leave 
the Interpreter in a state expecting a second level 
command sequence, ana require the user two type two 
backspaces (or a command delete) to get t° the top of the 
parse tree, 7b2Qa2 

Changes in basic CML io entities D5EL# LSEL# SsEL, 7b21 

indirect Addressing 7b2ia 

RLL suggestion on indirect addressing, 
14*AUG-74 14S14 (GUOURNAL# 23793# llw) 
#####N«tef C ACTION ) ***** 

7b2Ul 

I believe indirect addressing would be nice to have 
within editing commands, When thecontrol U business 
disappears in the new version# one coulduse th control 
u to be used as an indirection, E,G, if bugged after 
connroi u # the name/link bugged wuld be taken as the 
effective address,This is extremely valuable wnere an 
index is kept of links and structural entities are 
moved/copied to positions relative to this links, The 
slight inconsistency with TNLS should not be a barrier 
since such an indirecting scheme has very low value 
for TNLS uers and <CA» for them means CM where 
<CA>S<BUG> means the spotcurrently being pointed to, 
just don't permit it for TNLS,if there is some other 
conflict I have issed; then consider a sppcial 
character or another Cugh) control character to 
indicate the indirection, (how ab0ut slash?) Robert 7b2ia|a 

KIPK 14-AUG-74 17804 23797 
Addressing in commands bY bugging a linK 
Location! (GJDURNAL# 23797# 18W) 
#####NoteI C INFCWQNLY 1 ##### 

7b21a2 
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I s upport RLl's suggestion (237G3,) tor allowing <CA> 
immediately after <"U> mean "I'm bugging a link 
containing the address", The prompts in DNiS would be 

7b21a2a 
B/T/CB/A1 for CONTENT CLSEL) 7b2ia2ai 

where the parameter in square brackets for ISEL 
wants an address Cor linK, depending on your 
point of view), 7b2ia2aia 

B/A/C8/T3 for SOURCE CSSEL) 7b2ia2a2 

B/A/CB) for DESTINATION CDSEL) 7b21a2a3 

I see n© inconsistency with TNLS where At <CA> means 
"the location of the Current Marker", 7b2la2b 

This would also be consonant with the new entity 
"Default select" (DEFSEi) for use in the Append, 
Break, Connect, Distribute, etc, commands, DEFSEL 
would be T/CB/A), just like the new LSEL Robert 
suoests only without the first B, 7b21a2c 

DVN 15*AUG«74 08 t 21 23798 
For indirect Addressing in Editing (support for 23793) 
location! (GJOURNAL, 23798, liw) 
#####Note8 C ACTION ) ##### 

7b21a3 

Robertas right, I have frequently missed beinq abtle 
to bug a URK as a source of a copy etc, 7b2ia3a 

KIRK Use of the equivalent of a DeFault Select CDFSi?) (Same 
as TNLS CONTENT • TYPEIN / (ADDRESS), In DNIS = T8/CBI/A8J,) 
would allow the user to CONFIRM a command without having to 
type anything for the default, This would save typing the 
special control characters <*N» and <*U> in order to change the 
default for the most frequent use in some commands including 
the following, 7b22 

Append Statement Cat) SOURCE (to) ADDRESS <NUIL> / TYPEIN / 
BUG t CDAE] CONFIRM 7b22a 

This forces the user to type a null character (<*N> or 
<SP><B3>) whenever appending without inserting any text 
between the appended statements, 7b22ai 

Because bugging text to go between appended statements is 
more infrequent than not inserting any text between 
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statements (NULL), and in order to make the TNLS Append 
more closely parallel the DNLS Append, I suggest changing 
the syntax to bes 7b22a2 

Append Statement (at) SOURCE (to) ADDRESS DFSL CONFIRM 7b22a3 

Append Statement syntax (5 bugs required) is too 
lengthiyi possibly use optional text, intervening text, 
or insert added text, instead of to*throygh 7b22a4 

RLL suggestion on * new append statement 
23*QCT«73 0@t41 19825 Messagei 
after a execute insert sequential there exist a nis file 

with no"structure, we have found it desirable to 
structure it by joining (appending) several statements 
together, however, the append command operates on 
statements only, we suggestion that aappend be extended 
to groups, so that one can append to a statement from a 
group of statements, namely, append to statement ,1 from 
,3 to ,13 etc, one could call this ommand group append 
to distinguish from append, robert lieberman of nsrdc 

7b22a5 

connect (to) Directory U5ERNAME CA <CONFXRM / <*u> PASSWORD 
C0NFIPM>" 7b22b 

requires a CA followed by <*u> in order to specify a 
password (instead of nothing or <5P> as in Tenex), 
No.password can be the default field and the password can 
be typed in without requireing <*U>, The command would' 
bei 7b22bl 

Connect (to) Directory USERNAME CA (Password) DFSL 
CONFIRM, ' 7b22b2 

Ken Tells me that this is desirable in other Directory 
commands as well, 7b22b3 

Output <(3uickprint/Joumal/Printer/C0M> (File CONTENT / 
Copies TYPEIN) CONFIRM 7b22c 

This requires <*U> to specify another filename or number 
of copies other than 1, The following syntax wguid 
eliminate the need to type <f tu> and could also save 
accidental printings by following the double command 
accept convention, 7b22cl 

output <Quickprint/JoUrnal/Printer/COM> DFSL CA (Copies a 
1?) DFSL CONFIRM 7b22C2 
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Set Name delimiters should be considered, 7b22d 

DVN 18-JUN-74 08 J 29 23392 
Strings for the scope of Subsititute 
Messagej l,e, substitute character in text, What ever happend 
to that good idea? 
***##Nete! c ACTION ] ***** 

7b23 

Automatic repeat of commands with commandwords available along 
with the first parameter Ca la NLS*7) 7b24 

CMfc should be modified so that after typing the noun in 
addition to the parameter (e#g, Bi/CAi]) all of the command 
verbs in a subsystem can be made available, This is so 
those people who think this capability from the old system 
is valuable can write their own subsystem to do this, 
(22175,) (KIRK) 7b24a 

2) Repeat 7b24b 

Can#t we have a more intelligent implicit way of getting 
out of repeat mode as in old system by having it 
recognize that characters being typed are illegal at that 
point and try to interpret them as commands?(22931,) 
(PHW) 7b24bl 

-(231*6?) (MDK) I am personally not satisfied with the 
automatic return to "command reset" mode after every command 
terminator, 7b24c 

The use of "RPT" is not a satisfactory mechanism, 
especially since it usurps the <control-b> that was 
previously used for the old center-dot function --- an 
annoying need to relearn an old habit# 7p24cl 

I don ft have a n © bvipUslY wi nning solution* but my 0#n 
preference is simply to type "command delete" very 
simple with the mouse, not so simple with a TI •-« when I 
knew I want to start a new command, Perhaps this is one 
place where the old difference between TNLS and DNIS 
syntaxes should prevail, 7b24c2 

19*JUf74 1558-PDT FEINLERl New NLS 
Distribution! FEEDBACK, feinler 
Received at« 19-JUL-74 15«58145 7b24d 

To verbalize some of my reticence to use the new 
Ni<S I 7b24dl 
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# Tnere are too many confirms and too much 
undefinable verbage in the command language, I find a 
few 
of the commands almost unintelligible with respect to 
what I am expected to do, (ex, Sendmail, Append) 
The number of interruptions from the command language 
interfer 
with my concentration on the job I 
am trying to do, 7b24d2 

» The fact that each command is cancelled after it is 
executed once 
oust way down on efficiency, For instance, 
if X am jumping down through a file changing a statement 
here 
and some text there, in the old system i could go back 
and forth 
between the jump command and the insert command with one 
bug, 
Now I must retype the command from scratch, If I have 
a 'hold* on a command in the new system so that it does 
not 
go away after each use, then it is cancelled every time I 
have 
to do a jump. Also the double button routine is 
difficult 
for me to execute * not infrequently I hit both but only 
the 
command delete registers thus canceling my work, 7b24d3 

I have mentioned that "jumps' and text finding seems 
slower in the 
new system than it does in the old# HGL is checking this 
OUt, 7b24d4 

These are verbalized here not to "knock* the new System 
but rather in t he hopes that they will be 
useful user comments, 7b24d5 

Execute verbose could Put him in the most verbose mode for all 
feedback for the single following command when it's an 
unfamiliar one such as show drectory (21703,) (21711,) (DVN) 

7b25 

KIRK 11»AUG*74 00*58 23758 
Ampersand should be a valid character in a statement name, 
Location! CGJQURNAL# 23758# l|W) 
###*#Notei C ACTION 3 *##*# 

7b26 
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Therefore, some other character should be used to specify an 
external name, it is of utmost importance that this 
decision be made as soon as possible before ampersand 
becomes tradition and impossible to remove, 7b26a 

DVN lQ*dUW4 218 34 23591 
For a Means of Highlighting strings that Are the Object of 
Content Searches 
Locationi (GJOURNAl, 23591, liw) 
##*##Note? C ACTION ) ##*## 

7b27 

We are now trying to print via COM some files that came over 
from another system that included an hyphenation program Cas 
many do) which leaves words with » in their midst 
wherever they now occur in the resulting NLS statment, It 
happens that many of the statments are very long, more than 
a screenful in some cases, We cannot merely do a mass 
substitute because the text includes dashes, 7b27a 

what we need in this case is something we often need in 
eidting, a way of visually highlighting a string which is 
the object of a subsistute or a content search Then an 
editor could go rapidly thrugh the text, sight every M i n 
a moment# and decide it's fate quicly and easilly, 7b27b 

since, as I Understand it, underlin« is avialabe both on 
tasker and on the devices supported by the line processor, 
underline seems a good way for NLS to highlight strings 
I have mentioned this problem before, probably not loudly 
enough, If NUS is ever to compete as a production editing 
system# (journal,23555,5 it needs some such feature. Most 
word processing systems do, The information that a string 
occurs somewhere within a statement is just not enough for 
production editing on displays, 7b27c 

jump to Bottom of window, 7b28 

KEv request for a new nis command 
5*JAN*7 3 13 8 53 1370? Messagei 
It weqld be nice if there were a jump to bottom command in 

NLs that function similarily to the curent jump to item 
command except that the item selected became the new bottom 
line of the screen, viewspecs that matter fsuch as the e 
viewspec) could be tafce relative the the bugged item, This 
command would be very useful in looking at assembly files 
for example, 

7b28a 
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RLL 9-AUG-74 10}43 23750 
A new jump command suggestion, 
Location! (GJ0URNAL, 23750, l!w) 
#####Notej ( ACTION 3 ##### 

I have often found that I wanted a window view showing 
the last (tail) part of the olex, Jump to tail shows 
only the tail statement and what follows, I suggest we 
have another jump (e,g, jump to full tail) that would 
have the tail statement as the last line of the window, 
this would give a full screen view of the last part of 
the plex 9 o f course it would obey viewspecs, A more 
general set of jump commands would be a tjump, wnere 
tjump noun does the same as jump noun but positions the 
bugged (or addressed) statement at the tailCend, bottom) 
of the window, Rob 

(KIRK) 

Allowing edges to be moved anywhere up to the margin and then 
moved back, 

Jump to previous screen composition* including windows that 
have been moved away, (MDK) 

Allow a user to type "Execute command in TENEX" which would 
take him to the exec to do one command and then allow him to 
return (22015,) (KIRK) 

•*(23116,) (MDK) you can of course "goto tenex", but you 
can't "execute command in Tenex" so tenex i« not a true 
subsystem i 

HELP software DEVELOPMENT 

Free text input 

RWW 1 "MAY"74 16 11S 22874 
help system needs 
Message? some suggestions fo Help, w need to instrument 
help to see path etc. It would also be nice to let the 
user input free form text to express his question or 
problem and whether or not it got answered or what ever. 
#####Notei • action # #•### 

7fc»28b 

7b28bi 

7b29 

7b30 

7b30a 

7 B 31 

7b3 la 

7b 3 2 

7b32a 

Brief views specifiable by user 

7b32al 

7b32b 
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PLL 23.APP-74 12j4fi 22804 
be IP system suggestion 
Message! suggestion on help systems the show < command 
returns one to next higher level! tine. But in TNLS it 
would be nice to return to this point without printing 
out all the "help" info again includingg the menu (It was 
presumedly printed out before and one can look at it). 
Yes? one could use the control 0 command to cease 
printing but this is not 'neat', I* n°t too hard 
suggestion a snow <n command to supress the printing, 

7b32bl 

Most frustrating thing is finding two or more objects on 
the menu you want to examine, You go after one, but it 
is very difficult to get back to previous menus, The 
best thing to do, apparently, is type show Tl/CAII 
until you get to the place where you can re«seiect, The 
large penalty for doing so is that you have to look at 
that piece of text again, There really ought to be a way 
to get only the previous menu in the tree, (RXCART) 7b32b2 

Shopping list for the NlS part of the NSW 7c 

Tog nSw Development Group 7cl 

Fromi EKM 7C2 

This is a first draft of the 'shopping list' for the NLS part 
of the NSW, It needs priorities, time estimates, additions, 
deletions and copious editing, Could you look it over, mark it 
UP and bring it to a meeting tomorrow at 10830 to finish it, 7c3 

working paper for N5W Meeting 7c4 

This paper outlines a set of possible NSw NLS tasks to be 
performed bY ARC-SRI, It is intended to serve as a basis for 
discussion for the NSW NLS meeting at the end of September, 
Suggested priorities have been assigned to each task with the 
expectation that these will be revised at the meeting, 7c5 

Make the new NLS system now running at ARC the standard NLS 
system at OFFICE*!, 7C6 

This task is almost complete, Major remaining portion is 
completion of the new helP system apd a NIC query system, 7c6a 

New features are described in (nls,mods,), 7C6b 

NLS frontend backend split 7c7 
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The current state of the split is that the source has been* 
somewhat roughly, divided into frontend and backend files 
based on our current percepion of what these should be. The 
compiled files are all loaded together as before, 7c7a 

we need to complete the design of the frontend/packend 
communication protocols and implement them, Then we can try 
running NLS with the two sections in separate forks and then 
with the two sections in separate computers, 7C7b 

Specify* design* implement, and document a COBOL programmer's 
interface, 708 

Under user control, automatically complete the spelling of 
COBOL reserved words while inserting COBOL source code 7c8a 

Automatically apply structure to the inserted source code 7c8b 

Help ensure syntactic correctness of the inserted source 
code 7c8c 

Attempt to use existing data definitions to 7c8d 

Provide spelling cmpletion when requested 7c8di 

Request new definitions and documentation when a new 
identifier is used by the programmer, 7c8d2 

Provide a debugging facility, 7c8e 

provide capability to generate test data flies, 7c8f 

Preprocessing of Source Code Prepared foy Remote Job Entry for 
COBOL Compilation 7c9 

A Remote job Entry (KJE) facility will be made available 
through the NSW Works Manager, This facility will allow the 
M®w user to, among other things# compile and execute his 
CoBoL programs on various machines available within the $SW 
environment that provide the required RJE facilities. An 
NLS preprocessor would take the source code prepared by the 
NLS COBOL programmmer's interface and format it 
appropriately for further handling by the NSW works Manager, 7c9a 

Provide a special interface for programmer support personnel 
including secretaries and clerical workers, The interface will 
include the following capabilities I 7clQ 

On site study of present working methods and needs, 7ci0a 
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Simplified editors, one taylored to display terminals and 
another designed for hardcopy terminals,, use less 
technical language, e,g, paragraph for statement, 7cl0b 

It might be useful to provide a Wylbur»iike, line 
oriented, unstructured editor for TNLS, 7cl0bi 

Preparing and sending maii 7cl0c 

This would include an analog of the letter Program and an 
interrogate system for sending the mail, 7cl0ci 

Reading the mail 7cl0d 

sorting and filing the maii 7cl0e 

A calculator facility to handle simple bookkeeping tasks, 7cl0f 

A s Ystem fo r filling in forms • 7cl0g 

A series of SHORT CAL courses to intruct personnel in each 
phase of the system, (Note? this can probably be 
implemented using the process commands in branch command 
with the facility that allows user feedback,) 7cl0h 

Document production and publication System, 7c 11 

Entering text Into the system 7eiia 

Directly from a computer terminal 7cllal 

From a document prepared on a typewriter using OCR 7clla2 

From a cassette device prepared off-line, e,g, mtst 
tapes,dex cassettes, any 'smart' terminal storage device, 7clla3 

From a file existing on any Nsw host computer via the 
network 

Editing text in the system 

Simplified NDS editor subsets designed to allow temporary 
personnel and people who only use the system occasionally 
to learn quickly and perform basic text editing, (See the 
section on the interface for programmer support 
personnel,) 

Fun NDS editor, Expanded features might include? 

7C1U4 

7cl lb 

7cllbi 

7 c1lb2 
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'column* and 'row* entities 7Cllb2a 

A 'table' entity# 7clib2b 

A 'heading* entity 7cllb2c 

A way to mark off editor's comments, 7cllb2d 

Add elipsis capability in content searches 7cllb2e 

Add an option to the content analyser that displays 
only statement numbers or sids of statements that pass 
the filter without displaying the associated text, 
This is particularly useful to users wording at hard 
copy terminals, 7cl ib2£ 

A way of high lighting character strings within a 
statement that are the object of a content search, 7ciife2g 

Underlining and overstrikind 7cllb2h 

More powerful programs to generate tables of contents, 
indexes, and bibliographies, 7cilb2i 

Formating text for printing/dlspiaying 7cllc 

First NSw implementation to be based on the current 
output processor with some added capabilities, 7clicl 

A two*pass system that would know on the second pass 
the boundaries of each page, ang thus compose 
footnotes, glosses, paged indices# columns that break 
accros the page, etc, 7clicia 

A two*pass system is more than twice as expensive 
in CPU time and only occasionally useful! it should 
be an alternative, 7ciiclai 

A way of highlighting (i,e, by bright characters) test 
strings that are the object of a content search, 7cucib 

, SlDSssQN j 7c!leic 

Directives (or whatever) to mark off headings as 
headings, 7ciicld 

Directives (or whatever) t0 creat non*ND5 paragraphing 
easiily, 7cllcie 
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Directives invisible to the users, but present in the 
file in, for example, the manner of markers, 7clieif 

Parts of highly formated files like the ARPA 
Network Resource Notebook are unreadable online 
because of the profusion of directives, We resort 
to the cumbersome procedures of a separate file to 
read o nline and another to Print from, with 
attendant maintenance problems, 7ciiclfl 

Alternatively or in the short run a viewspce that 
filtered out directives, 7clicif2 

A way to m ark off editor's coments in the text, 7cilclg 

A two-pass machine and a way to tag statements as 
glosses would serve well, 7cilclgl 

Proofs available rapidly near the user's terminal, 7cucih 

All (underlined) display viewspecs should be observed, 
7cilcii 

A way to call for non-ascii characters including 
graphic entities like braces of various sizes, flow 
charts symbols, etc, 7cilcll 

A disp lay system whereon the page appears as it w0uid 
appear printed, 7cilcik 

such a display would be useful even If it did n ot 
show real fonts, but only layout, 7cncikt 

As a step beyond the formatting programs, an 
interactive subsystem that would allow the user to 
instruct the system about layout via simple English 
words and graphic devices rather than by writing in 
bits of code (the directives), 7eiicil 

Such a system should be able to guide the user by 
questioning her inteiiegently about her wants, 7ciiclii 

A forms system that allows the user to instruct NLS in 
the layout of an external form and to subsequently 
call for given files or other units of data to be 
printed into tbe proper boxes in instances of that 
form, (21808), 7cliclm 

System of varying degrees of sophistication for entering 
format d irectives into a file, 7ciic2 
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Direct entry using the editor, This assumes a 
sophicated user, thoroughly trained in the the use of 
the output processor, 7clic2a 

An interrogate system which asks the user questions 
about headings* footers* fonts* etc, and is 
essentially self teaching, 7clic2b 

A set of special purpose formatting routines taylored 
to a particular set of needs, e,g, Air force 
specifications for 1) copy produced on a line prnter# 
2) COM hard.copy# and 3) microfiche, 7cllc2c 

Fewrite the output processor to be a completely 
interactive and generaiized portrayal generator, 7c|ic3 

Graphics 7cl2 

Simple drawings 7ci2a 

A graphics work station would consist of a standard 
aipha.numeric display and a graphics storage display 
connected to the frontend through a single line 
processor, A file displayed on the alphanumeric display 
would show an text in the file and would have a special 
notation to designate areas where pictures would appear. 
The graphics display would show the picture and any text 
associated with it, 7cl2al 

In graphics mode the user could make simple line drawings 
with the mouse# depressing the proper mouse button to 
designate the beginnings and endings of lines, 7cl2a2 

The user could move a line or entire figure and perhaps 
change the size g£ a figure, 7ci2a3 

Text associated with the picture such as captions# 
labels, etc,# could be edited at the alpha-numeric 
display, 7cl2a4 

The w0rk station c©uid i nciude a printer t 0 alio* 
hardcopy of the pictures and text shown on the graphics 
display, 7cl2a5 

For better quality output the edited file could be 
processed for COM and printed that way, 7ci2a6 

Flow.chart production 7cl2b 
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Here we need a new set of entities that offer flow 
charting symbols, e,g, a diamond shape to indicate a 
decision point, a special shape to indicate printed 
output, etc, 7cl2bl 

There should be a standard set available and the user 
sh0uld be able t© def ine, by drawing an<* namein<3 tor 
example, new entities, 7ci2b2 

The user should be able to change the si^e of each 
occurence of an entity, associate text with the symbols 
and manipula te connectors between symbols, 7cl2b3 

Provide user documentation in the form of an online HELP 
database and command language reference manual summery, 7ci3 

NiS user documentat ion will exist ih two formsi online and 
in appropriate hardcopy forms, 7cl3a 

Hardcopy documentation will exist in the forms agreed 
between ARC and ARPA, such as cue cards, introductory 
guides, scenarios, or more extensive user guides, 7ci3b 

Online documentation and HELP databases WU1 exist yith 
appropriate easy-to»iearn methods o* access and browsing, 
some simple tutorial facilities may be available as 
required, 7cl3c 

More sophisticated NL5 tutorial and HELP facilities can 
evolve in later NSW system versions, 7ci3d 

perform any modifications to the NLS file system that may be 
necessary to integrate it most efficiently into the larger NSW 
file system and conventions, 7ci4 

Deal with problems of file transfer and use imposed by 
network bandwidth, This may involve partial paging of files 
across the network, 7cl4a 

Measurement and analysis of cost and effectiveness of using 
current traditional tools and working procedures in each area 
expected to use the new system. 7c 15 

Programmers and analysts. 

Program documentation production and control, 

7ci5a 

7cl5b 

secretarial and clerical support, 7C15C 
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It is hoped that these figures will tall out of existing Air 
Force accounting reports, 7cl5d 

Measurement and analysis of cost and effectiveness of using the 
new NSW tools a nd working procedures in each area using the new 
system, 7Cl6 

We need a Plan for this at least by July 1 , 7el6a 

Training 7eI7 

Question? do we train programmers ana secretaries# etc, or 
do we train trainers of programmers and secretaries? We 
need a plan, 7cl7a 

Suggested Additions to shopping list 7d 

Full NLS editor, Expanded features might also include! 7dl 

implement or interface an automatic spelling program, 7dla 

Make the site field work (windowing or copying in 
appropriate instances) for remote fiie access in links, 7dio 

"included" links under viewspec control to allow cross»flie 
substitutions# editing# and searches, 7dlc 

Augmented Feedback, Analysis, and Decision Process? 1/8*1/4 
person year, 7d2 

An ongoing# effective, responsive, user feedback»decision 
process is vital to the survival of *nV living system, 7d2a 

^ongoing" means day*to*day# week«»to*week# month*to*month# 
version*to»version of NLS, 7d2fe 

"Responsive" implies automatic user voting and weighted 
opinion gathering mechanisms as well as easy access to the 
current status of suggestions and projects, 7d2e 

"Effective decision" implies analysis, 7d2d 

This would also include date# person*hour* and cost 
projections for appropriate features and projects, 7d2e 

Simple# easy too use# information retrieval system with a 
database consisting of an easily queryabie integrated online 
handbook, 1/2*1 person y«ar, 7d3 
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contents of the handbook could bet 7d3a 

work Manuals with basic conventions and Step«oy*step 
algorithms for accomplishing and automating specific 
tasks* 7d3al 

Userguides for general purpose learning* 7d3a2 

An open-ended glossary* thesarus Of special terms, 7d3a3 

A dic tionary of standard definitions 7d3a4 

An index of keywords 7d3a5 

An interface to online help facilities* 7d3a6 

Online document locator for importa nt or special 
documents, 7d3a7 

Decisions and Decision Algorithms for feedback* analysis* 
and decision operations, 7d3a8 

Accounting and financial information, 7d3a9 

Catalogs of available online and offline materials, 
(Books, reports, articles, video-tapes, etc, 7d3alo 

Directories of individuals, groups, and organizations 
with published online materials by author, ~ 7d3an 

Doug Engiebart's thoughts on the N^S Handbook, 
References ,,, 7d3al2 

"Integrated" means file independent, Cross«£ile searching* 
linking* 7d3b 

A bac k»link capablity, 7d3c 

Make the site field work (windowing or copying in 
appropriate instances) for remote tile access in links, 7d3d 

simple* easy to use* information retrieval system in this 
application means it must be general enough to operate on 
the average NLS file WITHOUT the user being aware of or 
needing to know about structural relationships* view 
specification codes and file size limitations, It would 
require the minimum number of button pushes to use for this 
application, 7d3e 
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Table of contents program 

RLL 24*JUL»74 00|06 23671 
user prog suggestion! assignment of numbers to plex 
statements at beginning of statements 
Location! (GUOUBNAL, 23671# l!w) 
****#Note! { ACTION ) ***** 

How about a user prog that assins outline numbers to 
statemnts in a piex/branch/group Under controlling 
viewspecsCievels only). Some debauit couidbe used as the 
numbers (uppercase roman numbers# upper ease reman 
letters# arable numbers# lowercase roman letters, 
lowercase roman numbers,) There should be a simple 
command for just numering the plex with the qiven type 
(this could be a simple version of the overall command or 
aother command,) You can hhve a set mode command to set 
the kind of'numtoer or ask for it each ime therequest is 
made f 

User»program integration into NL5 suggestions, 

Currently Append Branch is not implemented* It would be easy 
to implement by having it do exactly what append statement 
currently does, Append plex and group is another story, They 
should work like the Append user program in the running system, 
(22059#) (KIRK) 

A Break Branch command should work differently from the break 
statement command, It should put the original substructure 
under the new statement instead of under the original 
statement. 

Break Group and Break Plex commands should brea* at every «£0L> 
in statements at the current level ignoring substructure a nd 
viewspecs, 

DOCUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT 
D8j Data Base 
> this contains items that have not yet been assigned to a person 

or are controversial, For assigned tasks, see <ms,mods,done> 

Create ana maintain a reasonable tree structure with which the 
user can i dentify, This depends 0n an accessing system that 
allows the user to see Map and Full views, And allows the user 
to take reference links located in a node, (Reference links are 
not classified by the node and therefore do not belong in its 
substructure,) 

24051 

7D4 

7d4a 

7d4al 

7e 

7ei 

7e2 

7e3 

7f 
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The treeishness is very confused by the arbitrary allowed 
branches. L®tfs say that you are trying to find out about 
subject X, y©u are led down the tree, selecting various 
branches. At one point, your eyes light up since one choice 
is "all you wanted to Know about X", You thinK that finally 
you are going t0 g et the info. In reality, it taKes you 
back to a previous menu and you have to start ail over 
again, 7fla 

DvN I really like the when FILENAME at the same spot spells 
out its parts in t he menued line, 7fib 

RLL 23*APR-74 17 150 22810 
annoying loop in help menu system 
Messages JUst came across a loop in the help system, I 
realise that this Probably occurs quite often, however it 
was a bit annoying to K«p seeing in m©nus the same 
selection, The particular instance in this case was with 
ITEM, show item has I, message and show message has i, item, 
guess it would be too hard to prevent this sort of tight 
loop (a stacK of the last menu items called might 
beinspected before system goes off* if recently displayed 
then could user option of aborting this selection), 

7T ic 

10«MAY*74 0545*PDT JERNIGANJ HELP Loop in Programs Section 
Distribution* FEEDBACK, jernidan 
Received at* 10*MAY*74 05*45*51 7fld 

There is apparently a loop in the HELP Database under the 
Programs subsystems section, en into the programs part 
of subsystems * c2) Show "loading user program" which is 
item 3, (3) At this point a section of information comes 
up entitled "loading user programs" and uhder it 
therejare a "show also" selection plus 10 items, in the 
Show Also are "Programs Load, Filename, extension", (4) 
Do a Show "Programs Load" and it snows a section of info 
with two items, first one which is "important loading 
information", (5) Do a Show "important loading 
information" (which is Item \), (6) you get an Item net 
found* (7) do a show 1 (which is same thing), arid you get 
"Important loading information, a cR# and loading user 
programs* blah blah, whieh is where you started, I have 
the Ti paper printout from the loop and will deposit it 
on SUsan's desK, (Point is, it is not important loading 
information if you just saw it from where you came in,) 7£ldi 

The first line 0£ every £u nctipn stateme nt c0uid be the syntax, 
Add syntax as first part of each function statement, 7f2 
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f) in help database, on some commands you get the syntax in 
the menu, others not, I li*e getting the syntax as it may 
not require me to go on, Let's adopt this as the uniform 
convention, (22931,) (RWW) 7£2a 

f, SHOW DELETE MARKER (22871,) (MDK) 7f2b 

This works o,k, but illustrates an undesireable feature* 7£2bl 

The first lin e o f the response says simply "MARKER1*, It 
should say "DELETE MARKER", This comment holds for all 
SHOW'S for which the object is a stacked statement name* 
the first li ne that results from ex ecution of the SHQW 
command should contain the entire stacked statement name, 7£2b2 

Change all STRING and STRUCTURE and SuBSySTEM references in 
Function, (syntax and example) to a reference for each 
eommand»noun, 7£3 

Backlink system 7£4 

Whenever the insert Link command is used, 7f4a 

before it inserts the link, it parses the link and 7f4al 

finds the addressed statement and 7f4a2 

places a link appended to the end of the addressed 
statement 7£4a3 

preceded by a carriage return, and 7£4a3a 

surrounded by pound signs* #<0i234># 7£4a3fe 

It then inserts the SID of the statement addressed &y the 
inserted link 7£4a4 

after comment dashes 7£4&4& 

after the address inserted by the user, 7f4a4b 

If it d©es not find the addressed statement, 7f4a5 

it win insert the link without the SiD" 7£4s5a 

but only after sending out a message and requesting an 
extra confirmation, 7£4a5b 

The delete statement command 7£4b 
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checks to see if any links delimited by # are in the 
statement, and 7f4bi 

if one is found, refuses to delete the statement, 7f4b2 

If the user still wishes to delete such a statement, he must 
use the Delete Referenced Statement command," 7f4c 

The Renumber Sin's command will check for links and either 
not work, or else only renumber those statements without 
links, 7f4d 

you must use the Renumber Referenced sXD's command to 
renumber referenced statements. 7f4e 

Suggestions outside the realm of NLS code, 
> Network Information Center Feedback sent to ident NIC, see 

Jake feinler to determine status, 
Operations and User Development feedback sent to indent FEED, 

see <0FFICE*1, FEEDBACK, FEED,> or Uim Bair for status, 7g 

DVN 20*MAy*74 19838 23062 
response to Response 
Location I (MJOURNAL, 23062, 1 sw3 
*#*##N©tei [ ACTION 3 *#*## 

7gi 

I think "Force Case" is much nicer than "set Case mode", 
(mloumai,23019,lg) How about "show markers #t"Show Fixe 
Marker" is two extra key strokes considering "marker" is a 
second character name in expert expert mode, 7gla 

OPERATIONS & USER DEVELOPMENT CUD) 7g2 

ARC Environment 7g2a 

KIRK 1«FEB*74 12828 21723 
Np for an Qffquota command 
Messages The equivalent of an Qffquota command (for the 
group allocation system) is needed to maintain the 
firsfc-on, last-off convention and make cooperation among 
members of each group much less painful, This would 
allow you to keep your place in the offquota stack when 
another member of your group is scheduled to be onquota, 
Currently when you are automatically made onquota, you 
must log out to allow a scheduled person to log in, 

7g2ai 

interface to video-tape cassette machines, 7g2b 
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Hardware 792c 

Mouse and Keyset 7g2ci 

X want two mouse-sets with five buttons each instead 
of one mouse and one keyset (KIRK) 7g2cla 

Typewriter terminals 7g2c2 

KIRK Features desired in typewriter-like keyboard 
hardware for optimal user control, 
24-JUL-7 3 20147 (LJOUPNAL# 17999# 18W) 

7g2c2a 

Printer 7g2c3 

Fww NP tor a Printer Escape Mechanism 
17-JAN»7 3 10105 13857 Messagei 
A problem has arisen today which has been seen 

before# namely someone sends a very large file or 
large number of copies of a file to the printer and 
then realizes he made a mistake# in the meantime the 
printer is tied up for 20-30 minutest Can an escape 
mechanism be put in the system so the the operator can 
tell the printer process to stop printing the current 
tile and move on to the next on in the gueue? 

7g2c3a 

TENEX 
(secondary distribution to KEV & DCW) 7g2d 

The message "us® downtime command to see new up«down 
schedule" would be a valuable thing if it only appeared 
when there was a new up-down schedule, (22176#) (KIRK) 

JI TENEX/NLS File Compatibility i A mini-suggestion 
30-CCT-73 07 !55 1990S (JOURNAL# JRNL15# J199Q88 gwy) 

DHC Archive isitings briefer 
12-NOV-73 14141 20174 Messagei 
I am really glad to see the Archive stuff getting 

polished, a VERY strong request# tho, is to make the 
printing of what tapes thefiles are on OPTIONAL (default 
to DON'T print), if the Archive system works properly# 
the user doesn't actuallyever need to know the the tape 
numbersi 

7g2di 

7g2d2 
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And It win greatly speed up the listing process, 
CDave,) 

7g2d3 

JBN Repeated Request for Truncated print of ARC SNDMSG 
3»AUG«73 08826 18187 Message? 
Again, x would like to request that local sndmsg be 

fixed so that it prints on 8 1/2 paper rather than across 
the printer paper. As you know, sndmsg from outside * stops 
at the perforation, and it is inconvenient that ARC 
messages do not, I am sending this only to NP, If that is 
not the Place, would you forward the request, Jeanne N 

7g2d4 

IMIAC 7d2d5 

DHC INLCAD for imlacs attached to TIPS 
23*»APR»7 3 12854 16048 Message! 
The IMLOAD program should be ateie to reload an iml«c 

attached to a TIP port, just as SENDPRINT can divert 
output to a TIP port (ostensibly a ormter), This way, 
a crashed imlac could be reloaded , using another 
trmihal, without having to put a standard 
editor into the imlac, 

TXR Divert Output doesn't work, I have tried it many 
tim es ana apparently toe much dirty data get into the 
loader stream, 

7g2d5a 

DHC IMNDS changes that should be 
25-APF-73 13117 16163 Message? 
These t«o suggestions are courtesy of Mark Kampei 7g2d5b 

1, Make the functioning of the "direction" buttons 
an option which is user settabie CIt w 0uid be 
option *A*, after option *0'), This would allow 
users to use the buttons, to control the cursor, 
instead of the bug. Also, please have UCLA's option 
begin enabled, Also, the option should not exclude 
use of the bug, while it is enabled, 

2, Use the 'clear screen* instruction Cor clear 
data area) as a button (page xmit?) on the board, 
under user control, 

Scheduler 

7g2d5bl 

7g2d5b2 

7g2d6 
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JEW scheduler gripe # 20-FEB*73 17H8 14551-* 
Scheduler gripe 
It's a Nice Place to Visit, But Why Do I Have to Live 
There? 
Location! (IJ0URNAL# 14551, liw) 

Archive System 

JEW 4»MAY"73 i4|08 16282 
Adding a DELETE Function to BSYS 
Location! (IJOURNAL, 16282, liw) 

7g2d6a 

7g2d7 

7g2d?a 

KEV 16«JAN«73 14!04 13827 
archive status of nls files 
Message! it would be nice if nls propagated archive 
status when it did an update file 

DHC 13»JAN»73 li!03 13799 
OFD 
Message! Xt is very irritating not be able to use the 
#qfd # e ommand in tenex, 
and therefore to have to print out a rather long 
directory list, 

I can't believe it is computationally expensive to use 
that commands, 

Network 

JEW NP NLS GLITCH, Underscore Represented as Vertical 
Bar for Net TTYS %f fap into UNDERSCORE BACKSPACE! 
27-FEB.73 13|49 (IJOURNAL, 14810, llw) 

NETWORK INFORMATION DEVELOPMENT (NIC) 

Functional Documents 

MEJ 4*MAY*73 18 1 14 16284 
Desired Catalog changes 
Location j (IJOURNAL, 16284, 1 |W) 

7g2d7b 

7g2d8 

7Q2e 

7g2el 

7g3 

7g3a 

7g3al 

JAKE 5*MAY*73 21 123 16300 
Siteide^ts 
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Location! (IJOURNAL# 16300# iiw) 
7g3b 

Comments! suggested method tor assigning siteidents 7g3bl 

RWW * 10-NQV-72 10J33 12718 
Three Tasks Requested of JEW for Evolution of NLS 
integration into the NET 
Location! CLJOURNAL, 12718# Uw) 

793c 

DHC 12-JAN-73 1U42 13776 
Making nls us e t he N«t more Efficiently 
Messagei It appears that nls is quite inefficient in 
composing network 'messages9• 7g3d 

Clearly it has no choiee when echoing characters# but 
when sending out relatively large quatities of data (and 
relative to single-byte echoing# 20 or 30 characters is a 
large qunantiy) a larger message-size should be 
attempted. Perhaps a 1000-bit Cone packet) buffer# vs, 
2-3 s econds between messages should determine 
transmission, I, e«# try to filla packet# but if it takes 
mor than 2 or 3 Cor whatever seems reasonable) seconds of 
real time# send the message off 'now', 7g3di 

ik bits desn't seem like an U nreasonalbe buffer (Unless, 
of course# TENEX does nasty things to keep you from it,) 7g3d2 

Please let me know what you think of my thinking, If I 
am off base, I would like to un^estand how, 

thanks, 
7g3d3 

ANALYSIS 7q4 

feedback process 7g4a 

28*MAR*74 0920-PDT BAIR! Feedback mechanisms 
Distribution! FEEDBACK, islei at ISI# bair 
Received at! 28-MAR-74 09!20I06 7g4ai 

Jon, It all of a sudden has become very clear that we 
must coordinate on our separate feedback endeavors, 
We have a mechanism for subscribers to th utility that 
is being refined now after 2 months of operation (see 
-- bair,feed,l) 9 SPl-APC, I have looked at your 
groups document and could discuss it with you, 
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particularly from the viewpoint of a Behavioral 
Scientist, Anyway, we are having our final meeting 
next week (3 Apr), There seems to be no question that 
there will be 3 mechanisms, o 
at ARCt i at Office*!, and the NET, They have very 

different characteristics and serve different 
communities, Looking forward tohearing from you, Jim 7g4aia 

JMB * A suggestion she sent in was forwarded to a 
programmer who in turn contacted her for more information 
that was specified in the original suggestion, 
Reinforcement for distributing original text of items, 

JHB * I would like to see an acknowledgment when action 
is taken, and oniy then, Otherwise the assumption wguid 
be that none was taken, 

DVN 30-JAN-74 2Q«04 21688 
Against Feedback for Now 
Messages Please don't give me feedback on all the flack I 
have been sending youi 
These days, we are going though a kind of debugging of 
newnls, Most suggestions are really notices of what the 
sender thinks are bugs either in the code or in his view 
of the was the system responds to the user, 
As we get more settled, the situation will be different, 
suggestions will be more constructive ang long term, Then 
it might be useful to give feedback, Perhaps request fo 
feedback should be some kind of option, 

7g4a2 

7g4a3 

7g4a4 

KIRK 31-JAN-74 15121 21700 
Response to Susan's (21685,) 
Message; Tour message asking whether NEWNLS stuff should 
be acknowledged is a good idea. It didn't mention the 
alternative of each user being able to easily find out 
what ha ppened to his suggestion by g oing to the NNLS 
file, so you should judge the responses you get 
accordingly, I think you know my feelings, but 1*11 
restate them here for the record, I think it would pe 
nice to be able to get a message telling me the status of 
each of my suggestions each step along it's way to 
implementation, rejection, or the limb© of contention, 
However, this expensive service (even if pared down to a 
minimum single message acknowledging reciept) should oniy 
be undertaken if enough of a person's time (10*50% 1) t© 
do it right has been allocated by analysis, operations, 
development or whoever, Until this time has been made 
available, I think we should concentrate on making the 
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feedback mechanism as accomodating as possible for 
someone to find what happened to their suggestion on 
their own, 

7g4a5 

JEW Dispatching Users* Questions Efficiently 
2-0CT-73 14S 39 19420 Message? 
Why not create an ident similar to NP and BUGS# called 

HELP# to which users can address questions (as opposed to 
suggestions or bug reports) about use of our system (eg,, 
'Hew do I do such and such?*)? This would not oniy 
alleviate the very common problem cin my exerience) of 
each person at ARC having to serve as dispatcher for 
questions that he can't answer# asked of him simply 
because the asking user knew his name? but it would also 
Ci would guess) serve to generate a data base from which 
holes in our user guides could be patched# Maybe there 
Is such an ident already and I don't know about it and 
nopody uses it C?)# (implementation Proplemi There's 
already a branch in the Ident File (although not an 
ident) called HELP#) 

7o4a6 

K1FK NP for voting capabilities, 
2*JUL*73 191 12 17608 Messages 
I would like to vote for Ueannes suggestion (17590#) in 

the NPS file but X don't know how, is sending another 
Journal message the oniy way? It might be w0rth while t0 
devise a simple voting system allowing people to 
associate their ident by someone ©ises suggestion in the 
NPS file, Decision makers might like to have an 
indication of how much user weight is behind a particular 
improvement. Maybe people would be more inclined to use 
the NP and BUGS files if they could easily vote for 
suggestions, I know one user who would feel he had a 
little more of a role in the bootstrap feedback process, 
(17611#) (DVN) 7g4a7 

other 7g4b 

JMB 24«JUN«74 12 t 31 23439 
re <GJOUFNAL#23429#3g6> New NLS NPS 
Message! I think that #3 Show Return Stack which is under 
the New Commands Desired section of ADDITIONS should be 
moved up in priority to the New Commands Desired section 
of CHANGES# because the lack of such a command, or an 
alternative solution# is an inconsistency (there is a 
Show File Return stack command) and a serious frustration 
in TNLS (there is no way to see where you win find 
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yourself before you go there, changing your stack»»siash 
in an address now works only after you give the <CA>), 
and is even more than an NP in my opinion. 

#####Notej t ACTION 3 ##### 
7g4bl 

KIPK 16-APR«74 12121 22742 
My notes of the observations of Sandy trying to learn 
xnl s 
Location J (LJOURNAL# 22742# IN) 

7g4b2 

Assigned tasXsi > see < nls# mods# > 
this needs to link to mods or something to avoid duplication. It 
also hasn't been updated in over a month. If you could mark the 
appropriate status for each item, I'll put it in the appropriate 
category (done, rejected, Future discussion item, or Assigned to XXX, 
I guess "on the list in MODS" would also be an appropriate category,) 
That is the primary difference between the "Assigned" branch in FDBK 
and MODS, MODS has the assigned person's IDENT by the item where 
assigned# and FDBK ha» them in branches, Lets pick one w ay of doing 
it and eliminate the duplication of effort across files, 

CHI 

EKM 

EKM 

KEV 

DSM 

KJM 

- FRONTEND, CML# SENDMAIL 

* GENERAL NLS# COBOL INTERFACE <see »- n!3#modS,> 

- CALCULATOR# 0UTPUT*PRQCES3QR, 

- TENEX INTERFACE# PDP*H 

- U5ERFR0GRAMS# FDBK interface 

- SECRETARIES INTERFACE 

STAFF -- MYSTERY BUGS 

HGL -- HELP SOFTWARE 

DVN# JMB, KIRKI DOCUMENTATION# HELP INFO CONTENT <see--done> 

DIA -- LINEPROCESSOR# CML compiler 
Charles# I'm trying to clean out the feedback file, could you 
look these over and note which ones have been fixed, or wont be 
fixed? DIA says this should be done by you,,, He also said the 
only one he thought would not be fixed is the LP*to«Tasker bug 
reported b y DVN 

8 

8a 

8b 

8C 

8d 

8e 

8 £ 

8g 

8h 

81 

8j 
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KIRK lineprocessor bug 
14»AUG**7 4 14152 fGJOURNAL# 23794, liw) 
*****Netei t ACTION 3 ***** 

e ji 

Going into nls when your Initial file partial copy is busy 
at another job freaks out or hangs Your lineprocessor job, 8jia 

RLL 5»JUt»74 07123 2 3526 
LP bug, When tabs in text and updating done, 
Messages F0r DNLS and the line processor (with Delta D)i When 
there are tabs in text the LP messes the display up after one 
does updates, e,q,, reolace word or character. It appears that 
the updated line is split into two lines with the first part on 
the line below (yes below) and the rest of the line as it 
should be„ call me or try it yourself, Robert 
**#*#Note ? C ACTION 3 ***** 

8j2 

NDM 8»JUL*74 13108 23547 
Line Processor Troubles t Tabs 
Messages When i edit a line with tabs in it, the system goes to 
rewrite the statement, and after the line with tabs is puts in 
an artificial blank line, viewspee*f wo rks properly, 
#****Nete! E INFO^ONLY 3 ***** 

8 j 3 

NDM e-JUL-74 08111 23544 
LINE Processor Troubles! SENDMAIL MESSAGE 
Messagei 1 did a message and it blanked part gof the screen (on 
Line processor), That part was never restored, 
#****NoteI C INFCUQNLY 3 ***** 

?j4 

NDM RLL 10»dUL«74 12227 23569 
Line Processor Troubles! Move Boundary 
Message? on the Line processor, in New NLS, viewspec w (all 
lines ail levels), when I Move the Boundary of a horizontally 
split screen, only one line of each statement is displayed, it 
is cut after 72 chars, even it that falls in the middle of a 
word, if we turn off level indentation, more of the statement 
appears (filling the 72 char line), it seems the only way to 
recover is a TENEX reseti Haven't tried old NLS or work, 
*****NoteI * E INFO-QNLY 3 ***** 

8 j 5 

NDM iO-JUl-74 12|37 2 3570 
Line Processor Troubles? Backspace in Literal input 
Message? while typing in a literal (like in insert statement or 
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now during 5ENDMAIL Message), I type two lines, then begin the 
third and see a mistake in the second, so I backspace through 
all of the third line, then the next backspace erases the 
char/word from the top line rather than the second line, it 
actually does the right thing to the literal, but displays it 
wrongly, Further backspaces are displayed properly, 
#####Notei t INFG.ONLY ] ##### 

8j6 

NDM H»UUl-74 09802 23595 
Line Processor Troubles! Update File Comoact 
Messagei update File Compact, on the Line Processor, tries to 
refresh the display when it's about done, it takes some lines 
down# puts some back UP# and leaves ^e with a screen resembling 
my file but with pieces of it randomly disorganized Cih their 
placement on the screen), 
#####Notel i INfOGNLY 3 ##### 

8j7 

18*JUN»74 1807-PDT BAIR at OFFICER? Line pr©c error 
Distribution! FEEDBACK AT SRl-ARC# hair 
Received at8 18»JUN«74 18!Q6!57 8j8 

When doing a Jump to item, (got ppug error fndchr,,,. It 
continue ^n this m ode apparently Unable to accept a mouse 
pug, 8j8a 

1S.JUN.7 4 1814.PDT BAIR at OFFICE.l! 1ineprocessor 
Distribution! IRBY AT SRI-ARC, FEEDBACK AT SRI.ARC, ANDREWS 

AT SRI*ARC, bair 
Received at! 18.JUN.74 18tl3$53 8j9 

Perhaps something has changed, but I cannot get this thing 
to work in D NLS at Office.1, it crashes consistently after 
the third command in dnlsU 8 j9a 

RLL 19-JUN.74 13 f 39 23410 
refresh bug in LP 
Message: using the line processor (Wash), while in sendmail# I 
typed a long message of about 16 lines, Loaded file was 
deleted line pr line as it should be when inserting text of 
message, however when done, the message was cleared and the 
file text was not refreshed# that is I had about 16 or mere 
lines that were blank Did a refresh via mouse buttons and 
viewspec f, Got all lines back but when doing the message bit 
again in sendmail# the lines were not erased before the new 
text was typed, Since it is happening now I do not know if the 
line will reappear when i finish this message, Robert, 
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8jl0 

8311 

#*#*#Note? t ACTION ] ##### 

DVN 27-JUN-7 4 16 I 41 23486 
SCSR JSYS error erstr 
Messagej For what it Matters# when i quit at tasker* detacched* 
attached at the line processor* and atempted to continue* that 
was the error message I reeieved* suceeded by a series of "NL5 
Display Error," 
#***#Note* C ACTION 3 ***** 

NDM 27-0UN-74 13857 23482 
Line Processor Troubles* Split Screen 
Message? I have a horizontally split screen, in the top window 
I have viewspee g on (branch only) so part of the window is 
blank, I deleted one of the statements in the top window. The 
boundary and bottom window moved up to delete the line, but 
never moved back down, 

8312 

Comments? happened in both old and new NLS 8jl2a 

RLL 26-JUN-74 07|29 23475 
Bugs in viewing emaybe Lp p roblem) 
Messages Two bugs? DNL5 at the lineprocessor? 1) when having 
split screen (horizontal), wtih lower half having frozen st on 
(viewspee 03 1 did a viewspee K (signatures on) and f (refresh 
) the frozen statement d©tts disappeared (there were no frozen 
staements at the time), Turned on viewspee 0 again, tried 
viewspee L (sign, off) and f(refresh) and again the dots 
disappeared, turning viewpec 0 and t  on worked, My guess! on 
split screens with fronzen statements on* refreshing the screen 
causes the frozen st to be turned off, tried the same with no 
oslit screen and had no problems, (2) with no split screen 
tried viewspee K and f, got strnage view* namely it appears 
that the system thinks i have a very wide terminal, the whole 
staement appears (if I could see it) on one line, of corse 
this cuts the staement off in the middle of what ever is the 72 
character, only way out of this is by resetting Ni»S, again? 
this is DNLS with Lineprocessor, 
##*#*Note1 l ACTION 3 ***** 

8313 

18-.JUN-74 18 07»PDT BAiR at OFFICE*!? Line pr0c error 
Distribution* FEEDBACK AT SRI*ARC* bair 
Received atl 18*JUN*74 18 i 06 8 57 83 14 

When doing a Jump to item* <got pbug error fndcnr,,,. It 
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continued in this mode apparently unable to accept a mouse 
bug, 

18»JUN-7 4 1814-PDT BAIR at dFFICE-ii lineprocessor 
Distribution I IRBY AT SRl-ARC, FEEDBACK AT SRl-ARC, ANDREWS 

AT SRI-ARC, bair 
Received at! 18*JUN»74 18 f 13 «5 3 

perhaps something has changed, but I cannot get this thing 
to w0rk in DNLS at Qffice-i, it crashes consistently after 
the third command in DNLSU 

5-JUN-74 1635»PDT MEyER at OFFICE-U Line Processor and 
SENDMES user Program 

Distributioni FEEDBACK, irby at ARC, andrews at ARC, white 
at ARC 

Received at! 6-JUN-74 04|47i50 

Line Processor only gets blown out by sendmes when SENDMES 
goes to try a network delivery, Jim white, ideas? 

NDM 31-MAY-74 07533 23175 
Line Processor Troubles! Empty Sereen 
.Message! still awaiting new Line Processor and new program, so 
don#t Knew if this is fixed in new setup, After running a 
Content Analyzer that returns "Empty", X recreate dlsplayy with 
viewspec 3 does NOT take down the "Empty", It just writes over 
it when overlap, 

NDM 23-MAY-74 06 t 06 23016 
Line Processor Troubles! Horizontally Spilt screen 
Message{ s creen horizontally split, I delete a statement in top 
window! boundary and ail bottom window jogs up one line as it 
erases deleted line, then STAYS there, Recreate display in 
bottom window does right thing but top line of bottom window 
remains (duplicated asj bottom line of top window, 

MEH JHB KIRK U-MAy-74 14145 23023 
Uniprocessor feedback 
Location, (MJQURNAL, 23023, liw} 
##*##Note! t INFO-QNLy 3 ####« 

authorsJHB date!l5 may 74 time#4l30 

ail of a sudden received stream of garbage characters, in 

24051 

8 j 14a 

8ji5 

8 j 15a 

83 16 

8 j 16a 

8317 

8jl8 

8319 

8jl9a 
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command mode that i couldn't stop, some of them were 
executed causing file to be renamed, 8519al 

authorsJHB date 115 may 74 8519b 

<*r> and con do not clear screen for tenex, neither does 
reset, 8Ji9bl 

authoriUHB date?i5 may 74 85l9c 

split screen insert statements-dumped part of statement 
into tenex window and doubled the viewspec fdbk, 8 319c1 

auth0riJHB datejjs may 74 8ji9d 

would randomly not clear tdbk windows, 8519d1 

authorjkirk date?8 may 74 timeji5s3i 8ji9e 

backspace character CBC key) is defined to be <*H> which 
doesn't wok in tenex and means something different in 
NLS f it should be defined to be <*A>, 8jl9ei 

authorikirk date?9 may 74 timej9si8 8jl9f 

i had viewspec B and L and then changed to W but i only 
got 2 lines no matter what i did after that, i could not 
get more than 2 lines for a statement, 8319fl 

authorskirk 8jl9g 

1 got hung, characters went in but nothing came back, 
reset LP and <*P> worked, 85l9gi 

authorIMKH 8ji9h 

same bug as one listed previously, reset tip channel by 
disconnecting modem, works ok now, for some reson tip 
gets in a state where it win not listen to <*p>, 8ji9hl 

NDM 9*MAY»74 14134 22933 
Line processor Troubles? Dialog to date 
Location? (MJQURNAL, 22933, i?w) 

8520 

Comments? Summary of Line Processor dialog in which I have 
been involved, 8520a 

DVN 4-MAP-74 22 a 07 22182 
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Line processor and XNLs Problems 
Location! (HJOURNAL# 22182# 1!W) 

8321 

I aw working tonight in XNL5 through the line proecessor# so 
I aw sending wy problems in both directions, 8j2ia 

Fragments o£ my origen statement are all the time floating 
in wy input textj likewise my input text runs in;o the top 
lines of wy file, The fragments of the orlgien statement 
are, i guess, the sourcce of ORG in caps which floats up 
some times, 8j2lb 

Sometimes when I do jump to item the screen removes a 
middle item or two, moves the jumped«to item UP to second 
place, and waits for a recreate display before making 
further modifications, 

on one occasion update File Old# pruduced some kind of 
jumble on the screen, <control*t> followed by <contrel*C> 
prodcued a complete jumble including the tenex teletype 
image, and various fragments of my file, I reset, 

Oust now it worked fine, 

Finally some one on a TI linked to me, I hit <control-c> to 
see more lines, That Qot me the teletype face plus a 
jumbled NLS screen, I reset, Then she wanted me to try 
something in new TNL3, I reentered WORK intending to 
simulated terminal type Tl, But I was Created with a pew 
high in garbage, All kinds of shit like I'd not set up the 
line proeesor properly i feg <control«c> echoed with a string 
of chracters, I went to anotner terminal, 8j21e 

8 j 2 lc 

S j 21 d 

8j21dl 

8 j 21 f 

JEW PROTOCOLS 
I'm trying to clean out the feedback file, Could you look these 
over and not which ones have been fixed, or wont be fixed? 8k 

DVN 19»UUN"74 1II57 23407 
you Can't write on updates from journal Files, 
Message! when you update rename from a journal file to make a 
copy to work on# the new file inherits the journal file's 
unwritability. If then update compact to a thrld file# you can 
write on the compacted file, 
#####Note! C ACTION ] ##### 

Bki 
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NDM 23«MAY*74 07 1 45 23087 
Bug in user Program sENDMEs 
Message; The user program SENDM.ES cannot send messages to Tom 
•'Sullivan, possibly because of the apostrophy in his name, I 
can neither type it in nor accept the name offered by the ident 
system, It blows out the line processor too, 

8k2 

Comments; I assume this will also be a bug in the new 
system's equivalent subsystem, 8*2a 

4»JUN*74 0521-PDT MEYEBJ SENDMES 
To; feedback 

Distribution; FEEDBACK, white 
Received at; 4-JUN-74 0536;34*PDT 8*3 

I only wrote the interface to Jim white's SENDMES, X 
haven't the skill nor the time to fix it, I would hope that 
the code aces get fixed before it is made a Part of the 
running system (in new NLS), »*Dean 8k3a 

mDM 31 »»MAY»74 07 I 31 23174 
Journal SUBCOLlECTlONS command 
Message8 in Old NLS, in the journal subcoliection, I can't 
specify the subcoliections SRI«ARC (the dash won»t come out) 
nor NSW (I type N at it puts up NIC), Also, with each 
character I type, it does (On the line processor) a complete 
recreate display, Also, it doesn't a6low backspacing, 

8k4 

JDH FROZEN NLS 
I'm trying to clean out the feedback file, Could you look these 
over and not which ones have been fixed, or wont be fixed? 81 

3-JUL-74 2304-PDT KELLEY; there is an undeliverabie mail 
file in my directory 

Distribution; FERGUSON, FEEDBACK, white 
Received at; 3*JUL*74 23104130 811 

I think it is the result of a bud in the new SNDMSG, 81ia 

DCE 10»JUN*7 4 15|44 2331? 
Bug in scrt process for executable text 
Message; Sort PI«X process didn't use instituted SORTMEFGE 
program (I was using SQRTREV) when executed as a command 
statement via process Command statement (i,e it sorted in 
normal ordering), yet the proper use of SORTEV ocurred if i 
executed the Sort Plex operation by hand «« no change in the 
status of the program buffers or program»institution 
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assignments between these trial, Repeatable inconsistency, 
#**##,Motel I ACTION 3 ##**# 

812 

JCP TENEX 8m 

Donej to b« documented, see <nis, mods,done> 9 

Documented tasks, fixed bugs, and answered questions 
> Bugs listed here are fixed, For tasks prior to August 1974, see 

<24048, executed>, 10 

LPD One man's ©Pinion of NIC/Query 
25fjUN«73 19115 17443 Message! 
The NIC/Query language is distressingly verbose. 1 wanted to 

read various things in the ARPANET News and got a canned message 
telling me how to return to the contents (which wasn't even 
necessary to access other items) at the end of querying every 
item, I suggest that the impiementor of Nie inform himself about 
the ZOG system built by CMU, which I feel Provides a more 
reasonable user interface, 

MEJ Branch 2 deals with suggestion that execute assimilate be 
sensitive to line viewsoecs, 
4»MAY*73 18114 (IJOURNAL, 16284, 1 |W) 

10a 

10b 

A confusing situation exists with the current operation of 
LEVADJ for commands (in TNLS at least) other than Insert 
Statement,(DUVALL) 10bl 

Specifically# if a character other that fd or 's is entered 
(WhiCh may frequently be th® result of a typo), th« LEVADJ 
is terminated and the command is executed (which is normally 
not desired in, for example, move groyp), lObla 

I thimk that NLS should respond to an illegal chracter in 
these cases with a end wait for another Character, lOblb 

EXAMPLE! lOblc 

currently the command sequence "MB,a CA ,b CA e" Results 
im IQblcl 

Move Branch to «a| from ,bi 
e 

•Execute lOblcia 
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Whereas I would prefer? 

Move Branch to ,al from ,bl e ? 

with TNLS waiting for a legal LEVADJ character 

NEEDLESS RECREATIONS 

i0blC2 

10blc2a 

10blc3 

10c 

When you connect t© dureetory in xnl$# it refreshes your 
display, lOci 

In xnlas I just did recreat connect to directory. I didit 
nicely but also recrated the display# which seems a waste of 
effort, 10c2 

In XNLS when you mar* a character# the screen refreshes, 10e3 

when I do an edit# like a delete or move, which effects only 
thinds off the screen# it refreshes ayway, Surely a waste of 
cyclles, I0c4 

3o-MAY*?4 0903-PDT WATSONI User Progamm Hassles 
Distribution? FEEDBACK 
Rece ived  at? 30«MAY*74 09|03f03 iOd 

The use 0* programs fr 0m the user program library is 
unnecessarily complicated and confusing, First you have to 
load them and then you get some very scarey message about no 
entry point and subsystem, Then you have to do to it as a 
subsystem often with a different name than as a userprogram, 
then the usr interface conventions for interaction are not 
completely compatible with the rest of ms etc. Its all very 
unclean and needs to be considerably simplified, For example 
why not just go to it as a subsystem and if the subsystem is 
not in regular system assume and try library automatically etc 
for those such as INMES " 10dl 

c, the alternatives are not in alphabetical Order. 10e 

They definitely should be, Alphabetic conflicts are so 
fundamental to parsing and the recognition modes that the user 
ought to be assisted (through alphabetization of the 
alternatives5 in seeing what the potential conflicts are, 10ei 

b, the alternative <$pace> is never indicated, lOf 

It shouldn't be indiscriminately indicated# but should 
definitely be shown when in fact it's a bona fide alternative. 
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Tfcat ist when there are command words for the command that 
REQUIRE <space> to be typed if you are in expert mode, i of i 

*(23116,3 CNDK) "all" is not a satisfactory alternative command 
word (in the "delete all marXers" command). Here and wherever the 
second command "word" is really a phrase, I would prefer seeing 
the alternative listed as a hyphenated expression, such as 
"aii*marxers», This will of course require coordination between 
the question marX responses and the help data base statement 
names, 10g 

Vertical Splits which are hard enough to do anyway «<SP>spwv% 
have th« kad habit of vanishing irretrievably if you try to move 
the boundary within 21 characters of the edge, WHY??? There 
should be an error message or some way to Xnow the limits if they 
must be set, (22060,) (KIRK) 10h 

When I tried to load my i dent file after the partial copy had been 
deleted (it was bad), XNLs created a new version with nothing in 
it instead of loading the locXed version and letting me unlocX it, 
(22059,) (KIRK) 10i 

Could yo u m aXe <control*o> stop printing the list of alternatives 
which prints after «? ? (22038,) (JMB) (M£j) 

DVN 8*JAN«74 10i 34 21321 
FOR Making AE's Available without the Option Character 
Messaget Jump to address or item should taXe an address without 
the need for typing an option character, MaXing addresses 
available only after an option character cuts down the usefulness 
of putting AE'S in DNLS by a substantial fraction, 
I have heard that some one resists maxing addresses available 
without an option character "for the saxe of consistency", 
Consistency liXe that is lixe maXing a rule that you have to start 
walking on your right foot no matter where you start from, 

103 

10X 

DVN 8*JAN*74 15 I 01 18375 
More o n Ncn*Opti©n AE's (follow up on 21321) 
Message! ,,,or what you have t© step over, 

10X1 

DVN 14-DEC-73 09l20 20895 
For Holding Options to the Minimum 
Location! (MJOURNAL, 20895, llw) 

10X2 

DVN More on Having to Type Option before Entering Addresses 
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(response to 21350) 
11»JAN»74 10 | 5 3 21366 Message? 
My present ussage is to type j a# Pug the screen at random# 

and put in the off-screen address i long for, When a user types 
A to get the command term "Address" after "Jump"# the system 
could generate an option character for her# 

10k3 

%wants ability to type another command word or this suggestion! 
KIRK The definition of Destination Selection (DSEL) for DNLS 
should be changed from Bj/CAs) to Ai/Bi/CAI], If I am not 
mistaken# this can work everywhere there is currently a DSEL put 
without requireing the option character to type an AE, I realize 
that if one thought about it carefully# specifying an address for 
a destination Si/Ai would appear to be inconsistent with the 
convention for specifying an address for a gOURCE TI^B1/CA«] 
Ci#e,# it would not require the option character)# 
However# from one point of view successful in the past# there 
really is no inconsistency at all because the prompt we ar® new 
using for Ai might just as wen be Ti by the same reasoning that 
eliminated is# F *, and N? from the user's prompting# Think about 
typing in an ADDRESS for a DSE^ WITHPUT en option character (which 
is the way it works in TNLS) as replacing the typing in a TyPElN 
for a SSEL# I think the un-written convention of having the 
maximum capabilities available at any single command position, 
along with prompting, would make any conceptual ineonsistancy 
invisible to the person learning the system by using it, 10i 

JEW 3-APR-74 12 I 47 22620 
Feeding Back the Existence of a PC 
Message? I don't Know whether I'm peculiar in this respect or not# 
but I very frequently display file status information just to see 
if the file is locked or not? all the rest of that display is 
pointless in such cases# and my having to wait for it is very 
annoying. Would it be reasonable to constantly display that one 
bit of info (i#e# file locked or not) in the feedback ar«a 
somewhere? Another# more general approach# of course, would be to 
define a »user«settabie" field in the feedback area somewhere 
whgse contents were kept current by the system and wh0se nature 
was selected by the user# by way of his user profile, from a set 
of alternatives offered by the system, 

10m 

RLL 24-SEP-74 12T13 24038 
File not on line message on entering NLS 
Messages Why I am getting the file not on line message when I 
enter NLS, This began when the NEWEST NLS wwas instituted as NLS 
this past weekend# there seems to be no other Problems# This 
has happened each time I enter NLS# 
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'Note I C ACTION ] ##•*# 

DVN 22-JAN-74 12l35 14570 
XNLs Problems Of the Evening of January 21 
location! (GJOURNAL# 14570# liW) 

lOn 

How about changing the 'Exceed capacity* m.e ssage to something like 
'System error! string variable overflow'? people call me and say 
they got that message, but they HAVEN'T exceeded there dis)c 
allocation,(22455,) (JEW) 10© 

Output quick-print does not look the same as DNL5 as far as names 
on the right is concerned, i prefer the way it shows on the 
screen, (22060#) (KIRK) iOp 

In the load command# "Busy" should not appear as an alternative to 
people who can't'use it, Is this hard to do? It isneeded in 
some other places like the Algoritm commad in the Help subsystem 
should not show up when the user types "?"• 10q 

MDK HELP as an Nls command 
1-FEB-7 4 12 3 01 21721 Message} 
Charles ,,, please consider this suggestion as a kind of strong 

••lobbying" (I really would like to see it happenj)! Add this 
command to NlS? 
•HELP <CA> 
which would be identical in function to 
•GOTO HELP <CA> 

and would be recognized in expert mode by tn« letter "H" 
My reasoning is that HELP as a command is what one uses in FTP# 
TELNET, PSEXEC# and maybe otner subsystems here and elsewhere, and 
I think it would be extremely useful as well as consistent for NLS 
users to be able to type h for HELP when they're in need# without 
having to remember (Or even know) that it's GOTO HELP, 
What do you think ? ,,, Mike 

lOr 

10s 

I think it's wo rth noting that I never use Set Case Character# 
T always do Repalce Character instead, (CHU Can we invent 
some new command(s) to make this more useful? e,g, "FORCE" 
<"case"> textentity or "CAPITALIZE" and "LOWERCASE" 
textentity, ICsl 

KIRK l6»MAY-74 19 3 1O 23025 
I'm in favor of Force (case) STRING/STRUCTURE DESTINATION OKI , 
It would be nice if it was a first level command (freeze is not 
available in TNLS anyway), 
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Message? Set Case is unuseable, 
#####Notei C INF0-*0NLy 3 ***** 

1 Os 2 

I tried to send a file through Output Com, It said it was doing 
it* but it sent tne file to the printer instead of Keeping it, 
T b e  result was v e r y  strange, when I treid to Output to COM 
Option File it said* "Illegal instruction" 31 Os3 

%One time Just now when I answered "n" to the Y/N In jump 
file return it said "exceed capacity", CCHIj file name too 
long?) i0s4 

Backspace character does not work for <SP> in expert Command*noUn 
recognition, It backspaces the whole command, Isn't tht what 
Backspace word is for? There is no way to backspace just the <Sp> 
if you mistakenly hit one after the command*verb, (22175,) (KIRK) iOt 

The fina confirmation in substitue bothers her and seems redundant 
since it already*asked if you are finished, (22940,) (RWW) 10u 

Space recognition for second level commands in expert recognition 
mode is not fedbaek in TJNLS, The user can«t tell for sure if he 
typed a space or not, (22008,) (KIRK) IQv 

I would like to add journal items to new subcoliections and send 
comments with items sent via secondary distribution in the forward 
command (30416,) (DVN) lOw 

SRL 4*JUN*74 15853 23267 
Inconsistency in Sendmaii 
Messagei It seems a little consistent that when in sendmaii and 
you want to show status, you type "SH« and you get Csh)ow status 
when anywhere else you would have to type "SHS" for (SH)ow 
(S)tatus, 
**###Note? ( INFO«ONLY 3 ***** 

10X 

jump (to) Item B|/[A]| OK VIEWSPECS OK 
could be? 
jump (to) Item B?/A? OK VIEWSPECS OK, lOy 

insert STRING (to follow) CONTENT OK 
could bei 
insert STRING (to follow) B?/A| CONTENT OK, 10z 

Simulate Terminal <Ti / Nvt / Lineprocessor / xmlae f Execuport / 
33»tty / 35*tty / 37*tty> O K 
could tee* 
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Simulate <xi / Nvt / Lineprocessor / Imlac / Execuport / 33-tty / 
35»tty / 37*tty> OK 

• (23116,) (MDK) the command "record session" would (in my 
opinion) be better named as "start recording-session" to 
complement "stop recording-session" 

-C23U6#) (MDK) I would like to see the L10 compiler pass on to 
the Loader the required information about the size of a compiled 
program, and correspondingly I would like to see the "toad 
Program" mechanism be smart enough to obtain the required buffer 
size from the Compiler's~passed data# and AUTOMATICALLY SET THE 
BUFFER SIZE just before loading the user program# 10ab 

10a# 
I 

lOaa 
-

It is abominably annoying to have to know or guess and then set 
the buffer size of a user program, And certainly it is 
entirely unnecessary# given a slight change to the Loader, lOabi 

Rings were preferred to stacks when wording witb several files 
(22910#) (RLL) lOac 

JMB 26-MAY-74 15*31 23126 
Jumping to Return in TNLS 
Messagei it is very difficult and frustrating to JUmP t© Return in 
TNLS because there is no way of knowing if you have counted back 
the right number of moves to get what you want, There is no Show 
Return ring command as there is for the tile return ring* and you 
can only get system feedback on where you'll tee going AFTER the 
<CF> has executed the command (with a siash--jump to A! ,3r 
/<CR>)I you can't change your mind# like you can when DNLS feeds 
back the destination"in the Jump to Return command# until you've 
already been moved# which has itself altered your return stack 
further so it's then even harder to figure out the correct number 
of jumps to give, 
#####NoteJ C ACTION ) ##### 

DVN 29-MAY-74 21*38 23161 
For Shortening the Process of Setting a simple Content Analysis 
Filter 
Location* (GJOURNAL# 23161# liw) 
•#*##Notet [ ACTION ) ##### 

"Go to Programs • Compile Content Analayser P attern •Institute 
program F as Content Analyser pattern" is a lot of (expiatjve 
deleted) to go through to ereat the pattern fo some simple 
searcn, it would help if the compile command would 
automceticaliy institute the pattern as in the old days, Then 

iOad 

10a® 
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you could institute a pattern wth one command and atleast use 
"execute program", iOael 

What about a "Delete Expletive" command? 10ae2 

DVN 7«JAN*74 New TNLS copy Directory problems 
When I entered a series of options following Y/N, on the first 
occasion the system prompted me* sensibly* "opt Ci", Ffrom then 
on, however, it gave me only "Cf% 

She seem s % q find Prompts necessary hut awkward for new users 
because they force concept explications earlier or require trying 
to avoid sliding by, This tends to indicate a need for language 
subsetting to avoid some concepts, (22940,) (RWW) lOag 

NDM 9*JUJ>74 11 147 23553 

Message! Why does the command "Delete Modifications" delnstltute 
and program that was instituted as the current content analyzer? 
*#***Notei C ACTION ) ***** 

lOah 

MDK 9«jUl»74 10 »50 23552 
markers in new nis 
Messaoef 
My experience is that the mechanism for determining when mar#er 
"addresses" being typed is inconsistent with the rest of NLS 
address parsing, in many commands (like insert character, for 
example) a mar er address can be typed WITHQUT the option 
character preceding it! it's simply a function of how the 
keyset/mouse keys are depressed and released. l°*i 

This may be neat for marker usage, but it's hell on learning, 
and on speedy or sloppy typists like me who don't release the 
keyset completely before typing the <ca>, 

I believe the marker Parsing mechanism incorrectly ignores 
coniEXTT (is it not true that a marker is an address? if so 
then why isn't it parsed as an address? ?? ) 
*****NoteI [ ACTION 3 ***** 

JE 7-JUL-74 14144 23539 
)BKs set*Viewspec command deinstitutes CONAN program 
>Cationj (GJOURNAL, 23539, 1*W) 
>***Note| [ ACTION ] ***** %IS THIS FIXED IN WQRK?% 

A bug, when I del Go to Programs CA» Load Program x CA (which 

lOail 

iOaj 
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loads Program x# and institutes it as C0NAN)j Quit CAf set 
Viewspees i CA •» then nothing happens# Return to Program and 
find CONAN deinstituted. IDajJ, 

If# instead of doing Set viewspec i CA# I do a JI Bug i CA# 
things wor* as supposed to# lOajla 

Note that when I last tried# perhaps a weeX ago# the CONAN 
program would always get deinstituted in TNL3 whenever 1 left 
Program mode and tried to invoice filtering, 10aj2 

DVN 5»JUL«74 14|26 23533 %IS THIS THE SENDMAIL PROBLEM • WHERE 
TOU CAN'T SEE ALL THE PAGES YOU ACTUALLY HAVE?% 
When the System Doesn't Learn I have Enough Pages 
Message! Lately I've been running close to the limit of my 
directory pages, on a number of occasions I nave exceeded it# 
gotten the message "file space allocaton exceeded" and " you 
cannot write on this file"# gone into TENEX and there deleted 
enough files to have plenty of space# returned# got the message 
"you cannot write on this file" again# reiaoded the file# and 
gotten the message again# Apparently the news that you have enough 
pages doesn't travel very fast# 
####*N0tei C ACTION 1 #•### 

lOafc 

KIPK 20*JUL»74 15801 23655 
Force Case as a second level command in DNLs only, 
Location! (GJOURNAL# 23655, i|W) 
#####Notei C ACTION ] #*### 

lOal 

Please maXe Fo rce (case) a first level command in DNLS so it 
will be the same as TNLS, Making Freeze first level just 
because it used to be first level is inexplicable to new users 
and those that rarely (if ever) use Freeze, Force becomes 
harder to use (one of the reasons for changing it from set 
Case), The current implementation also taxes the wind out of 
old programmers' consistency arguments against new ideas, lOail 

Please maxe Force (cage) a first level command in DNLS so it 
will be the sam e a s TNLS, Maxmg Freeze first level just 
because it used to be first level is inexplicable to new users 
and those that rap(if ever) use Freeze, Force becomes harder 
to use (one of the reasons for changing it from Set Case), The 
current implementation also taXes the wind out of old 
programmers' consistency arguments against new ideas# 10ai2 

8#»AUG*74 0811-PDT BAlRi Journal and mail 
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Distribution} FEEDBACK, IR»Y# Bair 
Received at8 9*AUG*74 08«11|55 10AM 

These have been brewing for a long time time and now there's 
one that's very strange, soi 
why am I recieving journal citations in snamsg? Theyre from 
AFC, . 
Suggestion} All considerations aside (ie there are other ways 
to do it)* I think it is very important to have the 
distribution list appear with the Journal citation in the 
"mailbox", 
I have noticed that certain deveopment decision have been made! 
to have an action and info branch} to change sndmsgi etc, I 
presume developers are aware that this Is not going to help 
applications t,fdesign changes have a strong effect on the 
delivery and set up a AKWs, particularly if one is not informed 
about the changes, lQaml 

There ar« serious ditches in New NLS that have caused numerous 
failures in critical situations, perhaps this will go away, 
but I wonder if you really want a system to go out with lower 
reliability than its predessor Eg, "illegal statement in 
return ring" came up several times yesterday associated with 
split screen and not, Many times rings were not retained even 
back one view. There were NLS display errors, and bunches of 
cryptic err°r data, much to the chagrih of tho§e receiving the 
de, 10M 

The "no such marker" error because of keyset •• mouse input 
sync has appeared some 100 times more frequently than it did 
with the old NLS, we have done experiments to see If it is 
operator error or something else, The CA button does NOT have 
to be depressed simultaneously with the key code, but merely in 
rapid seouence, These two fact lead to one conclusion, 
These are submited with the hope that something will be done 
toi 
1) Announce all changes to NLS toapplications staff 
2) change the journal 
3) fix the bugs in return rings and split screen 
4) Fix the sync problem between mouse and keyset 
5) Continue the work on making error msqs meaningful 
63 Respond to this msg 
Respectfully, JHB 10am3 

It would look better to have A/(T]} rather than Ai/CT3» (i,e, 
fewer colons) (22908,3 (RLL, RICART) 10an 

Change default so heralds are 4 instead of 3 characters 
(22826, 3 (FLL ), (22175 , 3 (KIRK) 10ao 
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•C23116,) (MDK) "execute command in HELP" shouldn't drag up 
HELP'S long explanatory text, It should just let you do "SHOW X" 
tor any X, iOap 

RLL 5»JUL»74 11« 31 23528 
Suggestion for DNLSi relative addressing without the nasty control 
U. 
Messages why cannot address be given with out option control char? 
If text is to be given as address then option char can be use 
then, this would make the following v ery nicei dump back 7 <ca> 
to mean jump back seven statements from the bug (which is the 
<ca>) , 
#####Notei ( ACTION 3 ##### 

10ag 

6*AUG»74 09i6»PDT tEAVlTTi minor irritations Part II 
Distribution! FEEDBACK 
Received at! 6*AUG®?4 09ii6i4i iOar 

A long time ago in july# when i used to work here it seems, i 
sent a meassaQe to feedback about an annoying thing in tnls, 
its still there, i realize how petty this might seem but its 
frightfully annoying and couldn't be that hard to get rid of, 
in the command output guickprint and, if i remember quickly, 
output printer, there is a superfluous "OK" prompt wnicn, if 
oaid attention to# results in a DING, 1 don't mind being 
dinged at for a good reason# but,,, lOarl 

ahah# after spendi ng a mcment in Conversation with susan i find 
out tnat this ok is not a superfluous prompt, but an echoing of 
the choice i chose, ie, OK, i suppose there is a good reason 
for having the response echoed for you# in case in that split 
second you forgot what it was you did# but in this particular 
situation it is# to say the least# confusing, after responding 
to an ok with a CA# its almost automatic to assume the next QK 
requires the same response, 10ar2 

Automatically generating hardcopy documentation £ rom the Help 
Database 10as 

RWW 10"»M AY »7 4 14140 22954 
Thanks for the Command summary 
Message* Thank y0u f 0r the Command summary, Its reauy useful, 
Its an example of the type of documentation overview tht one 
would like to automatically get out of the Help database with a 
user program, How can that be arranged? 
##*##Notei # action * ###*# 

lOasl 
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When typikjng ? to HEL C» you get an interesting assortment of 
such things as < and > ana so.on that do very simple things, but 
which you can't find the help on since they aren*t words, CRICART) 

Menu names would have helped a great deal to manuever within the 
database, I constantly found myself unable to get more 
information on something 1 had to choose on, (RICART) 

Trying to read all I could about this# I found out t at TJ wants a 
Typin and /<something> means that (A3 is an alternative, The Us 
mean that A is an option# and that *U should be typed to exercise 
it, So you type show Ti/(AJ? *U and nothing hapens, So add a ? 
to make it tell you what it w ents-«*it dosn^t like that, So you CA 
it and get through Ti/[A3i, A *U from here gets "you just about as 
far, and a ? gets you two ? #s back with a A| prompt, (RICART) 

I think that Show TI/[A3! < should sho only the previous menu but 
not repeat the texxt you have already seen. This command turns 
out to be commonly necessary to find out about your other 
alternatives, (you have lust found out about one of them, but you 
are not sure if another migt no be moreaplicable), (RICART) 

Typing Snow everytlme witin HEL Ci is an annoyance. Why not let 
Show be a default command with the *y convention used for other 
things? (RICART) 

RLL 23-APR-74 18 S16 22811 
suggestion on show cemman^ m help system 
Messages I have found tha t the show command in the help subsystem 
(new TNL53 is annoying, Just typing the nemu number or series 
ofwords should be enough for help to help, the other commands 
could pe keyed in my a space (<space>gCult3#etc,3 Since the 
overwhelming (95% is my guess)command wouldbe the show command, it 
would make good sens© to change it from a programming point of 
view as wen as a user point of view, 

iOat 

lOau 

10av 

IQaw 

10ax 

lOay 

JHB 19-MAY*74 20204 23045 
New MLS suggestion/bug 
Messaget when a user types ? in expert mode, there should be some 
clue that there are more commands if he types a space and then 
another ? # Better yet, have all options listed with those 
requiring a space showing that, ie, for move ?, have boundary 
listed as <space>bOundary• 
If you have compilations because of multiple recognition modes# 
then it should be worked in anyway, 
***#*Note« t ACTION 3 ***** 

10az 
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JHB 17«MAY*74 23IJ5 23041 
New NLS bugs »• 2 
Message? 2 bugs tonitei When one uses Go to Help# he is given the 
fdbk# "for more help type * Q again",,, He never used it in the 
first place, 

1) Help 

a) it's stm too slow getting there (22931,) (RWW) 

b) When there ? not very useful (22911#) (RWW) 

c) T© be asked to do mQ ana its delays again is irritating 
(22931#) (RWW) 

d) when trying to go "back" I was prompted for text when I Knew 
I had to hit <# a command (22931#) (RWW) 

DVN 20-MAR-74 20121 22441 
Against Command Words in HELP# For more Views, 
Location? CdJOURNAL# 22441# 1?W) 

10b# 

IQba 

lObai 

10ba2 

10ba3 

10ba4 

lObb 

Comments? Responds to (jjournal#22242#) lObbl 

I feel particularly strongly about getting rio of command words 
in the HELP system (jjournal,22424,3a), 10bb2 

They seem a gross encumberance to learning because# as 
noted, of the variety pf recognition schemes, and an 
encumberance to use once you've learned the system 10bb2a 

If possible we should be rid of command words when the 
experimental system becomes tpe running system at ARC# a 
time when a lot of people will be learning to use HELP, 10bb2b 

View specification (jjournai#22424#3d) seem$ to me a more 
complex issue, My best guess is that a naive user will want to 
see all the information in the parent node before he deals with 
the menu, In fact I think that showing many small nodes is a 
good way way to build UP a general picture in many people and 
circumstances, However I can imagine more experienced or 
deductive users longing for the views KirK describes, I think 
they should be available too, I think we can delay adding new 
views until the next version of the system based on the 
experience that win soon be upon us, 10bb3 

2*MAY»74 0822»pDT JERNIGAN? Help data for Insert Text Command 
%Maybe there should be a message along with the alternatives 
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after a person has typed "?" that says "Type "Q for more info",% 
Distribution! FEEDBACK, jernigan 
Received at! 2-MAY-74 0825!45*PDT 10bc 

After trying Insert Text and not being able to figure out the 
correlation 
in the new system and the old, Charles told me that choosing 
where to 
insert text is by •F or +e, I went into nls again and used the 
? help 
database to see what the alternatives were to see if I had 
misunderstood 
them, The feedback on that command is iObci 

"Please make a selection of typet CHARACTER via 
Address Expression" I0bc2 

NO f urther questioning is permitted at that point, a ? simpiy 
getting a repeat of the same lines, i° bc3 

How could one know that feedback is telling the user to use 
either 
*F or +e to place the inserted text at front Or end of the 
statement? 
It is not apparent to me* and I have been able to guess pretty 
well 
what the new system might do, 10be4 

And what does "CHARACTER via Address Expression" mean? And does 
the 
odd capitalization have any specific meaning? I0bc5 

Mil 10bc6 

MDK UMAY*?4 14|57 22871 
Problems with the HELP system, circa 18*Aprii«74, 
Location! CVJQURNAL, 22871, liw) 

Comments! This is a relatively old document, by now C a couPle 
of weeks or so), 
sorry it's late, Just noticed I had never journalized it, 
A guick reading will determine whether any of the things I 
noted 
are still outstanding problems, ,,, Mike 

lObd 

lObdi 

I0bd2 
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Background for this note, 10bd2a 

The comments in this note are offered in this contexts 10bd2ai 

I BELIEVE THAT THE HELP SYSTEM MUST BE EXCEPTIONALLY 
EASY TO USE, " 10bd2aia 

IF LEARNING TO USE IT REQUIRES ACCESS TO A USERS 
MANUAL (HOWEVER SMALL) QR KNOWLEDGE OF A "HELP0 SYSTEM 
COMMAND LANGUAGE, I BELIEVE WE FVE DEFEATED THE 
PURPOSE, AND LOST THE BATTLE TO MAKE NLS EASIER TO 
LEARN AND USE, 10bd2alb 

Please note that I haven't used the HELP system before, 
and I haven't used the new NLS language very much at all, 
so I consider myself as providing a qeod example of what 
experienced NLS users will face when the new "system comes 
up, 10bd2a2 

THIS 15 A PRELIMINARY, INCOMPLETE REPORT QN WHAT I'VE 
FOUND, ~ J0bd2a3 

More will be forthcoming, 10bd2a3a 

But in m y opinion no on e p erson ean exhaustively debug 
the numerous data and system errors that are bound to 
exist in the HELP system, 10bd2a3b 

MY STRONGEST RECOMMENDATION IS THAT, IN ORDER TO HELP 
DEBUG THE HELP SYSTEM, EVERYONE USE IT AS THOROUGHLY 
AS HE CAN FOR THE NEXT SEVERAL WEEKS AND REPORT WHAT 
DIFFICULTIES HE FINDS THROUGH THE ARC FEEDBACK 
MECHANISM, !Qbd2a3C 

FOr ease of reference, I suggest that we categorize HELP 
system problems as follows! 10bd2a4 

0, Overall impressions about usefulness and 
useabiiity 
l t Bugs that cause fatal errors 
2, Other BuQs or Inconsistencies 
3, Unsatisfactory features 
4, Unclear or misleading or lust plain missing 
descriptions 

of particular commands or concepts or terminology 
(Including misspelled words, of which there are 

quite a few) 10bd2a4a 

0, OVERALL IMPRESSIONS 10bd2b 
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MY OVERALL IMPRESSION IS THAT IN ITS PRESENT STATE# THE 
HELP SYSTEM IS VERY DIFFICULT TO USE, 10bd2bl 

This conclusion stems from a number of factors! I0bd2b2 

First# the HELP system imposes a new command language# a 
new syntax arid a different recognition mode that the user 
must learn before he can learn how to get the help he 
wants, In particular! 10bd2b3 

• I think it's a serious mistake to require the use 
of the verb SHOW, A user who's interested in a 
particular operand (a command or a concept or some 
terminology), will expect to type just that operand, 
not a superfluous verb, That's as near as possible to 
the way he gets HELP via the question mark mechanism 
in new NLS itself, lQbd2b3a 

For more advanced browsing capabilities# It seems 
that QUERY commands could be parsed via an escape 
mechanism, such as an initial period or space 
before the command verb, 10bd2b3ai 

For gome operations# I would hope that we can 
devise more "natural" commands. The one example I 
stumbled onto is the "SHOW <« command for getting 
back to the previously "shown" segment. It is at 
best obscure and certainly not "natural"," I0bd2b3a2 

» If we must insist on usinQ SHOW £a nd I strongly 
object to that)# then it's still a serious mistake to 
have single letter recognition mode for the verb C"s" 
for "show") when the rest of the command requires a 
full typein, This is surely gross inconsistency for a 
recognition mode, a carryover from the experimental 
query lanquage that JFV hastily put together for the 
ICCC, iQbd2b3b 

- Regardless of whether we use SHOW or net, I also 
think it's a serious mistake to require that all 
operands be typed in full, * 10bd2b3c 

in my opinion, we should strive for something like 
this? i0bd2b3el 

When an operand is an NLS command# the recognition 
mode for that operand should be precisely the same 
as the one the user was using when he called HELP, 

10bd2b3c2 
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When an operand is NOT an NLS command, then it 
seems reasonable to provide either Tenex*like 
recognition or 940*like recognition, preferably the 
former, 10bd2b3e3 

Second, the HELP system is unacceptabiy slow, both to get 
into it, and to do almost anything once you're in it, 10bd2b4 

It certainly doesn't have t® be the fastest subsystem 
there is# but neither should it result in processing 
suspended on a SHOW command, 10bd2b4a 

It seems to me that when in the HELP subsystem the 
user should be prevented from ever being suspended, I0bd2b4b 

Third (especially in ONLS), the user can get carried 
along down several menu lists or down a long menu list 
that doesn't fit on the screen and then h as no obvipus 
way to back up to a previous menu list, and no apparent 
way to learn how to back up to a previous menu list, I0bd2b5 

One can Quickly lose one's train of thought, and 
fptget where he was or what he was looking for. iobd2b5a 

There appears to be no simple explanation anywhere on 
how to USE that fundamental entity# the "menu% (It 
was pointed out to me bY Kirk and DVN, who kindly 
reviewed portions of this note for me, that the 
explanation exists under the description of the "show1' 
command, I think it should be in a more obvious 
place# like under "menu",) 10hd2b5b 

Can y 0u bug a menu item i n D HLs? (You can# hut it 
doesn't wor*> the wrong things happen,) 10bd2b5bl 

How do you get to see a previously displayed part 
of a menu list that passed off the screen when you 
typed "MORE"? (I don't know, and I couldn't find 
this described in the HELP system,) I0bd2b5b2 

How do you get back to a previous menu list that 
you just came from? (I don't know,) 10bd2b5b3 

m 
m 

* 

Whatever mechanisms exist for this, they should be 
"natural" to use, and easy to learn about, 10bd2b5C 

Fourth, it should be as "natural" as possible to get INTQ 
the HELP system, but it isn't (at least# not to me), I0bd2b6 
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Currently# you must type GOTO HELP# or <control*q», 10bd2b6a 

Instead of GOTO HELP# it seems to me that the natural 
way w©uid be to simPiY type HELP, And# whatever 
subsystem you were in when you typed HELP should 
dictate what entry point you reach when you get into 
HELP, 10bd2b6b 

Instead of <contrel«q># it seems that the natural 
thing t 0 d e i s t 0 type a sec0nd q uestion m«rk (i.e.# 
to get HELP type two consecutive question marks). The 
first question mark would get the list of alternatives 
as it does now# and the second question mark 
immediately following the first would get the HELP 
system at the appropriate entry point, It deesn*t 
seem to me that the NLS command parser should have any 
insurmountable difficulty in knowing whether it was 
the first or second question mark whleh was being 
typed, I0bd2b6c 

Fifth# there apparently is no information in the current 
HELP data base about the old# no*longer*vaiid NLS command 
language, 10bd2b7 

What's the equivalent of output file? No way to find 
out, Similarly f or xset# nUU file# output 
sequential# output assembler# output £11®# execute 
device type, and presumably all the rest, I0bd2b7a 

IT SEEMS TO ME THAT THIS WILL BE THE NUMBER ONE REASON 
THAT PEOPLE WILL WANT TO USE HELP AT THE BEGINNINGt 
TO FIND OUT THE NEW WAY TO DO WHAT THEY'VE BEEN DOING 
ALL ALONG, " 10bd2b7b 

Kirk agrees with this# and has begun to put in a brief 
description of these commands, The original intention 
was to wait until all new commands were described and 
then just link to the appropriate one, But this won't 
work unless all new commands have been described, so 
a shorter explanation is needed, lQbd2fe7c 

1, BUGS THAT CAUSE FATAL ERRORS 10bd2c 

In a cursory scan of the HELP system on April 9th# I 
found that the command 

SHOW SYNTAX 
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caused a fatal error (expulsion to the Tenex exec, with 
no recourse but to RESET and enter NLS again), 10bd2cl 

I don't know whether this is the only offending command, 
or what caused the bomb out, But it was reproducible. 
Here especially# everyone must help in finding the 
offending commands, 10bd2c2 

2, OTHER BUGS OR INCONSISTENCIES 10bd2d 

The commands listed as part of the HgLp system repertoire 
include both ENTRYPOINT and EXECUTE, But there's no 
apparent way to do the EXECUTE command, The is 
pre-empted by ENTRYPOINT, 10bd2di 

In several instances (some of which are described later) 
there are inconsistencies between what you get when 
typing ? in new NLS and what you find in the HELP DB, 
Some alternatives listed with ? are simply net to be 
found in the DB, 

The use of ? in new NLS has the following 
bugs/difficultiesi 

10bb2d2 

10bd2d3 

When you first enter new NLS ana immediately type ? , 
you get a list of alternatives that are in fact those 
for which you must first type a space in expert mode, 

10bd2d3a 
Then, after giving any command (but net simply CD), 
subsequent use of ? at the EDITOR command level gets 
you the correct list of alternatives (those that are 
recognized by their first letter in expert mode), 10bd2d3b 

UNSATISFACTORY FEATURES 10bd2© 

d, The object of the SHOW command should be echoed on 
the same line as the SHgW command its®!*, otherwise it 
disappears during execution of the SHOW command# and the 
user has n<> aid to remember what he SHOWed, 10bd2«i 

When the object of the SHQW command is "not found", 
the error message "item not found" should not be 
exhibited^ instead, the word "ite^" should be replaced 
with the literal typein that wasn't found, For 
example, "INSERT FILE not found" 10bd2eia 

e, The command SHOW <<<< ,,, provides a useful 
function, but the syntax is not appropriate for a HELP 
system, in my opinion, 10bd2e2 
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I would prefer to see something like PREVIOUS MENU or 
PREVIOUS ITEM (the words chosen to be appropriate to 
the function desired), More verbose, yes? but more 
Intuitive, also, 10bd2e2a 

This gets into the area of "reserved" words, and 
warrants a separate discussion, * !Qbd2e2ai 

This command also has the discomforting and 
disconcerting aspect that you don't know'how many 
"<'s" to give, i,e, you don't know where you've been, 
especially m DNL5• 10bd2e2b 

wouldn't it be nice if we could give the user his 
"show return stack" in a meaningful way (for 
example, by echoing the first line of what was 
previously shown, as in NLS "Jump to Return") and 
"let him back up through his stack tii* he gets to 
the one he wants, so that he can then pick the one 
he wants to go back to 7 10bd2e2bl 

g a The message "This section of the HELP data base is 
inComPiete, Piease try another," is condescending apd 
useless, The user doesn't want to "try another«i what 
good would it do him ? i0bd2e3 

KIRK 31-MAV-74 13 159 23361 
Suggestion concerning Help structure, technical terms, and default 
introductory views 
Location !  ( G J O U R N A l , 2 3 3 6 1 , 1 f W )  
#****Note! C ACTION ] ***** 

lObe 

CHI 16-SEP-74 12139 23981 
Sehdmall and items under 2000 characters in length. 
Message! The bug that causes a file to always be created has been 
fixed in xnls, If a bugged entity consists of more than one 
statement, ten it will still become a file (this awaits harvey and 
dave hopper bringing up the long overdue new deleverV process), 
*****Notei I 1NF0*0NLV 3 ***** 

lObf 

Herewith some bugs and feedback on newnls, noted by NDM in 
C 23635,)t lObg 

The Line Processor bug which truncates e ach statement display 
to 72 characters must be fixed (23569,), lObgl 

The command "Detach Subsystem" does not work, 10bg2 
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when a User Program/subsystem (like MESSAGE) is loaded# the 
"WARNING »» no entry to program" for the U10 part misleads the 
user to thinking something is wrong, That message must be 
eliminated, 

when a user programmed subsystem is attached# where the 
subsystem keyword is different from the program name 
(although this will be avoided in the future), the keyword# 
not the program name, should be given in the message 
"Subsystem XXX Attached", 

SPL 23.APR.74 10153 22799 
Sometimes it's hard to get out of help 
Messagei I was trying to quit out of Help and typed q and I guess 
a space, One of my options was OKI# but when I typed a CA I got a 
question mark! 

RLL 23-APR.74 14 S 22 22805 
help system errori illegal instruction 
Messagei error in help systemj new TNls at ABC# 23 Apr 5il5 pm 
eastern, 's(how) journal submission' results in the all too 
frequent response ' illegal instruction m##r5 * 12##5 1 
supposed that 'journal submission' would be a valid item tossearch 
forlin any case other attempts at various items ether responded 
with 'item not found' or some info, 

RLL 23-APR.74 12128 22801 
Help systemi error • <<< 
Location! (LJOURNAL# 22801 # It*) 

to journalize 

Error in help system of new nls with TNLS at ARC, 

Time s 23 Aprii 74# 3i25 pm eastern time 

If one types too many in the show command the system 
responds with illegatl instruction etc, in other words if 
one wants to return up the tree but inadvertantly gees too 
far back# the system bombs out. 

This should be corrected since one then finds him 5eif at eh 
exec level, 

Bugs! I managed to get Portrayal Failure# Call ARCH Display Error 
several times# and to top it off# an illegal instruction, I wan't 

10bg3 

10bg3a 

iObh 

10b! 

iObj 

iObjl 

10bjia 

10bj lb 

lObjlc 

10bjid 
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doing anything funny any of the times these errors occured»*just 
cruising around the database with Show commands, Thanks 
again, Glenn iGbk 

SLJ 10«MAY»74 16149 22960 
bluevedsusan II 
Messagej well, susan, it took me ail day (at least 30 minutes ) to 
figure out how to do this, but here is one comment! when you go 
to help and show sendmail subsystem and ask for #7 you get #5 so 
yyou then ask for # 8 which isnt there and you get #7 which is 
really what you want to know simplyy the (god# my typing) 
sendmail commands, love flew out the door when money came 
inuendo, xxxhave good wknd, carmen, 
#***#Notei * info*only * #*#*# 

1 Ob 1 

JMB 2»JUl<»74 1 8 109 23513 
A bug that really blows out beginning Help users 
location! (GJOURNAI# 23513, ltW) 
#*###Note! ( ACTION 3 #*### 

10bm 

comments! •••which we certainly don't need IQbml 

I've observed a person who's totally unfamiliar with our system 
try to learn how to use Nls from the Help system, in order to 
find out why it's reported to be so frustrating, 10bm2 

One of the mere serious difficulties this person had was in 
learning that he had to get out of t he Help subsystem in order 
to try any of the commands being described, when a new user 
first sees the various commands for traveling between 
subsystems, he is very likely to attempt to Goto whatever, 
rather than Quit Help, The bug that results trom doing that 
Cone gets to Editor but the text of the database is displayed 
on the screen) is very cenfusing^-fataliy so, since he can't 
find out why or where he is««to the user, 

If a command is not going to be available from Help, it should 
not be listed for Ques tionmmark and should not be specifiable! 
Better yet, if Help is a subsystem, all subsystem commands 
should be available from it, Ana still better, all the 
commands the uer is reading about he should be able to try 
without going through a tortuous maze, and then be able to get 
back to H elp, At least fix that bug with Goto (get the other 
file back-*the one the user can write on), 10hm4 

3*MAY»74 1624»PDT lEEt Editor sosystem# load file or lump to 
link 
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Distribution! FEEDBACK 
Received at! 3*MAY»74 I6s24|09 10bn 

I had been working for quite awhile, and tried to load a file 
and 
X got the message, "insufficient space for new statemnt return 
ring", 
Then I tried jump to link and got the same message, I had to 
reset 
and start again, lObnl 

UCN 14»MAY»74 09107 22991 
A Update file Old Bug? and Sendmail Blowup 
Location! £MJOURNAL, 22991, iiw) 

10b© 

New NLS bug,,? lObol 

When 1 used the Update File Old command in NEW NLS today on 
the file (NORTON,JCN,NLS!7011,), The message I got back at 
the top of the display was (PMFDIPO#JOBPMF.f100014,) rather 
than (NORTON,jCN,NLS|7011,3, Harvey seemed to think that 
this string has come UP in funny Places before and is 
associated with some special user space in tbe system, This 
could confuse new or old users about what file they are 
really updating, in addition, when I went to tell this to 
FEEDB&CK, the sendmail subsystem blew up just after I typed 
the CA after typing in some message like tbe above, I got 
Illegal Instruction jsys 56»,,,10400,,56 at LODRF8+217* 
54401 Illegal tENEX source/destination designator,, etc 
etc. So there you are. This is sent from eldnls to try to 
get it through, iObola 

UHB I9.MAY»74 21148 23046 
Ncw NLS bug 
Messagej when in jump to File Return and spacing back through the 
link list (about 8 loads) received "pushdown overflow at 25301" 
and was left in exec, Continue got! "illegal instruction at 
17000420001 at user 411516", whew, 
##*##Nptei £ ACTION 3 ##### 

DCE 22»MAp*74 12|54 22458 
Bug! Sio duplication 

Location! (JJ0URNAL, 22458# L!W ) 

in my initial file# I happened to notice that I had at least 
two duplicated SIDS# I.e. two SIDS that appeared each on two 

iObp 

lObq 
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different statements, I updated and made a copy that I'll keep 
around for a while if someone wants to check into what went 
wrong, (Meanwhile, i»m d oing a copy pie* to get new SID 
allocations for my ongoing Initial File), 

(For each SID, two Locnums in file <£NGELBART>BUGCASE 

SID LNi LN2 

01043 19 2id5f1 

01045 19a 21d5f2 

RLL li-JUNt»74 021 43 23323 
bug in address and file return stacks, 
Message! Often the file retun ring (stack) and address return ring 
seem to give back 'undefined dellmitor,,' or some such message, 
this should not happen, This happened several time tonight 
ClOZUune), 
#####Note! ( ACTION ) ***** 

RLL li«JUN»74 00103 23322 
Bugj run away system on cross file edits, 
Message! apparently got into a loop after a cross file edit 
betwee n w indows, nappened twice tonight (lljun)t Once with a 
replace word, once with a replace text command, did a reset after 
some 50 cpu seconds elasped, reetered nls and loaded file that 
was to be edited, surprise, the replace text ancd the replace 
word seemed to ahave worked. My guess is that"the system ran away 
after doing the edit but while it was trying t° recreate the 
display screen, 
***#*Note t ( ACTION 3 ***** 

JHB 19-JUN-74 13119 23408 
Apparent buq in New NLS Useroptions 
Message! when useroptions leveladlust prompts are turned off, I 
still get the It on the other editing commands, move, copy, etc,, 
It seems off for only insert statement, 
##***Notet C ACTION 3 ***** 

4.JUL-74 1907«*PDT KELLEY! empty links 
Distributions VjCToR, feedback 
Received at! 4»JUJ>74 19107159 

An empty link takes the user to the statement containing the 
link, 

lObql 

10bq2 

10bq2a 

10bq2b 

10bd2c 

iObr 

10bs 

iObt 

iObU 
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unfortunately for me, an empty link containing only an 
exclamation 
point takes the user to the origin statement, This is exactly 
the oposite of what it should do since exclamation point means 
limit the search to the current branch, I would appreciate 
knowing 
if this bug will not be fixed in the near future, 
Thanhs t, fkirk 

KIPK 14»UUN«74 16129 23399 
BUG with footers en last oversized page. 
Message? In a document whose page length is set to be below the 
perforation on the printer paper and wnose last page does net have 
enough lines to over flow the perforation, the footer appears 
above the perforation instead of where it is set to appear, 
#####Notei [ ACTION 3 ##### 

lObul 

lObv 

DVN 12»JUN«7 4 08 ?54 23336 %Set Case Mode works only after a 
vlewspec f% 
Set Case Mode First and Markers in linksj Two steps back toward 
Entropy, 
Message? Markers wrked in links in the reeent past but see to have 
stopt, yesterday narvey apparently went into a loop trying to jump 
on an existing link to a filename and marker# and just now when i 
typed in a link to a file name and marker ( whic I have used 
before) I got pu ped in to exec at "pushdown oveflOw 25301, 
Set Case Mode Fisrt still says it is not implimeted, 
#####Notel I ACTION 3 ##**# 

lObw 

STOR&SRRING 

4*APR»74 0952-PDT VANNOUHUYS? daughter of storestring 
Distribution? LEE 
Received atl 4»ftPp«74 09?52?40 

I rest, returned to XNLS, loadedthe file in qustion, Found 
that the group had been deleted, I then updated compact, 
wrote some more stuff, and updated again, It bombed me into 
exec with words like "ILLEGAL INSTRUCTION JSYS 30 a 
1040000,,30 

at 0FNTQ5+14 a 147203 
Unassigned JFN " etc, 

lObX 

lObxl 

lObxla 

4»APRP74 0934-PDT VANN0UHUY5? file numbers dO not match in 
storestring 

Distribution? 
Received at? 

LEE 
4"APp*74 09134129 10bx2 
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I wrote a text ( structurally a group) in a tile in XNLS, I 
went to tenex# called regular tnls, loaded the file, 
andsufcmitted the group as a jornai item. Then I quit TNL5, 
quit inferior exec, and immediately treid to delete the 
group, It replied with the error message hat titles this 
message and wuld not do anything for me, * I0bx2a 

RLL 9«MAY*74 08 ? 22 22925 
strange system message 
Messagej After a "update file compact" command I got a "file 
numbers do not match in storesrring" message, The file seems 
ok ana got no other messages, this happend Wednesday night and 
again Thursday (may8#9), Should I worrV about th« file ? Robert 
*#***Notel * action * ***** 

10bx3 

KIRK 28-MAR.74 12121 22521 
The journal hardcopy command. 
Location! (JJOURNAL# 22521, iiw) 

10by 

I think a better word would be "Offline" because Hardcopy 
implies paper, This is tne command on« would use to journalize 
anything from a video tape to a human being ( check out journal 
number 1), iObyi 

RWW 9*MAy»74 16|09 22937 
Y/N problem 
Message'} in sendmail and interrogate mode the conventions of <SP> 
tor N ana <CA> fQr yes do not seem to be operating consistently or 
correctly• for exampple when you get to done and it savs y/N ana 
you hit <CA» YOU end UP at the command level# while if yo8 then sy 
done and it says Y/N and you hit <CA> it works, 
**#*#Notei * action * ***** 

lObz 

RLL 20»MAY»7 4 17 S 30 23060 
send*maii #rll partial copy left around 
Messagei on occasions, not sure at moment exactly whch ones, the 
f ile tsend*nail] ,pc appears in directory with the ,rll extension 
having nothing in it besides the statement o and message that no 
content was specified, this has occurred after a sucddessful 
journal submission (I think successful) as well as after no 
sendmail submissions, A related bugi after deleting both the ,ril 
and ,pc versions of send«maii file# once a got a 'no such version* 
message after doing the messge# title# send to,# and done commands 
in sendmail subssystem, My guess# system some how thought old 
send-mail.rli was around but it was not discovered it was not 
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there until 'done' commmand 
10c@ 

3»jUN»74 1506*pDT WATSONI sendmail glitches 
Distribution! FEEDBACK 
Received ati 3«pJUN*74 15|06|48 iOca 

when trying to send a file got message journal worxfiie femat 
improper setjsouree, On tryino to send a messsage to report 
this got illegal instruction i04000 #f56 and a record structure 
ala nddt, lOcal 

27*MAR«74 1754-PDT KELLEYI Character size 0 bug 
Distribution! FEEDBACK, irby 
Received a ti 27«MAR*74 X7S54I08 iOcb 

I find X need to work with character size 0 on split screens in 
the experimental system. For one thing, it is the only way to 
do an output sequential without getting lines that are too long 
in tenex, There are other reasons, Anyway, the problem is 
when the Boundary is moved, the lines quit breaking where they 
should, they just sort of disseppear into the empty vertically 
split window to the right, (23124,) (KIRK) (23115,) (KIRK) lOcbi 

%NP% KIRK 9»MAY*74 17|46 22943 
Character Size Changes should be viewspecs instead of commands, 
Message; Character size changes in DNI.S should be vlewspecs, 10cb2 

DCE 10*JUN«7 4 15!57 23318 
Pushdown overflow bug, apparently when using several windows 
Message! "Pushdown Overflow at 25301" •« got this message as as 
bombed out of MIS doing a jump in one window to a new file (for 
that window), Actually it was a jump item, with different VSPECS, 
from directly*bugged statement in one of the other windows, I 
think that this has happened to me severa times before, 
#####Notei C ACTION ) #*### 

iOcc 

5*5EP*74 0947*PDT KEELEYI Move Edge noise words 
Distribution! IRBY, MAYNARD, feedback 
Received at! 5»SEP»74 09|47|48 lOed 

The Noise words (perpendicular to) in Move Edge are unnecessary 
and in 
some cases, invalid, lOcdi 

5»SEP«74 0819»PDT BAIRl Bug 
Distribution! FEEDBACK, IRBy, MAYNARD, pair 
Received at! 5-SEP-74 0 81 191 46 loce 
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I want to report a bug in WORK* not bug you guysit f t Anyway* 
when doing a copy word from left to right vertical split 
screen, the file i was copying to disappeared and in its place 
appear the single visablei <null> • X thoyght we did away 
with "Null tile",,haha, Anyway* I got the same error msg as in 
ether similar situations* illegal number in filestore ring,,, 
just in case you thought this was fixed, Jim iOcel 

2*5EP«74 i957«pDT KELLEYI Clear Command 
Dlstributioni MAYNARD* feedback 
Received atl 2-SEP-74 19:57 » 31 lOcf 

is not available in DNLS appears someone forgo to say INOT T| 
or 
something, XOcfl 

2*»SEP«"74 1955-PDT KELLEYI The copy command is not available in 
work 

Distribution! MAYNARD* feedback 
Received atl 2-3EP-74 19 f 55 # 35 10cg 

(it appears someone forgot to say not 1LU or something with 
the Clear command, locgi 

31-AUG.74 0101*PDT KELLEYl Controls afte r t Yping in 
guestionmark 

Distribution! MAYNARD* feedback 
Received at! 3i*AU6.74 0il0ill7 10ch 

It dees not immediately work in XNLS after saying "Insert 
Statemen t" and typing controls, What happens is it waits for 
some other control character and then parses ail of the 
contri«q*s 
in the user's buffer (usually several by then) arid the user is 
stuck in Help several times recursively, very confusing* even 
to 
an experienced user, lOchl 

28»AUG*74 0258"PDT KELLEY! bug in work with viewspec g and 
output quickprint 

Distribution} MAYNARD* irby* feedback 
Received atl 28»AUG*74 02158121 10ci 

I think it has to do with viewspec g when only a portion 
of a page is picked up by the system and sent to the printer, 
sure is reproduceable, lOcii 

27*AUG»74 2020"PDT KELLEY! A new (to me) bug with sPUt screens 
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Distributioni iPBy, feedback 
Received atl 27»AUG*74 20120 s 35 iOcj 

In both NLS and work, The file en the right half of the screen 
will 
suddenly decide not to recreate after an edit. Viewspec f 
causes 
<NUL> to appear in the top of that window and everything else 
to dissappear, That file must then be reloaded to avoid fst 
entry nonexistent and other such bullshit, After it 
is reloaded everything is fine for a while and then it will 
happen again, The file return ring on the left side of the 
screen 
gets fucked about this time, iOcji 

27*AUG.74 2015-PDT KELLEyi Backspace in levelpadjust doesn't 
work 

Distribution! FEEDBACK# maynard 
Received at! 27»AUG*74 20!lSil6 lOck 

Typing b BC makes the a disappear# but does not keep it from 
acting, iOCki 

26«AUG«74 i448*PDT WAy^ARDi Assorted Bugs you reported Aug 22 
Distribution! KEULEY# maynard# feedback 
Received at! 26*AUG«74 I4g48i42 iOcl 

We have made some changes ans fixes which are not in xDls yet. 
They should tafce care ©£ the followi ng problems you mentioned, 
1) some of the jump return and jump file retur n p roblems, 
2)ihe sort problem (illegal instruction at sort * 3) 
3) ThebuQ In the tab command whith viewspec B, 

I wili let you know when these changes are in xnis and we would 
appreciate your checking of these fixes, lQcll 

Additionally! 
The LSEi of type CHARACTER is correct for bugging a content 

pattern, 
You bug the first character of the pattern and the compiler 

finds 
the semicolon which terminates the content analysis pattern, 10C12 

Charles will change the order of the Promts for SSE& and DSEL 
to 
correspond to the order given by question-mar*, 10C13 

We are still investigating the other problems you mentioned# 
and 
we will let you knew about their status later. 10el4 
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26-AUG-74 0421-PDT KELLEYI s ort generates an illegal instruction 
twice in a row 

Distribution# MAYNAFD, vannouhuys, beck, feedback, hopper 
Received at # 26*AUG»74 04|2i *55 10cm 

on the file <keiiey, work£ile,> I need to use sort in order t0 
generate the documentation. The illegal instruction occurs at 
SOFT + 3 « 545610 but could you try it yourself, I was using 
WORK, »* Kirk, lOcml 

26-AUG-74 0116-PDT KELLEY# instituting content analyzer patterns 
Distribution! MAYNARD, feedback 
Received itl 26*AuG*74 0l#16t27 lUcn 

Half the time# content analyzer pattern don't really institute 
when using load program# or else they go away when used, The 
other half 
of the time they work fine. Haven't figured out the pattern 
yert# but you might take a look at it,,,very frustrating, lOcnl 

23»AUG«74 0311 «»PDT KELLEY# Command Delete bud 
Distribution# FEEDBACK# maynard 
Received at# 23*AUG«74 031 til30 iOco 

When hitting CD after typing questlonmark in DNlS 
When i t says "Tyo® CA to Continue, Hitting a CD at that point 
does not do a Command Delete, it merely takes the q-mark 
message 
away, lOcol 

i A U G * 7  4  0 6 5 2 » P D T  J E F N J G A N  #  N e w N L S  H E L P  G l i t c h  
Distribution# FEEDBACK, KELLEY# LEE, VANNOUHUYS, jernigan 
Received at# ig*AUG"*74 06«52j07 lOcp 

Dear all? iOcpl 

Today 1 tried# I0cp2 

Marker set command and apparently have successfully set a 
marker in 
my initial file, Now I am trying to find the marker and read it 
successfully, 10cp3 

I tried the show marker command and it gave me what I assume is 
the 
correct address (should be), 10cp4 

I tried the old show marker command to take me to tthe adddress 
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and 
I have been unable to find it« went to HELP ana said 10cp5 

SHow marker 
and it gave me some stuff about marker# one of which is a 
eommand 
called show file marker, This I felt was what I wanted, so I 
saldi locpfe 

SHOW "show file marker" and 
it gave me the description of the show verb, 10Cp7 

I said show "file marker" and 
it gave me the description of a file, 10cp8 

X said show marker again, and the command is there,•,but how to 
get at it? 
I tried show file marker in nls and it doesn't do it# 
apparently I am not 
doigg it right, 10cp9 

What's the problem? Ana if I ask for a command quoted in HELP# 
shouldn't 
HELP show it? IOCPIO 

Mil lOcpil 

13*AUG*74 1448-PDT L EE at OFFICE*!! p rintjournai 
Distribution! FEEDBACK AT ARC# irby at arc 
Received at! 13*AUG*74 18101f 38 10cq 

I just tried a print journal at ARC In new Nl s a nd it printed 
the 
citations but not the links (text of document), I'm assuming 
that it is to 
work as before,,, iOcgl 

12»AUG*74 0838-PDT LEE| 
Distribution I F EEDBACK 
Received atj 12#AUG«7408|38J22 l©cr 

I got a new message today "Illegal Number of blanks requested 
in CLJNE", 
I had been working with split screens moving things from one t© 
another where part of the screen remains and moves up, Part of 
the window was 
blank and a vlewspec f fixed it, iOcrl 

Copy with Filter Opinions 10©s 
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DCE Filtered structure operations *«• cf KEV's 23105 
3-JUN-74 18 * 30 (GJOURNAL, 23224, l*w) 
#****Note * C ACTION 1 * **** 

1QCS1 

comments I I vote for Ken's #4, without more 'rationale' 
supporting another lOcsla 

NDM Response to KEV's (23105# )l Filtered Edits 
28-MAY-74 09*04 (GJOURNAL, 23131# l*w) 

10CS2 

comments? My vote on KEV'S four methods in (gjournal#23105#5 10cs2a 

My vote on KEV's (GJOURNAL,23105,), 10cs2b 

Method Three seems the worst, since statement E gets 
affected by a change in a seperate branch (which adds to 
whatever confusion arises out of the other branch's change 
in structure), 10cs2c 

Method Four matte* littie sense on the Delete with Filter, 
though I have no strong objections to it with the other 
commands, I0cs2d 

Retaining the structure couid be of value in files 
formatted (say for COM) based on structure. BUT In the 
Delete command, the whole'idea was to get rid of that 
statement, 10cs2di 

Method one would be fine, but a plex can be structurally 
broken and a relationship lost, A trade»off between import 
of subservience and plex relationships in structure, 10cs2e 

Method Two seems most appropriate tor Delete wih filter (a 
precedent of sorts was set with Append in moving everything 
up a level), I would also be satisfied with Two in the Copy 
and Move command, I am not sure h0w Transpose will be used, iocs2f 

JMB Re (23105,) Implementation for Filtered Copy Plex, etc, 
24*MAY*74 16*16 (GJOURNAL, 23119, t*w) 
*****Note* ( ACTION ) ***** 

10CS3 

Re (23105,) Implementation for Filtered Copy Plex, etc, 10cs3a 

I prefer method 2, so that I could learn and remember the 
following simple rule, 10cs3al 
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"It the filter doesn't pass a statement# its 
substatements move up a level," 10cs3aia 

Also# that is the way I have understood for many months 
(from Dornbush way back then) that New NLS was going to 
work, and thus have j written the documentation for the 
new Copy with Filter command, 10es3a2 

If you do eventually decide to stick with method 1 
("If tpe filter doesn't pass a statement, its first 
substatement is moved UP into its pxace, with following 
substatements remaining at their old level, now having 
the first one as their source,"??i) 
or one other than 2# please notify me so that I can 
change the documentation, Thank you# Jeanne 
B, 10cs3a3 

DVN Filter Restructure Default Vote 
24»MAY«74 08120 23H2 Message! 
1 vote for method 1 

*####N©tef C ACTION 3 ##*## 
10es4 

MDK c opy move etc with filters 
24*MAY»74 08I 16 2311 1 Message? 

re Victor's copy etc with filter! 

It seems to me that if you look at the text as a document (not 
as program statements, for example) then what one is 
loefcing for in using such a command is an excerpt of the 
document, 

• V \ 

The excerpt is to be controlled by the occurrence of certain 
strings in a chapter# paragraph# section# or subsection of the 
document, 

The extract would tee m0st useful# in ray opinion# if alternative 
three in victor's write up were used! namely, copy# move# etc 
ALL the parent statements of any statement that passed the 
filter# and indicate where appropriate that those parent 
statements were "empty"# i,e, did not themselves contain the 
filters, 

10cs5 

KIRK Preferred filter method 
23«MAY*74 17I58 23109 Message* 
Method l in ken's list, 
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#***#Nete8 C INF0«ONIY 3 ***** 
10CS6 

KIRK NEW (unintentional?) meaning for viewspec capital B 
14*AUC*74 14854 (GSJOURNAL# 23795# I8w) 
*#*##Note 8 ( ACTION ) ***** 

lOct 

Only tfcose characters following the current marKer are seen on 
th« DWOPK screen wnen capital B is on, This Keeps tn* document 
locator files from working because they use viewspecs 
containing no address which addresses the link and not the 
first character of the statement, lOctl 

Only those characters following the current marker are seen on 
the DWORK screen when capital B is on. This keeps the document 
locator files from working because they use viewspecs 
containing no address which addresses the link and not the 
first character of the statement, , 10ct2 

RIL 19*AUG»74 11|08 23821 
oug in bugging# first lin e o f screen 
tocationj (GJOURNAl# 23821# liw) 
****#N©te8 ( ACTION 3 ***** 

lOcu 

AHHHHHH# bugging the first line on my screen in effect bugs the 
line prior to it (not visible), No split screen at the 
time,doipg moving# CoPVin9# transposing branches at the time, 
19 Aug lOcul 

DVN 21»AUG»74 08149 23832 
BUGs Set Viewspecs Dees Not Work 

Locations (GJOURNAL# 23832# liw) 
*****Notei C ACTION ) ***** 

10CV 

The Set Viewspec command will accept only two characters after 
it has recognised "Viewspecs" (all other characters get a ? or 
bell), They are CD and CA, Neither changes your viewspecs in 
any way, I am assmlhg for the purposes of the primer that it 
will be fixed to take viewspecs and then a CA in that field, lOcvi 

RLt 27»AUG*74 10818 23877 
sengmail delivery bug 
Locations (HOOURNAL# 23877# iiw) 
*****Note 8 ( ACTION J ***** 

10cw 
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The author copy of a sendmail item was delivered by replacing 
statement zero (thus destroying the origin statement), yes 
there was an author branch and no I did not interrupt the 
delivery as it wa happening, 27 Aug 74 lOcwi 

KIBK 11-SEP-74 01 151 23936 
interpreter/parser/c^l/controiwq bug 
Messagei After the substitute command, controi-q doesn't worX 
until some other character is typed (this happens in many other 
places in Nis some of which occur after displaying a message that 
requires a CA to continue), what happens in these cases is the 
user Keeps typing controls until giving up and going on to 
something else'in which case the user then gets into help 
recursively ,,, Needless to say, this experience with the system 
makes it loox very stupid, 
##**«Notei £ INf O-ONLY 3 ##*## 

JMB New NiS BUGf V/N won't taxe yes for an answer 
22-JUL-74 13 J 05 (GJOURNAL, 23661, liw) 
#####Notei £ ACTION ) #»### 

10CX 

10cy 

in the Substitute command# when I get to the field Prompted 
"Y/Ni" typinq y gets a questionmark# lOcyl 

Commentss Please fix soonj it makes our documentation lie# I0cy2 

RLL S how directory bug CDNLS+LP), 
5-JUL-74 11104 23527 Message! 
when using show directory with options time and date for read# 

(ONUS and UP)# if the information exceeds the viewing area# it is 
lost# Two ideas to fix it* I) use a more command like help system 
or 2) format the text better# e,g,# use columns, 
*****Notes £ ACTION 3 ##### 

KIBK Bug in LEVEL-ADJUST 
3-AUG-74 23!10*(GJOURNAL# 23729, 1|W) 
###*#Ngte| £ ACTION ] ##*## 

10CZ 

lOdi 

In the Insert Statement command (and I Presume whereeyer Li 
appears, tyPino »d<*A>u" looks good but does not Place th® 
statement UP a'level, but inserts it at the same level, 10d§l 

KIPK Bad File With 3ump to link on filename in origin statement# 
2-AUG-74 00155 (GJOURNAL# 23718# l*w) 
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*####Notei [ ACTION 3 ##### 
iOda 

Attempting to Jump to Lin* on the FILELINK in the origin 
statement causes a Bad File message to he printed, The first 
time this happened, i lost 12 hours of work as it would not 
even load the file (my initial file). The second and third 
times this happened, Verify File said it was had, but *C reset 
Verify File said it was good, Very strange, Why does the 
filename need to be in linjc delimiters anyway?? lOdal 

KIRK 2«AUG»74 OiiOi 23719 
Update Compact seems to have solved Bad File problem. 
Location! (GJOURNAL, 23719, i*w) 
*****Note! t INFOQNLY 3 ***** 

10da2 

Even though the Verify File command said everything was 
cool, it wasn't until I did an Upate File Compact, Now 
there seems to be no problem, I0da2a 

KJFK 14*AUC»74 OHIO 23790 
Text disappears from the beginning of statements, 
Location, (GJOURNAL f 2 3790, i,w) 
#*###Notet C ACTION 3 ***** 

lOdb 

KIRK 13<*AUG«7 4 16 101 23799 
Parts of statements dissappe^r 
Location, COJOURNAL, 237|g, IfW) 
*####Note! I ACTION 3 ***** 

1 Ode 

KIRK 18*AUG*74 00816 23817 
BUG in the substitute command 
Location? (GJOURNAL, 23817, l?w) 
*****NeteJ t ACTION 3 ***** 

1 Odd 

KIRK 15*MAY»74 18 8 29 23010 
Please chance the default setting for ESC in TNLS to be ESC, 
MESSAGEI Currently it is defined to be <*B>, T here is no way for 
a default TNLS user to use Ken's file recognition feature, <*B> 
doesn't do in the new system what it did in the old so people 
certainly aren't used to it as it is, Please Change it, 
Messaget Currently it is defined to be <*B>, There is no way for 
a default TNLS user to use Ken's file recognition feature, <"B> 
doesn't do in the new system what it did in the oid so peoPie 
certainly aren't used to it «s it is, Please change it, 
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*####Note! t ACTION ] ###*# 
lOde 

KIRK 23-MAY-74 21117 23110 
Bug with Filename recognition in Load Program command 
Hessaget Maybe this is an NP, Altmode should cause filename 
recognition for a file in PROGRAMS directory without typing 
programs, first," 
*####Notei [ ACTION 3 ##### 

10d£ 

KIRK 12"MA¥»74 13|41 22965 
SENOMAIL BUG 
Messagei Don't send anything via the new SENDMAIL th«t is less 
than 2000 characters but more than one paragraph or statement 
long, SENDMAIL will only deliver the first paragraph, 
*#*##Notei * action * ###«# 

lOdg 

KIRK 20*FEB»7 4 17 I 57 22008 
%Feature • must update immediately when loading busy £i!e%The 

most immediate bugs from several intensive sessions in XNLS 
Location! (HJQURNAL, 22008, 18W) 

iOdh 

When I logged in ag keney, in tnls# connected to NIC and then 
loaded and modified a busy file in a third directory, it loCKed 
the file as (NiC)kirk in directory keiley and wouldn't let me 
upate it, lOdhl 

(2bl) [d$m] *044* it seems inconsistent that in Sendmail you type 
"5H" to do (Shjow Status but anywhere eise you would have to type 
"SHSM f or cshjow (S)tatus, (feedback,€dbk #03340] ite Change 
"Status" to a command word in senamail and change "Record" to a 
Command word in the ident subsystems« * 10di 

C2b13 COsmj *055- Default herald length should be 4 instead of 3• 
(feedback,fdbk,02647) 10d3 

(2a2) thgl] -053» Must have simple DEX available in new nls, 10dk 

C2bl) Cchi3 Change the CML to replace the entities "window" and 
"boundary" fey the single entity "edge", i,e, S[plit window] 
Hhorizontally] will become XCnsertJ Efdge] etc, lOdl 

a2) [chi] •062» Typing *1) before an address was also disliked by 
ny, The preferred prompt would be Bj/As, (feedback,fdbk#02664), 
eedbac< #fdbk^02777), (feedback#fdbk,02790 10dm 
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This will be changed# together with a new set of "DSEL S$El 
LSEL" def'ns # namely! lOdffil 

DSEL 
SSEL 
LSEL 

TNLS DHLS 
A <bug> / A 
A / CT3 <bug> / A / CT3 
T / CA3 <bug> / T / Ik) 

I 3 substitute Command is changing name delimiters, 

Cchi] Implement a method of showing a persons ident record given 
his last name in the Identification subsystem, 

nearly done 

I 3 Output quick-print and output sequential te rminate abrubtly 
before they snoul 

(4b2) -015- The space is not echoed to TNL*> users when 
second-level commands are typed in expert-expert, our suggestion 
is to ecno it, (feedback,fdhk,027ii}# (feedback#fdbk#02712) 

(3a3) -0115- userprograms are too difficult for users to invoke, 
why not have commonly used ones such as inmes and letter 
instituted as a regular subsystem ana simply say G°t© subsystem 
message or whatever, (feedback,fdbk,03335) Other suggestions! 

One "load program" command should accomplish all of the 
following events! 

set the buffer size appropriate to the program being loaded# 
load the program# 
OPTIONALLY run it 

In addition# the "Run program" command should still be there, 

I0dm2 

iOdn 

10do 

lOdol 

10dp 

lOdq 

At t he least# the Load Program command 
Buffer size, (feedback,fdbk#0326l) 

should automatically set 

10dr 

iOdrl 

lOdrla 

10dr2 

10dr3 

implementation by Development! Loading a user program will 
automatically increase the buffer size, it is impossible to 
predict exactly how much space a program will need but te 
algorithm used should almost always provide enough, Buffer 
space will not be returned to the user by the Delete Last 
(program in buffer) command because of the high overhead 
involved, however the Delete Ali (programs in buffer) will 
reset the buffer size to the system default value to avoid 
constantly increasing buffer sizes, I0dr4 
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Cekmj calculator sometimes changes ones ident to CALC i See 
CGJOUFNAL$ 23714# 11w) lOds 

[ekm) » Calculator accumulator has dissapeayed off screen, needs 
restoration, lOdt 

t ) jump to name external and set external file name in the 
Editor do not w©rk properly togetner, see CGJOURNAL, 23681, Ijw) lOdu 

C 3Bad File with jump to link: on filename in origin statement, 
Locationl (GJOURNAL, 23718, Isw) iOdv 

(3cl) Fix update command to "always" update origin, under some 
circumstances this is not now done iQdw 

C 3 Prob with insert sequential in TNLS When 1 do an ingerrt 
seq, in TNLS, after everything h*s been specified, and i get the 
mesage "insert seq, in Progress" I then get blown out 
with "Nls Systme error* illegal file # passed to FLNTAPR" iOdx 

C2b1) CchiJ fix the bug in sengmaii which will not let just 
specify a <ca> for a null distrioutlion list, lOdy 

This will either be implemented byi lOdyl 

1) adding a type LIT to the CML which would require typein 
(no bugging allowed) or lOdyia 

2)specifinQ a special character CESC?) which means null if 
it is the first character of a tyoein, lOdyib 

This is already implemented using method 2 above <*N> specifies 
a null lit 10dy2 

implementation by Development* Loading a user program will 
automatically increase the buffer size, it is impossible to 
predict exactly how much space a program will need but te 
algorithm used should almost always provide enough, buffer space 
will not be returned to the user by the Delete L*st (program in 
buffer) command because of the high overhead involved, however the 
Delete All (programs in buffer) will reset the buffer size to the 
system default value to avoid constantly increasing buffer sizes, iOdz 

Cd$m3 in DNL5 the Jump t° Content command leaves the current 
marker positioned at the target text and the beginning of th® 
statement does not appear, see xjump, 

(lal) [d$m) Make the user dialog better *°r the "outPut to 
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terminal" command #that is make the CML promts consistent with the 
rest of the CML commands, *0e a 

( 3 Fix interpreter bug which will not allow second level 
subsystem names, This is required to implement the new subsystem 
Terminal which conflicts with Subsystem Tenex, iQeb 

Clal) Cdsm) -030- Change the default setting £©r ESC in TNLS to be 
ESC, Cfeedback#fdbK#02906) iOeC 

(2bl) (kjmj change the SENDMAIL Commands SEND FOR ACTION and SEND 
for INFO to Distribute) AEction (copies to33 and Distribute) 
information (Copies to)) iOed 

(2B1) tkjm) change the SENDMAIL Command DONE to "SEND (the mail)" iOee 

(2a2) -094- Altmode should cause filename recognition for a file 
in programs directory without typing programs first when loading a 
program, (feedback,fdbk#030l8) 10ef 

(1) -051* In TNLS# the Show Feedback command should show the 
feedback m©de as well as length and indenting, 
Cfeedback#fcdbk#03156) lOeg 

(2) *054. Fewer colons wouid look better# i„e, A/(TJ| rather than 
A?/(T] i, (feedback#fdbk,02649) iOeh 

£1) -057- d? field shoui be optionally terminate-able by <ca> iOei 

(1) -060? When searching with a Content Analyzer pattern# why not 
have the compile command automatically institute the program, 
(feedback#fdbk#03286) lQe j 

It does this now* I0e3l 

(I) -067- "jump to ,fr" and "jump to ,r" need not be changed to 
pause ang give stack information to TNLS users# but they certainly 
shouldn't go away, 10ek 

(I) -071- - no this will not be don® - When multiple characters or 
words are allowed, the noisewerd should be character(s) or Word(s) 
etc, (feedback#fdbk#02900) IOei 

(1) -074* Discuss the following commands# choose simpler wording 10em 

Split window Horizontally# 
Split window vertically 
Simulate Terminal-type iOeml 
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One suggestion is! 

split-window horizontally 
split-window vertically 
terminal-type 

An alternate suggestion Cby NDM) tor simulating terminal type 
is "set terminal-type" 

An alternate suggestion Cby NDM) tor the window commands is to 
do away with the "split" verb and "window" noun, and instead 
use something like 

Insert Boundary (Horizontally t Vertically) at (BUG / 
Center ot BUG) using window BUG CONFIRM 

[note this still offers the split at center as an option) 

Move Boundary from BUG to BUG CONFIRM 

Delete Boundary at BUG keeping view at BUG CONFIRM 

Supporting arguments for NDM's suggestion are in 
CGjournal, 30932#11 why) 

(2) -026- When the first or second command word is a phrase, list 
the entire phrase as an alternative in response to question-mark, 
For example, (d)elete (a)ll markers, preferably hyphenated, 
(feedback,fdbk,03248) see (qjournal,23646,liwhy) for suggestions 
by Applications, 

(2) -031» Have controls step printing alternatives after a 
question mark has been typed, (feedback,fdbk,02796) 

(2) -038- In TNLS a Space should be fedbac* after a prompt and a 
CR before a herald and prompt, (feedback,fdbk,02648) (W e know of 
no case where this isn't done already,) 

(3ci) Fix substitute command to accept a «y» f0r answer, 

(1) -012• Have "Set Case" be as follows instead of it's present 
wordingi 

Force-case Character 
Force-case Text 

, •« 
Force-case Mode 

(3c1) -012- Change "Show File Marker" to be "Show Marker" 

!0em2 

10em3 

10®m4 

10em5 

lOemsa 

lOemsfo 

iOemsc 

lOemSd 

lOen 

iOeo 

1 Oep 

ioeq 

iOer 

iOerl 

iOes 
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( 1 ) -025* m response to question-mark, alphabetize the 
alternatives, (feedback,fdbk,03189) lQet 

CI) -037* Change "rec0rd session" to "start recording-session" to 
correspond to "stop recording-session", (feedback,fdbk,03258) 10eu 

(lal) *042* The error msg 
"Exceed Capacity" 

shouid be changed to 
" NLs syst errors string too long » 

to eliminate confusion with disk allocation being exceeded, 
(feedback#fdbk,02765) iOev 

CI) *048- we'd also li*e to see <insert> and «repeat> listed as 
alternatives at top ievel, (Most users will type <controi*e> and 
<control*b> respectively, but these are user-settabie options, 
Therefore use of the global terms insert ana repeat is preferred, 
But this also means that the HELP system data base must respons to 
"show <repeat>" etc, iOew 

(1) *049* other control characters should echo as it's done new 
Ce,gf# <lf> echoes via its action, not via a visible), This 
replaces the recommendation given in (feedback,fdbk,02772) lOex 

(3cl) *035* Make the Jump commands available from any subsystem iOey 

(4b2) *034* All DNLS "jump" commands should be also available as 
commands in TNLS, lQez 

(lal) Ckjm] *029* Unavailable alternatives should not appear after 
question mark, For example, Load Busy file, 10£9 

(2bl) Ckjm] *022* New command? "print rest <ca>" (constrained as 
in proposed "print file" command) equivalent to and replacing 
current "print <ca>" " * iOfa 

(2bi) Ckjm] *021* New command? "print file <ca>" (obeying 
default viewspecs, without upsetting current CM and without 
upsetting current viewspecs)l equivalent in concept to print 
branch zero iQfb 

C2a2) Ckjm] *0101* When viewspecs B and 1 or g are used the view 
on the screen and on a printout are different and they should be 
the same, (feedback,fdbk,03284), (feedback,fdbk,02731 ) lOfc 

C2bi) Cchi] *019* In Print Structure commands, when a link with 
viewspecs is used as an address, the viewspecs sh 0uld affect the 
printout, (feedback,fdbk,03273) 10fd 
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19»JUN.74 0905*PDT BAIRl Help on jumps, 
Distribution* VANNQUHUYS# FEEDBACK# bair# keliey 
Received at? 19®JUN-74 09105 s12 iOfe 

in response to Dirk's request I have been using Help more,,, 
these 2 comments* 
When using *Q after "Jump to Name Any" I was taken to a list of 
jumps which"did not include "any"* this did not appear to be 
due the fact that this part of the data base is not finishedt 
Second# after one has used the more command to see the rest of 
the list# how does he get back to the original display of the 
list,,,? lOfei 

RLi 8-MAY-74 11122 22917 
show directory command? comments 
Location! CMJOURNAL# 22917# 1|W) 
*####Notei # action # ##### 

lOff 

First# there seems to be a bug in the shew directory command, 
try snow directory <CA> *U for file filename <CA> No Protection 
<CA> <CA>, the message comes out 'reference t© undefined 
interpreter variable*, i tried diffeent forms of filename 
(e,g,, full name ail the way out to version number, S in the 
name# just the naee without extension# ettc,) always the same 
message, iOffl 

iOf f 2 
comment* the messaae is cryptic, It should be more explicit as 
t© what is wrong, l,e,# the filename, command# etc, 

the o^her options f or t his command seem work# namely# show 
directory <CCA> *u protection <CA> <CA>, 10ff3 

Comment? for protection option ther seems t o be much toe much 
information, Either eliminate the line called protection or the 
next three lines majcinC the protection very explicit, My 
prefernee# well maybe the three line should survive# but it is 
a lot of lprlnting, P, S, What is a gruop in this sense, How 
does one become a memeber of a group or not a memeber? I0ff4 

Finally# for simple shew directory command# one must type three 
(311111) command accepts, that is a bit too much, I wouuid 
think that a <CA> or *U would be the chose after Directory, If 
<CA> then that is it, Printout follows, 10ff5 

DHC Address specification 
9*JUL*73 17| 37 17730 Message? 
Addresses for Text are additive (,ii 2wJ should give me the first 

three words of statement i), 
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It would be nice to also have this for any doubie»addr«ss command 
(Transpose, especially) 

iofg 

JMB 6-APR-74 20 s 50 22640 
New DNLS Useroptions Feedbae)c command 
Location? CLJOURNAL, 22640, l?w) 

10£h 

I tried using Terse in Useroptions Feedback command, then 
repeating with Length s 0 and a gam with Length « 2» (In 
Expert Expert recognition mode) My noise words went off, but 
the whole command-word fed back, When this is implemented to 
work as I understand (Length--when Terse is on*«diminishes 
amount of command-word fed back), what wiii be the procedure 
for having command-words not feedback at ail? Length = 0 ? lOfhl 

25 If a statement nf ime has one or more apostrophes in it (such as 
the names in the ident fI^e) then a Jump to item using the option 
to type in a statement name, and a jump to name BOTH FAIL with 
error messages, seems that apostrophe has a significant meaning 
in addr®ss exr®ssions that conflicts with previous usage, as 
exemplfied by the ident tile name conventions* (23493,) (MDK) iOfi 

5) jump to link on a journal item which is in fact a message 
pposltions you at the "up" e* the statement you really want to 
see, Try it on this one, (23493,) (MDK) 
#####Note| C ACTION ] ####* 

iOf j 

23-JUN-74 2159-PDT KELLEYi Process commands bug 
Distribution* VICTOR, feedback 
Received at? 23-JUN-74 2i?59?24 iOfk 

I can't get it to work on the Jump Return command, It always 
says "Retrieve?8* iOfki 

JMB 1«JUL*74 15834 23500 
Bug in Useroptions show Control characters command 
Message? Command failed in several NLs sessions l-JUL-74 * I did 
Execute Useroptions 
Show Control etc, 
nothing happened, (Three dots appeared for a suspiciously long 
time, Did a «*T>--fcund it at 10 Walt R, f f& wait,,,& wait, A CA 
gets out of it, but no info) Then did-
Goto Useroptions OK 
Show Control etc, 
Nothing happened again, Show All works, 
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WOtei I ACTION 3 ####* 
10fl 

JMB 17*JUN*74 
Reset Prompt command is still in new NLS's Editor subsystem, I 
thought this was supposed to have been taken out? 

21 *JUN*»74 Q844*PDT BAlRI New NLS buds 
Distribution! FEEDBACK# bair# irby 
Received at! 21»JUN»74 08>44|07 

1) You cannot search on a persons name in the ident subsystem, 
2) When I used viewspec f in the neip subsystem it OVERWROTE 
the previous view on the help display 
3) The help display for the ident system was meaningless,,,not 
finished, 

10f m 

10fn 

lOfni 

JHB 19»JUN*74 11|02 2 3405 
Where are the defaults? 
Message! I am wondering 
new his are going to be 
conventions, 
**###Notel T INFCNONLY 3 #•**# 

when the recommended initial defaults for 
implemented? At least the feedback 

lOfo 

18»JUN»7 4 1819-PDT W ATSON! d ot last name search 
Distribution! FEEDBACK 
Received at| l8#JUN»-74 18j I9f26 lOfp 

I just submitted a journal item and tried the ,<lastname> 
seach, it did net d0 a nything, when I said d one it took the 
string, what's happening? Dick iOfpl 

17wjUN»74 1641«PDT FERGUSON! Trying to submit t0 the journal 
Distribution! FEEDBACK 
Received at! 17*JUN»74 I6l4ll06 10fq 

After a Goto Sendmali# (I wanted to send a loaded file to the 
journal) I typed File# and when it prompted B/[A3# I Pointed to 
the origin statement file name, 

NLS proceeded to blow up with a PMAP error of the form? 
IIL, INST Usys 56 at LODRFB+217 = 54432 
Illeg. fork handle. 

It's reproducable if you need the registers# 
Did i do something wrong# or is this a bug??ll?? 

CP,S, I would have sent tis to you thru the journal * But old 
Catch 22U I can't get there from herein 
Ferg 
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l8*JUN-74 1819«pDT WATSON? dot last name search 
Distribution? FEEDBACK 
peceived at? 18-JUN»74 18819826 10*r 

I just submitted a journal item and tried the ,<iastname> 
seach, it did not do anything, when I said done it took the 
string, What's happening? Pick lOfri 

KIRK 6wJUN»74 21 8 48 23297 
at-sign 8 no longer valid character in statement names 
Message? At«sign is the alphabetic zero and should be available 
tor use in statement names as in oldnis, Ampersand & should also 
be available# but that's another issue, is the fact that 8 does 
not work in the new system a bug or a feature? 
#####Note| £ ACTION ] ***** 

lOfs 

RLL 6-JUN-74 09851 23283 
Bug * Move Character 
Message? Bug? try moving character from a particular point to the 
same point. It copies the character instead of doing nothing, 
Ture it is a silly thing to do but copying makes matters worse, 
##***Note: £ ACTION 3 ***** 

10ft 

RLL 25«MAY*74 11629 23120 
Return file stack (ting) bug!I 
Message? Guess you al know that the file return stack (ring?) does 
not work as advertized, If one loads three or more files# 
thenproceeds to do a JCump) ,fr (in TNLS) the previous file is 
loaded# another jump ,fr brings back the last one? from then on 
one flips back and forth between only the last two files. As 1 
understood it# one could do repeated ,fr ana eventually return to 
the very first one, NOW one must count the position in the stack 
in order to return, Bad, 
*****Note? £ ACTION ] ***** 

lOfu 

OHB 27«MAY<*74 101 34 23129 
New NLS bug in dir listing 
Messagei When doing Show protection on individual file received 
msg, "reference to undefined interpreter value", rather than 
protect listing for the file, The dir name and file name were 
typed out and were accurate, 
*#*#*NoteI £ ACTION 3 ***** 

lOfv 

DCE 3*jUN-74 Ul36 23217 
SENDMAJL should have piex-entity option 
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Message! seems one can only send a file or a branch, I 
habitually set up my material to be journalized so that I transmit 
a piex, This should be added to the option in SENDMAIL, 
(Basically I don't see why the standard array of structural-entity 
options aren't offered as a matter of course,) 
####*Notei [ ACTION 3 ##### 

DCE 3-JUN-74 17i43 23223 
INMES doesn't Seem to wor* yet in New NLS •» cf, 23214 
Message! Susan* re your note (23214, lb2) about "INMES" now 
wording m New NLS I tried it# and I get loading message that 
says there is no entry point# and when trying to RUN theprogram# 
get simllr N0"G0 message, 
#####Note! C ACTION 3 ##### 

3-MAY-74 1621»P0T LEE! Editor subsystem# delete modifications 
cmmand 

Distribution! FEEDBACK 
Received a t! 3-MAY-74 16 s 21. S 3 3 

The screen d 0esn't refresh after th delete modification command 
until you type viewspee f, sort of panics you when you think 
maybe it didn't work! 

2) When bugging a link which is the first visable in a statement 
, the msg "illegal li nk, left delimiter not found" was 
consistantly received for ail operations on links, The link 
status was ( ), The problem did not hold true for < > when these 
replaced the parens, The same problem existed when there were no 
characters preceeding the link. Links elsewhere in the same 
statment worked, Thanks# (23041#) (JHB) 

19-MAY-74 2303*PDT BAIFI New NLS bugs 
Distribution! FEEDBACK# irby# bair 
Received at? 19-MAY-74 23!03156 

1) Can't use sendmail, Keeps jumping back to the last message 
I sent (hrs ago) and throwing me out of message input. Says 
"5SDA JSYS error litsup" among other things, Tried twice, 
Reset didnt help, Still cant send original problem which wast 
2) Cannot move ooundary in this case from cente vertical to off 
left, Get "NLS display error" among other things, Tied 
twice, Could not see bug when bugging boundary positions, I 
quit for today,,, 

lOfw 

lOfx 

lOfy 

lOfyl 

lOf z 

lOgi 

10g&l 

18-MAY-74 1222-PDT jERNlGANi Bug# Jump to ,e Command 
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Distribution! FEEDBACK# irby# lehtman# kelley# jernigan 
Received at! 18-MAY-74 12822859 10ga 

Until a tew minutes ag© the #ipositioned on 0# jump to »e 
command wo uld set m e to the last st atement in the file, or 
position on a top level statement jump ,e would take me to the 
last statement in that branch, lOgal 

Tried it two minutes ago and neither work now,,so something 
happened, They don't move at all, I have just ceme into NlS# so 
a new system may have been brought up since this morning early, 
(Time now 11825 AM Sat,), 10ga2 

Mil 10ga3 

JHB 22»MAY*»74 21 157 23085 
New NLS Bug 
Message! Got "NLS System error" when jumping on link typein, Link 
was OK# error if it werent' need to have error msg that's 
meaningful# The link was of the formt cOURSeSTRUC# 3• Kile and 
staement number were oK 
###*#Note! C ACTION 3 #*### 

10gb 

21*MAY«74 1028-EDT gOULD at BBN»TENEX| BACKSLASH# FRONTSLASH# 
AND CONTENT ADDRESSING 

Distribution! FEEDBACK 
Received at | 21*MAY«74 07|32i&3 10gc 

%upper case terminal! I TRIED BACKSLASH AND FRONTSLASH AGAIN 
WITH THE SAME BAD RESULTS, 
NEITHER CHARACTER IS ECHOED AND NEITHER HAS ANY EFFECT, SINCE 
THESE THINGS WORK AT SRI, PERHAPS THIS IS AN EFFECT OF COMING 
IN 
OVER THE NET, 

THE SINGLE QUOTE FOR CONTENT ADDRESSING DOESN'T WORK 
EITHER 
THE STRING 15 NOT FOUND, AND NEITHER THE SINGLE QUOTE NOP THE 
FIRST 
CHARACTER OF THE STRING 15 ECHOED IN ITS COMPLAINT, T HAT IS, 
ASKING 
FOR '50UP RESULTS IN O UP? , 

THE DOUBLE QUOTE FOR CONTENT ADDRESSING WILL NOT FIND A 
STRING 
WHICH IS IN THE CURRENT STATEMENT, EVEN THOUGH THE STRING IS 
NOT INITIAL, I HAVE ALSO FOUND CASES 
IN WHICH THE STRING WHICH IS FOUND IS NOT THE ONE WHICH IS NEXT 
IN TEXT ORDER, 

THE SEQUENCE OR COMMANDS 
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PRINT BRANCH 5 
DELETE BRANCH 5 

RESULTED IN THE MESSAGE "FILE NUMBERS DO NOT MATCH IN 
STORESRPING" IN VERSION 147 • I DON'T KNOW WHETHER THIS 
CONDITIONS STILL EXISTS, 

DVN 29*MAY*74 Q8?52 23148 
Miscellaneous Nothing 
Messagei when I called for Miscellaneous as an option in copy 
directory lust now it showed for each file that It had no 
miscelaneous information, 
*####Nptel £ ACTION 3 ##### 

iOgci 

10gd 

JHB 16-MAY-74 HI29 23021 
Feedback about Tenex scrolling 
Location! (MJOURNAL, 23021 , X|w3 
#####Notei tertiary distribution! ACTION#**## 

lOge 

DHC 24wAPR*74 14|53 30550 

Message? The system recognizes TERM SCO lines length <cr> but 
does not use the info to control printout. That is, it should 
pause after <lines> number of lines have been printed out (if 
there has been no type»in) and wait for me to send a character 
(inplying go»ahead), 

It is intended to keep text from scrolling past you before you 
can read it. 

Thanks for the support, (Alsof,,Dirk did a secondary 
distribution to me,) Dave, 

16-FEB.74 1228*PDT KELLEY! create file bug 
Received i6-FEB*74 12 I 28 S 27 

If one tries to create a file with the same name as another 
file he has 
deleted but not yet expunged, he gets the messagei NO such 
version, 
This happened in DNLS when trying to create the file into an 
empty vertically split window, After expunging, it worked 
fine, %TENEX feature?% 

DVN 29*APR«74 09S 18 22882 
Problem with XNLS Delete File 
%He was bugging the wrong Place in the iink% 

iogei 

10gf 

iogfi 
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Message? It doesn't seem to wat to delete unattached partial 
copies, 
#####Note? * action * ##*## 

JMB 6-APR-74 20148 22639 
New DNL5 Useroptions problems 
Locations (LJOURNAL# 2263g # l sw) 

%Secendary mooes «r«n#t allowed except with expert • May 6% 
yseroption's Reset Recognition doem't worx, it taxes me back 
to Expert all right, but sets the secondary mode back to the 
last secondary one I have previously set to go with Expert 
(with the Recognition command), not to the default, which I 
understand is Expert Expert, 

Please let me know ASAP (for documentation purposes) if my 
assumptions about how this command is supposed to work are 
correct ? 

What the user gets before she uses any of the recognition 
commands is Expert Expert, 

After she changes it with Recognition command, the Reset 
Recogniton command win return her to Expert Expert, 

RLL 26-FEB*74 14 f 02 30145 
Bugs in output processor 
Message* Some bugscmaybe just my misunderstanding) en the output 
processor, (1) when h aving text in a footer which is reset by the 
'text* command# if the variable is reset on the very next 
statement following the last statement of the preceding page# the 
footer in the previous page reflects the change, (2) I used the 
command to reset the font for the page numbers? however# it 
apparently did not like my setting to lowercase roman and 
subsequent resetting to decimal, the commands were correctly 
written as is testified by them not printed by the output 
processor, Robert Lieberman (RLL) 

7»MAY«74 0755»PDT FEINLEPs Jump to Item 
Distribution? FEEDBACK# feinier 
Received at? 7»MAY»74 07 ? 55 j 45 

was not able to get JUmP to Item <SP> (typed-text) to work as 
it does in oidnls, Can get jump to Name First to work but hot 
jump to item, Tried it both with and without the <SP>, Am I 
doing something wrong or does this no longer work. This was a 

lOgg 

lQgh 

iOghl 

10gh2 

10gh2a 

logh2b 

iogi 

10gj 
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very fast and easy Jump command for going down through a long 
file, Jake JOgji 

SRL 23-APR-74 10157 22800 
Problem Inserting Statement 
Message? I was inserting two statements and used CDOT after the 
first, I was bombed into the Exec with the message ILLEG INST 
3240115553 AT 120520, I did a reset and everything seemed to be 
fine, 

1 Ogk 

RLE 7*MAy«74 18?11 22912 
ARC refusing networxers and crashes, 
Message? in the last week I have noticed that the ARC computer has 
ben UP but did not permit access via the ARPANET, I guess this is 
a bug? if net I would liXe an explanation, ALSO the machine has 
'gone down' severaa times to the network users (at least). This 
message is intended to let you know of this (If you did not 
already), 
#**##Notei * action # ####* 

IQgl 

DVN 22-APR-74 08155 22786 %cere d«mp% 
0 PN, xu ,, ,7* p p 8 8 ?^oww< ?.ofC 
Location? (LJO0RNAL, 2278ft, i?w) 

logm 

m m m m 100ml 

I just no* did a jump to *il® return a*ter several sucessive 
jump to link and jump to file returns, and the message above 
flashed in my teletype window, Everything seems to be working 
fine however, 10gm2 

m m m m m m m  10gm3 

I0gm4 

KIRK 3»APR»74 08127 22621 Ican't repeat* 
PC Loading Bug 
Message? when I used Goto Tenex while having a file loaded in XNLg 
ana created a PC to that same file in an inferior nls and then 
Quit back to my original file in XNL5, it did not load the PC, I 
tried re-Loading the file (twice) it still would not load the PC, 
1 had to reset before it would work, 
###»#Note? * action # ####* 

10gn 
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KIRK 25.SEP-74 00125 24052 
Bug with compile Program 

Bugging (CML#) tor the (using) and (filename,CML?) in the Compile 
File command results in the message Hno such directory" then a second 
attempt says f ilename ,01*1 > 1 is Ousy, Used to worK. 1 
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JAKE 25»SEP*74 12 I 06 24053 
ARPA Book Chapter outline 

Here Is a copy of A^PAS outline for the Arpanet book, This is the 
list of topics that came out of the meeting held at the ARPA office 
in Washington, D,Ct# Sept, 9*11, 1974, 1 

23*SEP«74 0637«PDT FIELDS at U5C»lSIf review of the meeting on the 
Arpanet booK 

Distribution! NORTON AT OFFICE*! 
Received at! 23-SEP-74 Ils24t49 3 

ThanK you all for working on the book, it looks better and 
better, Below is the current list of topics and writing 
assignments, Rough drafts are due January 1, Please keep sending 
your bibliography suggestions and remember to include them with 
your draft, Regarding the assignments, with some there are several 
names, I expect the first is responsible for the draft submission 
and coordination, Frank Heart and I will look for a 
scientist*editor,Uniti then you can go forward with your writing, 
sending drafts to me if you receive no other words before you are 
done, 3a 

good luck 3t> 

best 3c 

craig 3d 

introduction (Roberts) 
The concept (Metcalfe) 
Chronology (Karp# BB«) 3e 

Implementation 
Design decisions (BBN) 
Topology (Frank) 
Modeling (Kieinrock, Frank) 
ATT as a supplier (BBN) 
IMPS and HSIMPS (BBN) 
NCC (BBN) 
Host access (Kirstein) 
Terminal access (BBN,Retz) 
protocols (Postel,Cerf,BBN,Crocker) 3f 

Operations 
Managament,administration,accounting (Scheionk«) 
NIC (Feinler) 
security and privacy (Pogran) 3g 

Utilization and resources 
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Data bases (Marill) 
MLP-90Q (Uncapher) 
Hall (Burchfiei) 
forum CVailee) 
Datacomputer (Marill) 
1-4 (Cracraft) 
NLS (Engelbart) 
1*4 (Cracraft) 
Users (Iseil) 
Servers (assorted) 
Distributed computing (Thomas) 3h 

Performance 
Economics (Frank) 
Measurement methods (Klelnreck, B8N) 
Measurements (Kleinrock# BBN) 31 

Future 
Technology (Uncapher) 
NSW (Crocker) 
Legal and regulatory (Baran,Kirstein) 
Social, political, economic (KUo) 
Related networks (Cerf,Heart,Frank) 
ASPSSwent of ARPAMET itfahni Asessment of ARPANET (Kahn) 3j 
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<HJGURNAI* 24051*> contains the status of user feedback decisions for 
NLS-8,1, it is over X00 pages long, we advise you NOT to print it» 
Read it online. For the new features and bug fixes* see the 
Documented branch, For those suggestions that have been rejected* 
see the Rejected branch, The items scheduled to be done in the next 
version are in <NL5#H0DS>, Those items which remain as Needs & 
Possibilities are in <£eedback#fdbk*£uture>, 
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A Plea and a Proposal 

Dear ARCers# I 

This message Is to present a plaintiff plea followed by a 
practical proposal, First,t f ia 

• > THE PLEA <» lal 

May I humbly beseech all ARC members who have a sudden urge to 
send their white elephants to die in what is commonly referred to 
as the 'NIC room* to think of some other approach, Everyone knows 
what a pack»rat I am, but now that the junk is past arm-pit level 
out there# even i am ready to yell 'uncle*, in spite of the fact 
that there are only two Nic People# we are still trying to use the 
table# desk# ana shelving m the NIC room to house NIC stuff# and 
so would appreciate It If you would not reshuffle the stuff# take 
any piece of paper or equipment that Is not nailed down# and not 
dump all unexplained junk on the first surface that pops up, The 
problem 1$ compounded by the fact that I inherited many as yet 
unexplained piles of paper from Mil# Mike# Beau# and others, when 
you pile yours out there too,,,,need I say more? You're 
collective cooperation will be greatly appreciated, lb 

*> THE PROPOSAL <« ibl 

Lest it appear I am trying to be some kind of space hog# I would 
like to suggest the following for everyone's consideration, If we 
lined some of the wails with bookshelves and had possibly one 
movable partition and a few comfortable chafrsi we could turn the 
N.IC r oom into a co mbined library# training" room# and NIC work 
space, There is presently nowhere where we can sit and read a 
journal article or browse through the stuff that comes in, Since 
money is getting ever tighter# it seems like we are all going to 
have to share some ot the books and reports# and at any rate it 
would be nice to have a place to look at current journals that has 
lighting somewhat above one candiepower• ic 

If shelves and fupnitur® are kept °ut of the middle of the r°®m* 
the room could easily be converted into a small conference room 
and/or training room# and with one more hole in the wall the video 
camera could be swung around to wor* in either conference room, 
Jeanne Leavitt and I are limping along trying to do something 
(ANYTHING IJJ) with all the stuff that comes in, but as all of you 
know organizing a group library is very low on both of our stacks, 
However# if each would agree to do his/her part by putting things 
back# leaving a note when things are taken# and putting some of 
their goodies into the pot# we could have a fairly workable 
arrangement, id 

COyid we have a little 'dialog* on this idea please, le 
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Introduction 1 

ARC's proposal for work on the NSW system (SRI No, isu 74*132) 
contained t^ree "core" task areas. One tas^ area "NLS as an NSW 
Tool" contained a number of subtask areas that would* la 

1) make NLS an example of a tool fully integrated into the NSW 
environment. * i al 

2) provide modifications and enhancements to NLS yielding user 
FEATURES OF particular value to the initial NSW us er community. Ia2 

The list of tasks presented was based on our understanding of the 
needs at the time the proposal was written, The major proposed 
effort would have been concerned with providing a special user 
interface and set of tools to aid the COBOL coding process, Later 
discussions at a meetinO of NSW contractors and user 
representatives at the Air Force Data system Design center 
indicated that a focus on NLS enhancements to the 
documentation/publication area, including the ability to provide 
simple line drawings and ether graphic capabilities, might be more 
valuable, " lh 

This document expands the list ©* possible NLS tas*s toward these 
needs, we are requesting guidance on t&e focus a nd Priorities of 
the NLS sub*tasks within available funding, Funding available for 
the NLS part of the Nsw contract is based on manpower resources of 
about 3 man years of software engineering, 2 man years of 
documentation,'and associated supervision and secretarial support, ic 

We agree with the thrust of Col, McGovern's remarks 
NSW meeting that some of the biggest problems in the system 
building process are in the area of documentation and thus favor 
more focus on documentation/publication and simple graphics as 
providing greater payoff to initial users than obtainable with a 
sophisticated COBOL programmers interface, We think such a COBOL 
interface would be useful and could come later, Note we do 
propose below to provide the ability to write COBOL programs using 
NLS and to easily get them compiled, Id 

we have listed suggested task areas below and indicated our 
recommendations on priority, and minimum resources required, 
Because of the general and open ended nature of many of the tasks 
listed below, the estimates are to be primarily taken as 
indicative of difficulty, As we work with NSW management to 
create a specific task list we can refine the estimates, When one 
subtracts the resources estimated to be required for essential 
tasks from the total available only i 1/2 man months of software 
engineering manpower are left for optional tasks, Since estimates 

i 
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are never perfeet we should oe optimistic and pick more tasks than 
estimated resources, le 

Documentation resources will be fully required to document what is 
Produced, We will discuss later, as an aside, alternate forms of 
documentation and asK for guidance about preferences in this area 
then, More general guidelines for the documentation of NSW tools 
should be developed, It is not now clear how such N8W standards 
would come into existence, If 

The tas*s Proposed are* as mentioned earlier* based on our present 
understanding of Air Force needs and our knowledge of NLS user 
experience, we certainly know that more understanding and 
analysis of present needs and procedures might modify this list, 
Therefore, the tasks* primarily those listed as optional, should 
be considered suggestions indicative of the types of thing that 
are possible and open to modification and discussion, Many of the 
tasks desired that can not be implemented within resources 
available in FT 75 can probably be handled in the second year of 
the NSw program, ig 

The reader is assumed to have read Or have available for 
background ©unoriginal NSW proposal referenced above, ih 

New NLS*8 to CfficeM 2 

Introduction 2a 

This version of NLS contains the base system structure required 
for future NLS evolution in the NSW environment, It offers an 
improved user interface with extensive online help facilities, 2al 

Essential Ta$Ks 2b 

This task is essential and almost complete, There are a few 
known bugs to be fixed and several days of work to oe done on 
the Help system and the calculator, in addition, the NIC Query 
system must be integrated with NLS*8 before it can be 
transferred to 0£fice*l, This task will nave used, when 
complete, about 9 man months of NSW NlS resources, 2bl 

NLS Frontend Backend Split 3 

Introduction 3a 

This task is essential to make NLs an example of an N$W tool 
fully integrated into the NSW environment and to provide a test 
vehicle for many of the NSw design concepts, in the NSW 
environment* tools and resources reside on different computers 
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over the ARPA network; user interaction takes place on a 
(possibly) separate Frontend minicomputer, In the caseof NLS# 
the NSW frontend will initially be on a PDP*U while tne 
toackend will pe on a PDP*iO, 3a 1 

Essential tasks 3b 

A clean separation within NLS between those parts of the system 
which interact with users (Frontend) and those parts of the 
system which execute his requests (Backend) was begun several 
months ago, This split has been accomplished within a single 
machine; the extension of such a split to separate forks on 
the same machine# to two local machines# and finally to the NsW 
operating system in which the machines are separated 
geographically and connected by the ARPA network is now under 
way, The design and implementation of interlaces and protocols 
for cress*machine procedure calls and debugging is being 
accomplished under the NSW Frontend and protocol Tasks 
described in the proposal, This task is concerned with the 
necessary changes to NLS code to make the scheme work, 3bi 

work here overlaps both completion of NtS®8 and the larger NSW 
Frontend task and should require about 3 additional man months 
of N5W NLS resources, 3b2 

COBOL Programmer's interface 4 

Introduction 4a 

The tools in the existing NLS workshop have proven valuable in 
aiding ARC programmers in designing# coding# debugging# and 
documenting their code, While some of these tools such as the 
debugger are applicable only to the specific languages used at 
ARC, most current NLS tools and usage techniques win be 
valuable in the Air Force COBOL environment, Additional 
commands and command interfaces oriented to the specific tasks 
of COBOL programmers together with specialized training in the 
©roper use of the available tools and In techniques of 
structured programming could further enhance the value of the 
system, 4al 

Essential tasks 4b 

Make the current NLs available in the Nsw COBOL environment 4bJ 

in its present form NLS can be used to create# structure# 
and edit COBOL source code, Facilities existing in NLS 
allow output of sequential files that can be sent over the 
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ARPANET tor compilation at sites which otter COBOL compiling 
tools, 4bia 

Production of the sequential source file including the 
creation of the necessary Job Control Cards, connection to 
the network and the COBOL site, and retrieval of compiler 
output can be simplified with the addition of some new NLS 
commands, These commands would utilize the interface to an 
RJE facility described below, 4bib 

Replacing existing eard»oriented tools with a much more 
sophisticated and powerful set of tools will require some 
changes in programming methods and training of personnel, 
Under this conract we propose to develop a training package, 
The actual training could be accomplished by us under 
another contract associated with use of NLS through 
pffice«lt 4bic 

The required resource for this task is variable depending on 
the depth of exposure to the system desired and the number 
of new commands which are essential, The minimum effort 
would be about 2 man months, 4bld 

Develop a preprocessor and an interface t© a remote job entry 
faculty 4b2 

A Remote job Entry C^jE) facility will be made available 
through the NSW works Manager, This facility will ailow the 
NSw user to, among other things, compile ang execute his 
COBOL programs on various machines available within the NSW 
environment that provide the required RJE facilities, An 
NLS preprocessor would take the source code prepared by the 
NLs COBOL programmer's interface and format it appropriately 
for further handling by the NSW works Manager, 4b2a 

About 2 man months wili be required to create the user 
interface to the several command functions, These include 
connection to the NLS Output Sequential command, develpment 
of a simple interface to create the necessary JCL, a 
function to connect through the RJE protocol, and a process 
to retrieve diagnostics from the batch machine upon 
completion of compilation, 4b2b 

Optional t«sks 4c 

Develop a special COBOL interface which enforces structured 
COBOL code 4ci 

This interface, based on an NLs CML user interface# will 
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recognize COBOL reserved words at the beginning of an 
expression, do recognition dependent on the user's default 
recognition mode in NLS, and prompt the user for the' 
syntactically correct options, upon insertion into the NLS 
file, these expressions will have NLS structure applied to 
mafce the code legible and the logic of the program readily 
apparent* 4cia 

This would require about 3 wan months of effort* 4cib 

Help insure syntactic correctness of the inserted source code 4c2 

A syntax checker could be as complex as desired with a 
corresponding increase in cost. At its most basic# a simple 
syntax checker would be that built into the COBOL interface 
described above and could require about 3 additional man 
months effort, 4c2a 

Create a COBOL shorthand facility 4c3 

A COBOL shorthand facility could be a simple extension of 
the NLS substitute command or could be an elaborate MACRO 
facility, A reasonably powerful system could be provided in 
about 3 man months, 4c3a 

Provide online support tor the COBOL program library 4c4 

Existing Nls functions for cataloging, searching, and 
linking documentation to source code could be used to 
provide support for a program library with about X months 
work, 4c4a 

Attempt to use existing data definitions to 4c5 

Provide spelling completion when requested 4c5a 

Request new definitions and documentation when a new 
identifier is used py the programmer - approximately 2 
months effort, 4c5b 

Create a test data files generator * 4 months, 4c6 

Provide an online debugging facility * at least 3 months, 4c7 

Simple interface for Clerical Personnel 5 

introduction 5a 

secretarial and clerical workers typically perform a number of 
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operations very frequently, Some of these operations are 
simple but time consuming# and could be made easier and more 
efficient by use of facilities in NLS, Correspondence is such 
an operation that can be readily automated! the preparation and 
publication of documentation is another, Sal 

Two types of interfaces are proposed for these workers, The 
first# a simple interface oriented toward classes of clerical 
workers# and infrequent NLs users# is described here, The 
second# a more sophisticated interface for documentation and 
publication production, is described below, 5a2 

The personnel using the simple clerical support package are 
assumed to be unfamiliar with the use of computers, In some 
cases# they may be temporary personnel, The package will be 
made up of essentially self-contained, self-teaching functional 
modules each designed to accomplish a particular task# latter 
writing# for example. The simple clerical support facility 
suggested here is restricted to the functional units easiest to 
learn and use, The actual tasks to be supported would be 
determined by working closely with appropriate Air Force 
personnel, The tasks listed below are to be considered 
indicative of the types of possibilities open, 5a3 

Essential tasks 5b 

None 5bi 

Optional tasks 5c 

Preparation and output of text 5cl 

Typing# correcting and reordering text is a common 
secretarial task, A simplified subset of the present NLS 
text editing capabilities could be extracted# and the 
command language syntax or vocabulary modified, if desired, 
which is self teaching and easy to learn and use while 
retaining most of the NLS editing power, 5cla 

Some gsers will come Into the NSw environment experienced in 
the use of iine*oriented text editors, it would be possible 
to provide this type of editing orientation if it was 
considered to be of value, Effort required to study work 
patterns and needs and buiid simple Interface about I man 
month, 5clb 

Preparation and transmission of mail 5c2 

A considerable part of a secretaries work is associated with 
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processing of both incoming and outgoing man, The NSW 
environment will add another'dimension to this process that 
will taxe the form of mail handled completely within the 
system, That is # e nvelopes, stamps, post offices, etc, will 
not be involved, 5c2a 

NLS programs can be written that will quickly and easily 
guide a secretary through all of the steps necessary to 
process mail carried over the NSW networK, These modules 
can have varying degrees of sophistication, A very 
sophisticated system could Include the ability to route a 
memorandum sequentially to a list of receivers, Each person 
in turn could append comments, a coded approval signature, 
and so forth, 5o2b 

The NLS Journal already provides automatic cataloging of 
mail items in a master journal index, It is possible, by 
building on the journal system, to build a module that will 
catalog mail in a way that corresponds to existing Air force 
filing practices, 5c2c 

included in the NLS user program library is one which helps 
a person write a letter, either for delivery by the system 
or by conventional mail. This type of program can be 
tailored to a particular set of specifications, 5c2d 

Effort required in this area co uid vary from about 1 man 
month to over X man V«r dependin9 on facilities desired, 5c2e 

Calculator Extension 5c3 

There is a facility in NLS that serves as a desk calculator, 
The addition of tabie and column entities w 0uid increase the 
power of the calculator and maxe it more useful in 
supporting most booxxeeping tasxs, This feature could oe 
provided with about one man month if tied in with related 
editing feature extensions, 5c3a 

Sophisticated interface for SuPPort Personnel*- Documentation and 
Publication System 6 

introduction 6a 

Users of the NSW have serious document production problems, 
They need to produce, in timely fashion# system requirements, 
manuals, reports, and other documents in hardcopy and in 
various microforms, In addition some documents must be 
available for online studying and editing, T*e documents may 
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include extensive tables, diagrams, and complex formatsj it 
must be possible to alter formats for different output media# feai 

Conventional production methods based on typewriter# paper# and 
offset printing are becoming increasingly expensive# and 
increasingly slow in comparison to the development of the 
systems they describe, 

ABC has developed a set of tools and procedures described as 
the Documentation Development Production and C ontrol System 
CDDpCS), 6aJ 

The DDPCS tools consist of specialized programs to format 
text for printing (the Output Processor) and"procedures for 
using general NLS tools, 6a|a 

Described below a re essential and optional tasks in the DDPCS 
which would be beneficial to the Nsw community, 6a4 

Essential tasks 

Training package for documentation support personnel 6bl 

NLS has satisfactory means for entering text directly into 
computer flies via typewriter-ilk© terminals or two 
dimensional CRTs and a system based on cassettes to 
accumulate text offline for later translation into computer 
tiles, 6bla 

The ability to collect# insert# delete and change text is 
funy implemented, in addition# the structure inherent in 
NLs text files facilitates studying# searching, extraction 
of tables of contents# and rapid reorganization and 
reformatting of files, The use of filtered views# dynamic 
and sophisticated content searches# and the ability to 
display text in sequences other than the linear sequence of 
the file itself give added power in executing these tasks, 6bib 

A training package oriented toward documentation support 
personn®l should be developed and couid be don® with about 
1 months effort, This package would emphasize those parts 
of the system which facilitate Air Force documentation and 
publication practices, 6feR 

interface Output Processor to special output devices 6b2 

The NLS Output Processor currently provides users with the 
ability to produce high quality formatted documents on 
either hard copy printers or a CQMP-80 COM device, we 
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should provide the NSW community with interfaces between the 
Output Processor and other desired devices such as the 
Linatron, These interfaces can probably be built in from i 
to 3 man months for each device. The time required depends 
on the characteristics of the device, 6b2a 

Optional tasks 6c 

Interface to other textual input systemsI OCR# MTSX# Etc 6cl 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) hardware could be used 
to collect text prepared on standard typewriters for 
incorporation into computer files, Devices such as IBM MIST 
could also be used for simple textual input, We could 
prepare packages for translating sequential files prepared 
in these modes to structured NLS files which could then be 
edited or formatted online in NLS, Apout a months effort 
should be needed here. 6cia 

Additional editing functions and entities requiring about 3 man 
months work 6c2 

The special requirements for formatting Air Force manuals 
and documents suggest some added features that would ma*e it 
even e asier t 0 produce the necessary formats, 6C2a 

All Nl s s tatements are now equivalent nodes in a tree 
(outline) structure, It would be easier to produce tables 
if It were possible to Identify certain nodes as 'headings* 
and to arrange other material as cells in a matrix for table 
creation, ' * 6c2b 

At Present the creation of tables in the typewriter 
version of NLS tends to be as tedious and time consuming 
as on a typewriter. It is much easier on the display 
version# but even here enhancements would be useful, 6c2bl 

Comment Facility 6c3 

It would be of help to people working together on a document 
to have a way of appending comments, The comments might be 
an editor *s suggested corrections, The file could be viewed 
with or without these comments or corrections displayed, 
This could require 2 or more man months work, 6c3a 

Special applications packages 6c4 

NLS has Programs to generate tables of contents# indices# 
ana bibliographies. As we undertake to deal witn new 
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formats and larger documents these programs should increase 
in flexibility and capacity, Additional packages oriented 
to the NSW community could be created, Effort here variable 
based on what is desired, 6c4a 

Modifications to the Output Processor • 5 man months scs 

New directives for specialized formats 6csa 

At present the Output Processor by default formats 
paragraphs like those in this document. It is possible 
to create other formats* «,g, Air Force formats that 
bring the first line of each paragraph to the far left# 
but it requires 2 or 3 directives per paragraph, That is 
acceptable In standard documents where a program Is 
inserting directives automatically, but is time consuming 
otherwise. Addition of a small series of directives 
calling for various paragraph formats would save a lot of 
formatting work m the long run, 6c5ai 

Footnotes 6c5b 

At present the Output Processor can create only pages of 
text with running headers and footers, Changes to 
produce footnotes at the bottom of the page on which they 
are referenced, glosses, or multi-column formats that 
break across the page can be made, 6c5bl 

Formatted COM proofs at terminal 6c5c 

implementation of the graphics display capabilities 
described"below could also allow full page proofs of 
highly formatted COM output with multiple font faces ana 
sizes to be displayed at the terminal, 6e5cl 

Expanded character sets 6c5d 

At present the Output Processor can print only members of 
the 96 character ASCn set, These can be printed on CQM 
in different fonts and sizes, it should be possible In 
COM to use other characters inditing braces, boxes, 
circles, and standard mathematical symbols, 6c5dl 

Graphics 7 

Introduction 7 

potential NSW users have expressed interest in incorporating 
simple line drawings with textual material into NLS files. 
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Examples include simple graphs, organization charts, block 
diagrams, and flow charts, 7al 

Essential tasks 7b 

None 7bl 

Optional tasks 7c 

Simple drawings - 5 man months 7cl 

While we must study the optimum configuration* a low cost 
graphics work station might consist of a standard 
alpha-numeric display and a graphics storage display 
connected directly to the frontend PDP-11 or through the 
Line processor serving the alpha-numeric display, A file 
appearing on the alpha-numeric display would show all text 
in the file and would have a special*notation to designate 
areas where drawings would appear °h thegraphics terminal, 
The graphics terminal would display line drawings and any 
text associated with them, 7cia 

In graphics mode the user could make or modify simple line 
drawings by us*n9 the mouse, keyboard, and graphics display, 7cib 

The user could insert/delete/move a line or entire figure 
and perhaps change the size of a figure or subfigure, 7clc 

The w0rk station could include a graphics hardcopy Unit to 
allow hardcopy of the line drawings and text shown on the 
graphics display, several work stations could share such a 
unit, * 7cid 

in cases where the final output is to be from a 
photocomposition device, the edited file could be processed 
and a proof of the final product displayed at the graphics 
terminal, The user could modify format control information 
in the file using the alpha-numeric display and view a new 
proof at the graphics display, 7cie 

Graphics input from other tools * 1 man month assuming simple 
drawing facility 7c2 

We could provide an interface to a commonly used graphics 
device (for example, a CALCOMP plotter software package) or 
perhaps to a to-be-develooed NSW graphics protocol, This 
would allow a user to generate a graphical entity using some 
other tool, bring that graphical entity Into NLS* and store 
it with some explanatory text, Thus* graphs* bar charts* 
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etc# based on management or other data could be integrated 
with text and other drawings into memos# reports# system 
documents and so forth, The tool generating the graphics 
would# for example# generate commands in caicomp plotter 
output format# which would be stored in a file which could 
then be processed by NLS to produce the picture to be stored 
in an NLS file, 7c2a 

Flow*chart production - i man month assuming simple drawing 
facility 7c3 

Flow chart production wouid require a new set of entities 
(built*ln figures) that offer flow charting symbols# e,g, a 
diamond shape to indicate a decision point# a special shape 
to indicate printed output# etc, 7c3a 

In addition to the standard set, the user should be able to 
define new symbols, 7c3b 

The user should be able to change the size of each occurence 
of a symbol# associate text with the symbols and manipulate 
connecting lines between symbols, 7c3c 

Perform a ny modifications to the NLS file system that may be 
necessary to integrate it most efficiently into the larger NSW file 
system and conventions, 8 

Essential tasks ®a 

while we do not anticipate any necessary changes to the current 
NLS file structure, we should be prepared for modifications 
made necessary by the design of the Nsw works Manager and 
limited Network bandwidth, 8ai 

This table summarizes minimum estimates of resources required 
for lmPl ementin9 the simplest approach to each task, 9 

Figures are in man months, 10 

ESSENTIAL TASKS! E stimated pesources 11 

New NLS«8 to Office-l 9 lla 

NLS Frontend Backend Split 3 lib 

COBOL Programmer's interface lie 

Make current NLS available in 2 

12 



NiiS Task Shopping List for NSW 
EKM HGL CHI RWW 25*SEP*74 16157 24056 

the NSW COBOL environment 
and develop a basic training package 

Develop a preprocessor and an 
interface to a remote job 
entry facility 

Documentation and Publication 

Training package 1 

interface output Processor 
to special output devices 

Modifications to file system 

TOTAL ESTIMATED BEQUIHED 

OPTIONAL TASKst Estimated Resources 

COBOL programmer's Interface 

Develop a special COBOL interface 
which enforces structured 
COBOL code 

COBOL syntax checker 

COBOL shorthand facility 3 

Online COBOL program library 

spelling completion 

Test data files generator 

online debugging facility 

Interface for Clerical Personnel 

Preparation and output of text 

Preparation and transmission 
of mail 

Calculator Extension 

1*3 per device 
depending on 

its characteristics 

0 no changes expected 
to be'reguired 

18*20 

iicl 

11C2 

lid 

lldl 

1142 

lie 

1 2  

13 

13a 

13al 

I3a2 

13a3 

13a4 

lias 

13a6 

13a7 

13b 

13bl 

1302 

13P3 

13 



EKM HGL CHI PWW 25«SEP»74 16857 24056 
NLS TasK shopping List for NSW 

Documentation and Publication system 13c 

Interface to ot&er textual input 1 
systems 8 OCR * MT5T, Etc 13cl 

Additional editing functions 3 
and entities 13c2 

Special applications packages - 13c3 

Modifications to the Output b 
Processor 13e4 

Graphics 13d 

Simple drawings 5 I3dl 

Graphics input from other tools! I assumes abOye 13d2 

V7rr t n f,nr < 1 3 d 3 

TOTAL ESTIMATED OPTIONAL 40 14 

14 



Ident request! RDL to PROF 
RLL 25-SEP-74 17100 24057 

CJ24057) 25»SEP«74 17800?!!? Title! AUthorCs)! Robert N, 
Lleberman/RLL? Distribution! /MDK( C ACTION 3 ) ? SUb*Coliections8 
SRI-ARC? ClerK? RLL? 



RLl 25-SEP-74 17 I 00 
Ident request! RIL to PROF 

Could you please append my ident to the PROF group , I think other 
new member of ARC might also be put on this group, Are there other 
groups I should know about? JCN saaid ok for PROF, Thanks, 

1 



Show directory command toooooo long, 
RLTI 25-SEP-74 17|19 24058 

tJ24058) 25-SEP»74 17I19IIM Tltlei Author(s)i Robert N, 
Lleberman/RLLf Distribution! /FDBK( t ACTION J ) » Sub«CollectlonsI 
SRI-ARC; ClerKl RbLl 



RLL 25*SEP*74 17 «19 24GS8 
Show directory command toooooo long, 

What good is the snow directory command if it take Considerably 
longer to see ones directory using ths NLS command than using the 
tenex dir command? i have found myself going to Tenex almost always 
because of the time, P,S, Thanks for 'paging' the directory. That 
makes the NLS command a bit better for long dirctories (over the 
tenex comaand,) 1 

1 



where to find architects minutes, 
RLL 25-SEP»74 17*21 24059 

CJ24059) 25-SEP-74 17*219*91 Title! AUthorCs)! Robert N, 
Lietoerman/RLL! Distribution! /JCN( C ACTION 3 ) ? SUb«CoU«ctionsi 
SRI-ARC? Clerk! RLLf? 



PLL 25»SEP«74 I7i2i 24059 
where to find architects minutes, 

(iieberman,archfitweb) » the architects minutes tor Thursday. 

1 



DIA 26-SEP-74 09123 24060 
New (Experimental) version o f  L10 Compiler 

CJ24060) 26-SEP-74 09l23MM Title! Author(s)! Don I, Andrews/DIAI 
Distribution! /SRl^ARCC ( INFO-ONLY 3 ) » Sub-Collections! SRI-ARC! 
eierKt DlA! Origin! < NETAt XLIQ.NLSJ3, >, 25-SEP-74 17108 DIA 
!  f  I  ! # # # # !  



New (Experimental) version of LiO Compiler 
01A 26*SEP"7 4 09 S 23 24060 

Notice! 1 

A new versien of the LIO compiler is available for experimental 
use as <SUBSXS>XL10, la 

The differences between the current LIO and the new XLIO are 
described here, ib 

There may be more changes in the future, bef0re a new Lio is 
adopted, ic 

This is a very brief description of the changes and will be 
smoothed out and incorporated in Wh*t LiO documentation we b?ve as 
time permits, Id 

Additions! 2 

in DECLARES's 2a 

Values can be expressions 2al 

initial values to be stored in declared items can be of the 
same syntax as expressions# with the exception of the CASE 
expression and the bit*AND/OR/XOR functions Ci,e, ,A ,V and 
,X), All items in the expression must however be defined by 
the time that declaration is compiled (one pass compilation, 
you Knew), 2aia 

Also, the symbol to assign a value to a declared 
variable may be replaced with the symbol They are 
equivalent, The symbol is not allowed for declarations 
of symbols that are not variable, as in CONSTANT# ADDRESS 
and REGISTER declarations, 2alb 

Use ADDRESS# not SET 2a2 

As a more descriptive declaration# use the word ADDRESS 
where you now use SET, "SET" is still accepted however, 2a2a 

New declaration! DECLARE CONSTANT 2a3 

Symbols can be declared to represent a constant value (given 
by an expression). The symbols are then used in a program 
as the they were variables containing the specified value, 
but they tafce up no memory and the compiler taKes advantage 
of the situation if possible, 2a3a 

External constants function just liKe non-external constants 
for the file they are declared m, but they do tafce up 

1 



DIA 26»SEP*74 09123 24060 
New (Experimental) version of L10 compiler 

memory ana are available to other code»£iles« Incidently# 
code in other files may store into an external constant if 
it is not in a write protected pace, 2a3b 

Declared items may be NLS names 2a4 

An alternate form for declaring symbols has been included. 
The general form is* 2a4a 

#( ,ID * 5 deciareword 2a4al 

The deciareword may be preceeded by "EXTERNAL" if desired, 
Definitions follow* 2a4b 

deciareword s 2a4bl 

"STRING" 2a4bla 

which must be followed by *( expression *) or 2a4biai 

( / • «. 5 « SR for actu al initial value, 2a4bia2 

"CONSTANT" '» expression 2a4bib 

"TEXT" "POINTER" 2a4bic 

"STACK" f( expression expression] *] 2a4bid 

"RING" *C expression Cf# expression) O 2a4bie 

"ADDRESS" expression 2a4blf 

"DECLARE" 2a4blg 

which may be followed hV *t expression '] or 2a4bldi 

( * » / ' • )  e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  a c t u a l  i n i t i a l  v a l u e  o r  2 a 4 b l g 2  

( ' = / ' « . ) ' (  # < % >  i t e m v a l  p )  f o r  a  l i s t  o f  
values, 2a4bid3 

or the deciareword may be absent# 2a4bih 

which is the same as writing "DECLARE", 2a4bihl 

itemval s 2a4b2 

,SR to get that string into memory (not an A*string) 2a4b2a 

2 



New (Experimental) version of L10 compiler 
01A 26-SEP-74 09*23 24060 

*$ •SR to get the address of that string 2a4b2b 

*$ •ID to set the address of that symbol 2a4b2c 

or an expression (defined of course), 2a4b2d 

In Procedure LOCAL fs 2b 

LOCAL CONSTANT is allowed 2bl 

The constant symbol is a local but takes up no memory, It 
is discared at the end of the procedure, as are locals, 2bla 

Runtime assignment is allowed at LOCAL declaration time 2b2 

An initial value for locals may be specified, The syntax is 
the same'as assignment of values to declared symbols# but 
the expression need not contain defined symbolsj it is 
evaluated at runtime, 2b2& 

It is equivalent to declare a local to be an e xpression# and 
to assign store an expression in a lo cal at the start of the 
procedure, 2b2b 

In FORMAL arguments 2c 

you may specify the type of argument 2ei 

symbols of type FEF and POINTER can be specified to be so 
right in the formal argument list, For example! 2cla 

C p )  P R O C E D U R E  C  R E F  a r g l #  P O I N T E R  a r g 2 ) ?  2 c i a l  

This is equivalent to saying the following after the 
procedure heading! 2cib 

PEF argij 2clbi 

POINTER arg2j 2clb2 

In primary symbols 2d 

Three new symbols builtin 

The new uppercase identifiers are to help out when 
programming both the PDP-iO and PDP-11, They are 
essentially constants that are builtini 2dla 

WORD = 36 on PDP-10# 16 on PDP-11 2di«l 

3 



New CExperircental) version o£ HO Compiler 
DIA 26-SEP-74 09123 24060 

ADDRESS or ADDP a 18 on PDP-10# 16 on PDP-11 2dia2 

CHARACTER or CHAP = 7 on PDP-10, 8 on PDP-11 2dia3 

They should be helpful in record field declarations, 2dtb 

Deletions: ? 

Special syntax of the following forms have been deleted becuase 
they ar© no longer used Or desirables 3a 

DSP #t f 3al 

INPUT 3a2 

DEFINE ,,, C use DECLARE CONSTANT ) 3a3 

GROUP _ ... 3a 4 

STATE . ,,, 3*5 

ENTITY 3a6 

4 
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